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Abstract

Human Computer Interaction research has a unique challenge in under-

standing the activity systems of creative professionals, and designing the

user-interfaces to support their work. In these activities, the user is involved

in the process of building and editing complex digital artefacts through a

process of continued refinement, as is seen in computer aided architecture,

design, animation, movie-making, 3D modelling, interactive media (such as

shockwave-flash), as well as audio and music production. This thesis exam-

ines the ways in which abstraction mechanisms present in music production

systems interplay with producers’ activity through a collective case study

of seventeen professional producers. From the basis of detailed observations

and interviews we examine common abstractions provided by the ubiqui-

tous multitrack-mixing metaphor and present design implications for future

systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Much of the music we listen to today is recorded and manipulated with

computer systems. In many cases, these computer systems are playing an

increasingly large role in mediating the entire creative process rather than

simply acting as a recording and post-production technology. This thesis

examines activity systems that are towards the computer mediated end of

this spectrum, where the entire development process from initial composition

and concept formation through to the arrangement, mixing, and performance

are heavily informed by computer music systems. This thesis uncovers the

activity of professional ‘producers’ who use these sophisticated computer in-

terfaces to create contemporary popular music, and examines the abstraction

mechanisms these user interfaces provide that both help and hinder their ac-

tivity from a Human Computer Interaction perspective.

Human Computer Interaction (HCI) research has a unique challenge in

understanding the activity systems of all creative professionals, and design-

ing the user-interfaces to support their work. In these activities, the user is

involved in the process of building and editing complex digital artefacts [100]

through a process of continued refinement; as is seen in computer aided archi-

tecture, design, animation, movie-making, 3D modelling, interactive media

(such as shockwave-flash), as well as audio and music production. In digital

artefact creation, progress and goals are often relatively undefined and unfold

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

in response to the artefact as it takes form, typically through the medium

of a graphical notation system. This hinders traditional task analysis and

user-interface design techniques. The complexity and structure of the de-

veloping digital artefact creates many interesting user-interface analysis and

design challenges, the most pronounced of which being the discovery of how

can users manage this complexity and still remain creative and in control. In

order to create such complex digital artefacts in a professional context, the

user-interfaces also tend to contain rich and deep functionality, exhibiting

their own inherent complexity.

As the philosopher John Locke described in An Essay on Human Under-

standing [98], a principle way in which the human mind deals with complex-

ity is through the process of abstraction: that of creating and manipulating

higher level concepts through patterns and generalisations:

“In this faculty of repeating and joining together its ideas, the

mind has great power in varying and multiplying the objects of

its thoughts” — John Locke, 1690 [98]

This thesis examines the ways in which abstraction mechanisms present

in music production systems interplay with the activity of professional music

producers. The notational systems employed in music production software

are an exemplar of digital artefact creation systems used by creative pro-

fessionals, making them a rich and complex domain for HCI research. The

study of user-interfaces for music creation is also interesting in its own right,

with their multi-modal character, collaborative usage, and mature state of

development that provide a solid platform for examining the state of the art.

Additionally, the design of music production tools is predominantly based

on pre-existing machines, and thus exhibits extensive use of ‘user-interface

metaphor’ in which the software is conceptually and graphically organised

around the same design as some other (typically physical) system. In the

case of music production software, their design has been tightly informed by

traditional music hardware systems, and in particular the multitrack-mixing
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model and its inherent design limitations. Our limited understanding of the

abstraction mechanisms allowed by this particular metaphor, and how it in-

teracts with the modern computer based music production activity, provides

us with motivation to study these systems also.

The purpose of this research is to learn about the fitness and difficulties

of existing music production abstraction mechanisms in relation to the work

of producers. This will lead us to a better understanding of how to design

abstraction mechanisms, both in music production tools, and for other digital

artefact crafting systems. This motivates our central research question:

How is the work of professional music producers affected by the

particular abstraction mechanisms in the user-interfaces of music

production software?

This thesis presents three major contributions to the field, stemming from

detailed interviews and observations which we conducted with seventeen pro-

fessional producers.

• The first contribution of this thesis lies in our findings, resulting from

our principled analysis of four classes of music production abstraction

that were uncovered through the fieldwork component of this research.

These findings represent a great advance in our understanding of the

strengths and weaknesses of existing abstraction mechanisms, and more

importantly reveal pressing evidence for the provision of specific new

abstraction mechanisms in these systems. Moreover, the methodology

and analysis presented here provide a compelling template for applica-

tion to the many other forms of computer mediated activity in which

creative professionals craft digital artefacts.

• Secondly, this thesis presents our activity theory based analysis of par-

ticipants’ music production activity. As the first large-scale activity

theory analysis of computer mediated music making based on a detailed
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field study, we see the utility of the activity theoretic approach. Addi-

tionally, we provide a useful foundation for understanding this type of

creative production that had not been examined in such detail previ-

ously. This analysis also addresses the current lack of understanding of

how commonplace composition and other music production activities

are carried out with modern computer tools.

• In our third contribution we present a concrete set of evaluation criteria

to act as a tool for the understanding and design of both existing and

new systems. Our new evaluation resource is the direct result of our

field research findings, and are explicitly derived from specific discus-

sions of observations and interview quotes in our write up. The new

evaluation questions can be found in appendix C and can be applied

in future to ensure the findings of this research impact the abstraction

design in the development of forthcoming music production systems.

We demonstrate their utility by applying them to two music production

systems, and then present a set of design suggestions and prototypes to

address some of the ways in which our extensive fieldwork found cur-

rent abstraction mechanisms lacking. These new designs flow directly

from the analysis and evaluation of music software tools, made possible

by our application of the evaluation criteria described previously. Some

of these design suggestions would require wholesale redesign of music

production systems, while others could be added to the abstraction

mechanisms already present in existing software tools.

Additionally, we present the methodological contribution of a new in-

terview script based on the theoretically rich but terminology dominated

activity theory checklist [85]. While the checklist does provide a solid basis

for understanding human work from the perspective of activity theory, our

novel activity interview script provides a more practical and rapidly deploy-

able resource for practitioners not steeped in the activity theory literature.

Even without detailed theoretical knowledge, our interview resource allows
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practitioners to take advantage of the rich frame of analysis that activity

theory provides. This activity interview resource was tested through its use

as part of our extensive collective case study with twelve of our professional

music producers, and is provided in appendix B.

The organisation of this thesis is as follows:

• Chapter 2: covers essential background. We introduce the domain of

computer mediated music production, HCI’s study of notational sys-

tems, the basis of abstraction in these systems, and introduce user-

interface metaphor.

• Chapter 3: introduces various models of music and the abstractions

they contain. We detail relevant aspects of the psychological basis

of audio perception, the historical development of music theory and

common score notation, and digital music representations. We outline

the history of the multitrack-mixing metaphor, and the abstractions

that have been developed since.

• Chapter 4: explains the methodology we employed in our collective

case study and analysis, and introduces our participants. We intro-

duce the cognitive dimensions of notations questionnaire, and describe

the systematic process we used to create our new activity interview

resource.

• Chapter 5: serves as our “task analysis” by presenting our analysis

of our participants activity systems through the lens of activity the-

ory. This chapter also provides concrete examples of how producers

described their own work, and as they were observed working in their

production studios.

• Chapters 6-9: expose in detail the ways in which abstraction mecha-

nisms in participants’ tools were observed and described to be inter-

acting with their real world activity. Each chapter covers one major
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class of abstraction (processing, voice, temporal, as well as reuse and

versioning abstractions), and our comprehensive analysis of the data

from the field.

• Chapter 10: presents a final high level evaluation of the significant

aspects of two popular music production tools using our evaluation cri-

teria developed through the proceeding chapters. The chapter then

outlines potential user-interface designs to address the abstraction is-

sues uncovered through our findings, and the relevance of our research

to related domains.

• Chapter 11: draws final conclusions and outlines future work.



Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Introduction

In order to identify and analyse the tensions between real world music pro-

duction activity and the abstraction mechanisms in production software, we

must introduce the relevant background. Systems that allow creative pro-

fessionals to build and edit complex digital artefacts have much in common

with programming systems for end users. In particular, they both rely on

task specific notational systems. Nardi described the necessity of designing

notational systems to support a specific task domain as follows:

“Task-specificity has two advantages: (1) it affords users ready

understanding of what the primitives of the language do (because

they already know them from their task domain), and (2) it eases

application development because users can directly express do-

main semantics in the high-level operations of the language —

there is no need to string together lower-level operations to get

the desired behaviour.” — Nardi [105, p.39]

Each aspect of this quote relates to various disciplines and established

theory that we introduce in this chapter:

7
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• The study of how to design user-interfaces to better support users’ tasks

is called Human Computer Interaction (HCI). Nardi herself supports

the use of ‘activity theory’ as a theoretical tool for HCI researchers

studying end user notational systems [105, p.54].

• Exploiting users’ language and understanding of domain knowledge

requires an analysis of users’ conceptual models; and user-interface

metaphor has become a common technique to leverage this existing ex-

pertise. The multitrack-mixing music production metaphor is a prime

example.

• Higher-level aspects of domain specific languages are otherwise known

as ‘abstractions’, and are a central component of experts’ conceptual

models.

2.2 The domain of computer mediated music

production

The relationship between western music and technology is so strong that it

has been argued that music is “at the core of modern world techno-culture”

[76]. Tools to sequence and automate musical performance date back to

ancient Greece and Arabia [77, p84]. Examples such as Heron of Alexandria’s

self-playing organ pipes, and the Mûsà brothers’ automatic flute-player from

Baghdad show how the desire to automate musical systems dates back to the

early days of mechanical technology.

Automated music technologies are dependent on both the ability to record

musical gestures, and to independently recreate or synthesise musical sound

as a result. For our purposes, a musical gesture is physical movement that

directly expresses musical meaning (such as hitting a drum or cueing a verse

in real-time) and can be recorded in some representational form. This can

be seen in contrast to movement simply involved in editing an abstract no-

tational system (such as drawing a note, or typing in a volume value) where
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the actual movement conveys no musical meaning in its own right. In many

ways the invention of mechanical intermediaries between human gesture and

musical sound was an important precursor to the ability to automate music.

This use of technology to separate gesture and the resultant sound can be

seen in early mechanical instruments such as carillons and organs.

Figure 2.1 shows how the addition of these types of recording technologies,

both for capturing gesture and sound, would begin to mediate the traditional

performer-instrument-audience relationship that we discuss in the following

sections.

Performer Audience

Producer

Recording Technologies

Instrument

Figure 2.1: Here we show how recording technologies de-coupled the relation-

ship between the performer, their instruments, and their audience. Gestures

(shown as broken lines) and audio (full lines) could be captured and edited

by producers through recording technologies. These gestures could then be

used to automate instruments for performance, and recorded audio played

back to audiences.

2.2.1 Recording, reproduction and synthesis of sound

The recording of sound began in 1877 with Thomas Edison’s invention of a

‘talking tin foil’ device [38, p.1]. He named this the “phonograph”, meaning

voice writer. Following the development of the gold master record technique

in 1887 it became possible to separate the act of recording and reproduction.
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Synthesis originated with Elisha Grey in 1874 when she invented the

first electronic musical instrument [78]. Grey called the device the ‘musical

telegraph’, and the first real synthesiser (the Telharmonium) followed in 1900.

This instrument could not only produce electronic sounds, but was able to

apply various effects and sound-shaping to the generated signal.

Later developments in synthesisers led to flexible sound generation sys-

tems that allowed users to control signal processing with patch cables [56].

These cables carried the audio signal between various sound processing de-

vices and the final signal was sent for amplification. These devices featured

knobs and buttons to control each device. An example of this is shown in

figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: A Moog synthesiser that is controlled with patch cords and knobs.

Another example of the further separation of musical gesture systems

and sound triggering systems was voltage control. Synthesisers gained stan-

dardised voltage control systems through cables that allowed them to be

manipulated via a variety of different hardware, with high and low voltages

controlling the sound characteristics of the sequencer.
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2.2.2 Capture and reproduction of musical gesture

The mechanical separation of musical gesture and sound production is the key

advance that allowed the development of modern automated music systems

[133, p.199]. This development paved the way for the musical keyboard

interface to be replaced with other technologies that triggered musical events.

The result was that it was no longer a requirement for a human performer

to be controlling every performance parameter and event in real-time. Early

examples of these technologies were built into grandfather “flute” clocks that

played back tunes at hourly intervals [77]. In 1904 the German firm Welte

demonstrated their new player-piano technology [77]. This allowed a piano

performer to have their performance recorded as perforations on a paper-roll.

These types of systems would eventually led to analogue sequencers, as seen

in figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3: The Korg SQ-10 analogue sequencer.

2.2.3 Editing audio and gesture

The first editable medium for recorded audio was actually associated with

optical film technologies. Film could be physically chopped and spliced to-

gether to form new arrangements of material. Audio editors used the physical

film medium to encode and edit sound [47, p.33].
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Cinema also had a pioneering role in another area crucial to the develop-

ment of modern sequencers — the invention and design of samplers. Samplers

are devices that can trigger a number of pre-recorded sound effects, either as

one-off sounds or repeating loops. The first samplers were designed as sound

effect generators for films and cartoons [38, p.141].

The invention of the modern tape recorder in 1948 marked the key tran-

sition into the studio age. The tape recorder transformed the process of

recording and playback of sound. Magnetic tape could be re-recorded and

copied with ease. Tape also brought the ease of physical cut and paste edit-

ing enjoyed by film editors to audio artists and musicians such as John Cage

[112].

The recording process was again transformed by further advances in tape

technologies. The introduction of stereo and multi-track tape recording in the

1950s allowed further separations of musical gesture and finished performance

[134]. Firstly, this allowed the mixing process, where volume and sound

equalising was conducted, to be delayed until after the source audio had been

recorded. Secondly, it was now possible to over-dub individual instruments

or multiple ‘takes’ of the same performance, and selectively merge them with

other material.

2.2.4 The producer

This represented a serious milestone in the separation of musical gesture and

sound reproduction. It was now very possible for musical performance to be

assembled from various clips of audio — usually by capturing sound from

performers using traditional instruments, but also from sounds found from

the world and from synthesised sources. In 1965 Time Magazine expressed

how the roles of music production had changed. The ‘grand designer’ of a

recording was “no longer the conductor but producer . . . with a mountain of

sophisticated machinery at his command, he has become a space-age sculptor

of sound. His raw material is the performer, his workshop the glass-enclosed

control room” [38, p.131].
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Recording studios were rapidly transformed from a place for capturing

musical performance into sophisticated composition tools. Producers began

to “use the studio in order to ‘compose’ as they went along” [38, p.144],

previewing, overlaying, and perfecting ideas as part of the recording process:

“Tape recording allowed producers and engineers to manipulate

performances in the same way that it allowed musicians to ma-

nipulate sound . . . . Multitrack recording . . . creates new musical

possibilities; the new mode of production therefore begins to turn

the recording engineer — the mixer — into a musical creator of

a new kind.” — Chanan [38, p.147]

2.2.5 The Digital Audio Workstation

Once the analogue recording studio had become established, the final step to

the introduction of the modern digital audio workstation was the computer.

Although it would take some time, all the pieces were now in place for the

computer to become the centre of the studio. This would take form in the

Digital Audio Workstation (DAW). These systems would bring together the

following advances:

• Digital to Analogue Conversion (DAC) and Analogue to Digital Con-

version (ADC) computers could capture and playback audio signals,

and replace multi-track recorders. Sequencers would facilitate the record-

ing and playback of audio.

• Digital Signal Processing (DSP) computers could replace mixers, effects

and synthesisers. Sequencers would provide the infrastructure for sound

processing, and virtual instruments.

• Advances in real-time systems allowed computers to replace and en-

hance samplers beyond what had been previously possible. The intro-

duction of the Fairlight CMI, the first major digital sampler, in the
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1970s marked a significant step in the introduction of DAWs. The

Fairlight CMI was a “dedicated computer allowing sound to be fed in

and manipulated, the software program it employed became, as one

writer puts it, ‘the mother and father of all sequencer software’” [38,

p.159]. The Fairlight CMI is shown in figure 2.4, and its sequencer

interface in figure 2.5.

• The final component of the amalgamation of the studio around the

computer and DAW was the introduction of the Musical Instrument

Digital Interface (MIDI) in 1984. This allowed any piece of digital

music hardware and software to send gestural data to any other in a

standard protocol, including note-on, note-off, volume, pitch and other

abstract controller data. This would give the sequencer the power to

control any device in the studio.

Figure 2.4: The Fairlight CMI — the first commercial digital sampler and

sequencer.

With the unification and advances in these technologies it was now pos-

sible to capture, create, manipulate, edit, and trigger any sound you could

imagine [133]. With such a huge potential power, the only remaining problem
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Figure 2.5: Page R, the “Real-Time Composer” from the Fairlight CMI

sampler, credited as “the mother and father of all sequencer software” [38,

p.159]. The Page R sequencer took the form of a basic pattern sequencer,

with each pattern having a multitrack organisation.
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was how to provide a user-interface that would bring this to the musician and

composer, rather than keeping it solely in the hands of computer experts. For

professional producers, this took the form of user-interfaces designed around

the existing multitrack-mixing model.

2.3 Human Computer Interaction

The study of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is concerned with the

evaluation and design of user-interfaces to address the needs of the users of

those systems [1], and is fundamentally cross-disiplinary, incorporating the

fields of psychology, computer science, sociology, anthropology and design

among others. As such, the study of digital crafting systems in general, and

computer mediated music production in particular, are an interesting area

for HCI focus.

The study of HCI has led to the development of methodologies for analysing

many types of task. However, techniques such as task analysis and decom-

position fall short when applied to particularly rich and dynamic domains.

Traditional methods typically fail to account for “the tacit knowledge that

is required in many skilled activities, or the fluent action in the actual work

process” [13] that needs to be taken into consideration when analysing open-

ended and exploratory activities. These methods can also fail to describe the

rich context of activities such as music production, which must be taken into

account when looking at tool design. Scenarios, use cases, and essential use

cases are based on the assumption of ‘structured narrative’ [46, p.103] which

is more suitable for use with multi-step aggregate tasks than the creative

open-ended composition process. As such, systems that allow creative pro-

fessionals to build and edit complex digital artefacts provide an interesting

problem for HCI research. One area of HCI that has focused on this is in the

study of the use of notational systems.
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2.4 Digital craft and notational systems

The domain of music production systems is just one example of an important

class of software tools used by creative professionals. At their core, comput-

ers are powerful symbol manipulation machines [86]. This fact is increasingly

exploited in many creative activities that essentially consist of the creation

and manipulation of complex information artefacts, of which computer medi-

ated music production is a prime example. Other examples include activities

originating from non-computer dominated domains such as architecture, en-

gineering, industrial design, graphic design, animation, and movie-making,

all of which have been transformed by the application of computer aided

design systems. These types of systems are also at the centre of entirely new

forms of artefact creation, such as 3D modelling, interactive media (such as

shockwave-flash), and mixed-multimedia.

All of these activities have in common the underlying creation and ma-

nipulation of digital artefacts. In Malcolm McCullough’s book ‘Abstracting

Craft’ [100], he describes in detail what these activities share with traditional

forms of handcraft. Firstly, traditional craft and new forms of digital craft

both involve manipulation of a medium with distinctive properties and ‘feel’.

In both cases, subjects interact primarily through the hand, although this

interaction with the medium is often highly mediated by tools. In a craft-

ing activity the tools change the experience of working with the medium.

McCullough uses the traditional crafting example of the potter and wood

carver: The medium being the clay or wood, and the tools including the

lathe, water, or carving instruments. With digital crafts, such as 2D graphic

design, the medium emerges from the behaviours and constraints of both the

digital artefact that the subject creates and manipulates, and the environ-

ment in which it is manipulated. For example, Adobe Photoshop provides

‘layers’ of graphical elements that create certain interaction possibilities, and

the provision of vector versus bit-map facilities further define the nature of

the medium. In this context, tools include virtual brushes, colour pickers,

selection tools, rulers, cutting, text tools and many others. In some cases
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tools can begin to change the feel and character of a medium and provide

new handles for manipulating it, blurring the distinction between the two.

In McCullough’s words the digital artefact, which is the object of focus

of the digital craft activity, can be described as:

“. . . a cumulative composition more like a work of architecture.

Like a traditionally made form, it represents the results of many

simple repetitive actions, where one move enables the next. We

build up digital artefacts one step a time, one piece on top of

another, with what is already there affecting what is to come.”

— McCullough [100, p.151]

These digital artefacts require a representational form in order to be ac-

cessible to subjects. This is most naturally found in notation systems [107].

Notations are an information visualisation technique created through graph-

ical marks on an underlying spacial substrate [15]. Unlike other information

visualisations, each digital notational system has a vocabulary of primitive

graphical elements, and a grammar defining possible combinations and their

associated meaning; in effect defining a visual language that can describe

the structure of a set of digital artefacts [69, 9]. Examples of notational

systems that can represent digital artefacts include textual and visual pro-

gramming languages, 2D and 3D drawing and modelling representations, and

various music notations found in our music production systems. In terms

of McCullough’s crafting analogy, the notational system takes on the role

of the medium in which the craftsperson is working. In contrast to static

paper-based notations, the digital equivalent can allow interaction, specifi-

cally manipulation, that creates many additional demands on the design of

the notation along with new possibilities. Due to the visual nature of nota-

tional systems, the persistence of visual objects in the notation and the dom-

inance of mice and other gestural input devices, this takes the form of ‘direct

manipulation’ [125]. Direct manipulation facilitates the “rapid incremental

reversible operations whose effect on the object of interest is immediately

visible”, which fits well with the idea of the crafting of digital artefacts.
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2.5 Abstraction

Nardi’s emphasis on the higher-level aspects of domain specific notational

systems is echoed by Buxton’s approach to bridging novice and expert per-

formance:

“. . . there should be as close a match as possible between the

structure of how we think about problems and the language or

representation that we use in solving them. . . . This can be achieved

by engineering the pragmatics of the human-computer dialogue

to reinforce the chunking that we believe would used by an expert

working in the domain.” — Buxton [34]

This ‘chunking’ Buxton refers to is a form of abstraction. In our efforts

to understand the tensions between abstraction mechanisms and the music

production activity, we must explain what abstraction entails, and why it is

important. Abstraction is the process of managing complexity by creating

and manipulating common patterns and generalities:

“ The acts of the mind, wherein it exerts its power over its simple

ideas, are chiefly these three:

1. Combining several simple ideas into one compound one; and

thus all complex ideas are made.

2. The second is bringing two ideas, whether simple or complex,

together, and setting them by one another, so as to take a

view of them at once, without uniting them into one; by

which way it gets all its ideas of relations.

3. The third is separating them from all other ideas that accom-

pany them in their real existence: this is called abstraction:

and thus all its general ideas are made.”

— John Locke, 1690 [98]
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By wrapping specifics inside abstractions people can work at a higher level

without constantly struggling with a vast number of details. Abstraction is a

well understood phenomenon in the discipline of computer science where the

essential task is dealing with complexity in expression [2], but abstraction

also has many applications to all complex information management. One

common problem in notational systems for creating digital artefacts is “. . . a

common failing of direct manipulation at too low a level: far too many

people work by making one object at a time, without a thought to how

this next object might be an instance or transformation of another existing

object” [100, p.151]. For example, 3D modelling software allows subjects

to create points in space (vertices), join them with lines (edges), and create

3-dimensional surfaces (faces) from them. By combining millions of these

fundamental elements, modellers can create entire scenes and manipulate

them over time to create animations. However, limiting direct manipulation

to this low level of vertices and edges confronts subjects with the complexity

of the artefact, and places practical limits on the sorts of actions the subject

can master. A subject working on a 3D model of a face (as seen in figure 2.6)

would find it extremely difficult to create various facial expressions if they

were forced to manipulate the thousands of individual vertices that need to be

moved. This problem occurs when users are not provided with an adequate

task specific high-level language to express their goals.

As an illustrating example, figure 2.7 shows a number of screens where

the subject is provided with a task specific abstraction (on the right side)

of a face model (on the left side). In this case the abstractions include the

various muscle groups and bone structure of the face. The end result is that

the subject can now move a single abstract element, such as the eyebrow,

and thousands of vertices will move appropriately. The subject’s ability to

manipulate facial structure, rather than individual vertices, is an example

of what we can term ‘abstract direct manipulation’; where abstract entities

are represented as persistent near-concrete graphical objects that can be

manipulated directly via gesturing devices.
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Figure 2.6: A 3-dimensional model of a face. Leftmost: The underlying

3D points, lines and surfaces making up the face. This is a reduced poly-

gon version of what would be used for most modelling purposes. Middle:

A graphical texture mapped over the underlying facial model. Rightmost:

Additional lighting and rendering effects applied to the same model. [124]

Another example of the importance of abstract direct manipulation in

digital crafting systems can be seen in architecture and engineering domains.

Autodesk’s Revit software includes increasing types of abstraction, allowing

a change to a single abstract ‘smart object’ to be reflected across thousands

of walls, electrical fittings or other building structures. Interactive media

design applications such as Macromedia flash allow a single change to a clip

of animation to be reflected wherever it is used.

All of these forms of abstract direct manipulation are dependant on sys-

tem designers providing means not just for abstractions, but for the right

abstractions [114].

2.5.1 Types of abstraction

There are a number of common types of abstraction that have been identified

in disciplines such as philosophy through to psychology, and find their way

into computer science and other areas that attempt to deal with complexity.

Containment or grouping captures the concept of a single whole wrapped
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Figure 2.7: Six frames of a 3D facial animation. Each frame shows the

rendered face and a small task specific abstract representation of the face

allowing abstract direct manipulation of the model. [124]
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around composite parts through modularisation [114]. This is what Locke

referred to (quoted above) as “combining several simple ideas into one com-

pound one; and thus all complex ideas are made” [98]. Gestalt psychology

describes how people can see a single entity emerge from the sum of its parts

[140], and some patients suffering from prosopagnosia are unable to see the

abstraction of a ‘face’ as an entity but rather see only the individual features

of the face so are unable to operate normally [24]. In computer science, by

defining code and data into reusable blocks (functions or objects) the de-

veloper can hide and ignore the complexity of the component and therefore

comprehend larger projects [2]. Also, the ability to reuse the component

across their software project allows a change (such as a bug fix or feature

improvement) made in the shared component to be reflected wherever it has

been used [16].

Classification of various objects into some form of hierarchy is an im-

portant part of how we understand the world. Plato described how various

objects in the world are instances of conceptual and eternal ‘forms’, and

thus are classified based on their adherence to that form [118]. Aristotle’s

refinements to the concept of classification provided an understanding of tax-

onomies, in particular those from the natural world. This type of thinking

is evident in class based programming where ‘car’ objects might all share

behaviour and properties of a common car class [131]. From taxidermy to

computer science, these classifications can fall into hierarchies of inheriting

behaviour and structure, with Ford cars being a ‘kind of’ car, and cars be-

ing a ‘kind of’ vehicle. More modern conceptions of classification, such as

proposed by the philosopher Wittgenstein [146] often focus on less canonical

structures of classification [131]. Resemblance and shared characteristics or

traits can be described by the abstraction of prototype inheritance, which

can be seen in action in prototype based programming languages [109], or al-

ternatively through specification of shared behaviour with object interfaces.

Philosophy has many other theories with various implications for classifica-

tion, such as those found in the study of universals, natural types, essences,
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and bundle theory [118, 80].

Other ways in which abstraction can be represented include references

of various kinds from one entity to another (Locke’s second characteristic of

abstraction quoted previously) [98].

In visual programming notations, there is often a trade-off in the contin-

uum between concreteness and abstractness [31]. Concrete representations

are those that depict an instance of an object, and thus have specific prop-

erties and behaviours. In contrast with concrete representations, mastering

abstract representations can require a larger attentional investment as they

describe an entire class of entities in a single description [18]. It is sometimes

possible to reduce this difficulty with the use of prototype based models where

abstraction is implemented through references between instances of objects,

or using approaches such as linked editing [136] where pattern matching al-

lows manipulation of material to be mirrored in similar material.

2.5.2 Conceptual models

The general approach of computer science treats the structure of program-

ming languages as stemming from a vocabulary of primitive entities, the

means of combining them, and the means of abstraction [2]. Naturally

enough, the first two elements of this are derived from linguistic analysis

where language is built from the particles and syntactic structure of a gram-

mar [39]. Means of abstraction then, are a form of higher-level semantic

structuring. This same analysis can be applied to notational systems [69]:

the language consists of primitive elements, various means of combination

and also abstraction (see for example Mitchell’s visual vocabulary for ar-

chitecture [104]). In the context of notational systems, these parts taken

together form the conceptual model of the system.

In HCI, the term Conceptual Model has been used and defined in many

conflicting ways, which we describe now. There are several different types of

model that are related to or can be defined as conceptual models. In general

these models consist of a representation of the objects, relationships, and
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behaviour of a system. One common understanding of the various types of

models that play a role in the design and use of user-interfaces were articu-

lated by Donald Norman [110] and can be seen in figure 2.8.

Figure 2.8: Design model, User’s model and System Image, Norman and

Draper [110, p.46].

Firstly there is the designers’ model of how the system operates (Design

Model). The designer will take charge of implementing some version of this

model into the appearance and behaviour of the system (System Image).

A distinction is sometimes made in the system image between the detailed

model of entities and their behaviours implemented in an interface, and a

more general higher level model that may be present — such as a metaphor

where the application at some level behaves like an existing artefact. Finally,

through interacting with the system image, the user will develop a men-

tal model (User’s Model) of the system. The users’ mental model [48, 84]

will typically be incomplete, inaccurate, or include additional domain knowl-

edge. Users’ mental models can be divided into two general types as seen by

DiSessa [55]. There are Structural Models where the user develops a model

of the structure and internal behaviour of a system, and Functional Models

where the user develops an understanding of causality in the system and how

they can get the system to perform various tasks without having a deeper

understanding of its structure.
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Applications tend to have strong ties with existing concepts or systems.

For example, applications for managing business processes, controlling phys-

ical processes, or simulating real-world situations all relate to other systems

of knowledge.

Over time, recurring solutions to common problems have been imple-

mented in system models. These have been crystallised by researchers as

‘pattern languages’. Each pattern consists of a common name, a declaration

of problem, the conceptual model of the solution, and examples. Inspired

by the architectural pattern language of Christopher Alexander [5], pattern

languages for both software engineering [68] and user-interface design [135]

have been developed previously.

2.5.3 The cognitive dimensions of notations

Green and Blackwell’s ‘cognitive dimensions of notations’ provides a common

vocabulary for describing reoccurring trade-offs in the conceptual models em-

ployed by notational systems [21]. Cognitive dimensions have obvious rele-

vance to our enquiry, providing a terminology and framework for approaching

the tensions between music production abstractions and the activity of pro-

ducers. In practice, the cognitive dimensions of a specific notational system

arise from the interaction between both the notation itself, and the edit-

ing environment in which it is manipulated. For example, powerful pattern

matching find and replace tools might compensate for the lack of certain

abstractions in the graphical notation itself.

In this thesis where we use technical cognitive dimensions terminology

we present them in a bold typeface to make their technical usage clear. The

cognitive dimensions are as follows:

• Hidden dependencies occur when important links between entities are

not visible.

• Premature commitment places constraints on the order of doing things.
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• Provisionality is the degree to which users are committed to actions or

marks.

• Secondary notations allow extra information to be added using means

other than the formal syntax, such as notes and comments.

• Viscosity is the resistance of aspects of the notation to change.

• Visibility is the extent to which components can be easily viewed.

• Consistency occurs when similar semantics are expressed in similar

syntactic forms.

• Diffuseness of the notation is determined by the verbosity or terseness

of the notation.

• Error-proneness is defined by how difficult it is for the user to avoid

mistakes.

• Hard mental operations occur when a high demand is placed on the

user’s cognitive resources.

• Progressive evaluation allows work to be checked at any time.

• Role-expressiveness is how easily the purpose of a component can be

inferred.

• Closeness of mapping is how well a representation fits to a specific

domain.

• Abstraction is the extent to which higher level abstractions are pro-

vided in the notation.

The cognitive dimensions of notations have been used to evaluate pro-

gramming languages [72], visual programming environments [147], spread-

sheets [138], and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) at Microsoft
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[41]. Blackwell et al. briefly applied the cognitive dimensions to music type-

setting tools [22, 23], primarily as a proof of concept and validation of the

dimensions rather than a detailed examination of the music tools. More re-

cently, Blackwell and and Collins applied the cognitive dimensions to textual

music programming tools and Ableton Live [19]. This evaluation was from

the perspective of “the practice of Live Coding” [44] where textual program

code to algorithmically generate music is written and executed live on stage,

rather than our domain of professional music production.

2.6 Activity theory

One analytical framework that has strengths in describing context and cre-

ative activity is cultural historical activity theory [106]. Activity theory

stems from the Russian branch of Psychology, based principally on the work

of Vygotsky that emerged in the 1920s [141]. The resulting family of theories

focuses on the context of human activity, and explains human consciousness

in these terms. The theory uses the notion of an ‘activity’ as its central unit

of analysis. Activity is a higher level of analysis than the traditional HCI

concept of ‘task’, and includes the meaningful context of individual actions in

a group, rather then just the actions themselves. Nardi argues that activity

theory has much to offer the process of user-interface analysis and design as

it:

“. . . offers substantial tools for a broadly scoped study of ‘computer-

mediated activity’ . . . it weaves together, in a single coherent

framework, so many interesting theoretical constructs crucial to

an understanding of human activity: dynamic levels of activ-

ity, mediation, contradiction, intentionality, development, his-

tory, collaboration, functional organ, the unity of internal and

external.” — Nardi [106, p.375]
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Activity theory encompasses and integrates a number of different areas of

analysis for any given activity, including structure, context and development.

The structure of the activity is decomposed into its sub-components, and

analysed in terms of human motivations. This decomposition includes the

full range from understanding the broad activity and its motives, individual

conscious ‘actions’ and ‘goals’, through to people’s sub-conscious ‘operations’

and the ‘conditions’ that trigger them [93].

In activity theory, subjects’ consciousness is explained through their ‘in-

ternalisation’ of abilities such as mental addition, mental simulation, touch

typing, and language. Humans also extend and share their consciousness

through ‘externalisation’. This includes note taking and the use of symbolic

and abstract tools and artefacts.

Activity theory places a special emphasis on how tools mediate action

between any number of ‘subjects’ and the ‘object’ of the activity, which

subjects transform into the activity’s ‘outcome’. We argue that this makes

activity theory particularly well suited to understanding the use of notational

systems in crafting complex digital artefacts, given technology’s mediating

role in this domain [100].

The context of an activity is analysed in terms of various influencing

forces in the environment in which the activity takes place. The contextual

analysis also examines the impact of the surrounding community, explicit

and implicit rules, and the division of labour.

As it is otherwise known, ‘cultural historical activity theory’ places a

strong value on understanding the historical development of an activity.

Changes in activity over time determine the current form of activity. There-

fore it is vital to examine an activity’s history in order to fully understand

it, and how it could be transformed in the future.

These various aspects of the theory provide a broad and flexible frame-

work and terminology for describing human activities and the factors that

influence them.
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2.6.1 Activity theory in HCI

Much of the comparatively recent applications of activity theory has focused

on activity systems in complex work environments [62]. This led firstly to a

natural growth in its application to computer-supported collaborative work

(CSCW), and later to further use in the more general field of HCI. In 1991

Bødker introduced activity theory to HCI explicitly in Through the Interface

[25].

Activity theory seems to be a natural fit in the HCI domain due to its

basis in the central concept of the mediating role of tools in human work

[106]. Activity theory provides a comprehensive framework for many of the

concerns of HCI practitioners and researchers:

• The understanding of activity structure as a hierarchic set of “activity,

actions, and operations” [93] provides additional conceptual insight to

conventional HCI techniques such as hierarchical task decomposition.

• Activity theory’s model of the social environment provides a framework

for ensuring a user-interface takes into account contextual issues.

• The study of historical development in activities [106] can provide

HCI experts with a model for understanding how computer tools have

changed activities in the past, and how changes they make may impact

the future activity.

• Activity theory highlights the inherent contradictions in activities [139].

These must be taken into account when designing interfaces to support

a particular activity.

• User-interfaces need to facilitate the natural human processes of inter-

nalisation of activity, and externalisation for extension of consciousness

[141]. Activity theory provides a theoretical framework to account for

these processes.
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• Finally, activity theory exposes the importance of the transition be-

tween conscious and subconscious cognition [93], which is of great im-

portance for learning and mastery of user-interfaces and their system

models.

Most importantly, activity theory provides a body of thought and a uni-

fied framework for these concerns that might have previously fallen under the

term ‘task analysis’. Activity theory can provide this framework in concert

with traditional methods such as those associated with user centred design

[111]. This allows the HCI specialist to develop a thorough and broad un-

derstanding of an activity, and a consistent model to describe it.

However, activity theory’s long history, wide-ranging complex and rich

approach, and theoretical focus has not lent itself to easy application in the

HCI field. Activity theory provides no step-by-step methodology.

Some HCI practitioners have taken a general activity theoretic approach

to HCI analysis by firstly immersing themselves in the varied activity theory

literature, and then using other techniques to learn about a specific domain

where they wish to develop a new user-interface [106]. Activity theory is

then used as a framework for explaining and making sense of their findings.

This sort of model can then be used as the basis for further, more systematic

analysis. For example, Turner and Turner [139] carefully uncovered activity

theory ‘contradictions’ in a domain to drive requirements gathering.

While these general activity theoretic approaches have their place, mas-

tering the entire framework is an onerous task that has likely held back its

application more universally [30]. With no clear methodological guide it is

difficult for HCI practitioners to take advantage of the framework’s potential.

Kaptelinin, Nardi, and Macaulay, some of the chief theorists behind activity

theory’s application to HCI, admitted that:

“These general principles [of activity theory] help orient thought

and research, but they are somewhat abstract when it comes to

the actual business of working on a design or performing an eval-

uation.” — Kaptelinin, Nardi, Macaulay [85]
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Despite these difficulties, activity theory is clearly a good fit with the

study of creative professionals crafting complex digital artefacts. In our case,

not only does activity theory provide a framework for describing the historical

development and structure of computer music production; it also accounts

for the mediating role of complex digital representations in music production,

the externalisation of composers’ actions in these artefacts, and the way in

which the structure of the artefact are internalised by the user.

2.7 User-interface metaphor

We have seen the importance of abstract direct manipulation in digital arte-

fact creation, and it is clear that design success depends on appropriate

abstraction mechanisms being provided by the system’s conceptual model.

Unfortunately, the multitrack-mixing model employed in professional music

production systems owes more to the design of historical hardware recording

solutions than to any systematic model of music. This concept of designing a

user-interface to imitate real-world hardware is an example of what is called

‘user-interface metaphor’ [14].

The introduction of Graphical User-Interfaces (GUI) in the 1980s [82] was

a key step in defining the form of the DAW, and a common characteristic of

these GUI systems was the use of user-interface metaphors. User-interface

metaphor can be defined as “a device for explaining some system functionality

or structure by asserting its similarity to another concept or thing already

familiar to the user” [14]. The most commonly cited example of this is the

desktop metaphor, where the user’s computing experience is mediated by the

representation of a desktop — complete with folders, files, and a trash-can.

Figure 2.9 demonstrates user-interface metaphor in action in the Apple OS

X operating system. This icon above represents the ‘folder’ metaphor where

items are stored “in” user-interface objects that in many ways behave and

look like folders. The lower icon is an example of the ‘trash can’ metaphor.

Until users ‘empty the trash’, any material they place here can reclaimed.
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Figure 2.9: ‘Folder’ and ‘trash can’ examples of user-interface metaphor in

icons from the Apple OS X Dock. The user-interface objects that these icons

represent in many ways behave and look like folders and trash cans from the

real world.

Lakoff and Johnson have identified three types of metaphor [90] that

have been successfully applied to the analysis of user-interface metaphor

[14]. These have traditionally been explained in terms of other more typical

user-interface metaphors, but we describe each of these here using examples

from computer music applications.

Orientational At a basic level people use Orientational Metaphor to un-

derstand concepts in terms of spatial orientation. An example from the

computer music tool domain is loud is up. Figure 2.10 shows volume

controls from the music applications Reason and Live. Dragging these

controls upwards with the mouse increases the loudness of the sound

output.

Ontological People also use Ontological Metaphor at a basic level in util-

ising the understanding of physical objects and substances in abstract

areas. These metaphors use conceptions such as objects, relationships,

and containers. For example, the music application Reason allows the

user to hide a number of effects inside a ‘combinator’ device. This
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Figure 2.10: Volume controllers from the user-interfaces of Live and Reason

demonstrating the orientational metaphor loud is up.

is shown in figure 2.11 and demonstrates the ontological metaphor

the combinator is a container. In user-interfaces Ontological

metaphors allow us to reuse our knowledge of the general properties of

the objects in the physical world.

Structural The most recognisable form of user-interface metaphor is Struc-

tural Metaphor. Structural metaphors take some complex object or

concept and apply it to the target domain. Figure 2.12 shows the

structural user-interface metaphor the application is a musical

keyboard. The user can click on the graphical depiction of the keys

to produce musical output.

Metaphors are often multi-levelled and composite. It is typical for struc-

tural metaphors to be composed of multiple sub-metaphors of any of the

three types. For example, the user-interface metaphor the application

is a musical keyboard has the sub-metaphors the right is higher

pitched, a key is a note, and a note is an entity among others.

2.7.1 Usability and metaphor

User-interface metaphor is in wide usage and has been recommended by in-

fluential companies such as Apple [8] and Microsoft [102] who offer guidelines
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Figure 2.11: The ‘combinator’ from Propellerhead’s Reason demonstrating

the ontological metaphor the combinator is a container. In this case,

the combinator holds a number of effects units within itself such as the PH-90

Phaser, reMix device, and NN-XT sampler.
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Figure 2.12: The interface of VMK (Virtual Midi Keyboard) demonstrating

the structural metaphor the application is a musical keyboard.

for its use. Academic analysis has both argued for the usefulness [82, 83] and

dangers [37, 111, 17] of using metaphor in the user-interface. The benefits

of user-interface metaphor are chiefly that users can reuse existing knowl-

edge of the metaphor, while the primary disadvantage is that to a certain

extent “. . . a metaphor is always wrong, by definition” [111, p.180]. Barr has

brought these observations together and developed a number of heuristics

for the application of user-interface metaphor [14]. These heuristics use a

special metaphor terminology from Richards [123], employing his terms of

‘tenor’ and ‘vehicle’. The concept to which a metaphor is applied is called

the tenor and the originating concept from which the metaphor stems is

called the vehicle. The characteristics of the vehicle that apply to the tenor

are termed the metaphorical entailments. Barr’s heuristics are:

1. When choosing metaphors based on real world objects consider the real

world usability issues for insight into interface usability.

2. When using orientational metaphors, make sure they fit into the overall

framework defined by that orientation.

3. When using new metaphors, carefully indicate the UI metaphorical en-

tailments to the user.
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4. When using conventional metaphors, be careful to indicate any devia-

tion from the accepted set of metaphorical entailments.

5. Aim to use as many metaphorical entailments as possible while still

keeping a firm focus on actual functionality.

6. Represent only those affordances of the vehicle which have an imple-

mented function in the user-interface.

7. As far as possible make sure that metaphors are coherent with one an-

other.

8. Ensure metaphors do not inhibit access to any functionality.

9. Always address the aspects of the system not explained by metaphors.

10. Harness the user’s experience to help identifying useful vehicles.

11. Allow expert users to circumvent the metaphorical means of achieving

tasks where such circumvention would increase task efficiency.

Heuristic 1 is one of the most important. The central lesson of this

heuristic is that user-interface designers should not take the usability prob-

lems inherent in real world systems and reproduce them in the user-interface

of software. For example, the time setting functions of video recorders are an

archetypal example of a real world device that difficult to program [70]. This

heuristic dictates that it would be a mistake to use this as a user-interface

metaphor for setting the time on your computer where much more elegant

and flexible interfaces are possible. The physical and cost limitations of real

world devices do not apply to software user-interfaces. Building such limi-

tations into software user-interfaces for historical reasons is a serious error,

unless it is absolutely vital to reuse existing knowledge (heuristic 10).

Regardless of this advice, the usability problems of real world systems

do make their way into the user-interfaces of important software products

though the use of metaphor. An example of this problem can be found in

the user-interface design of the application ‘Reason’. As an initial step in
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our research for this thesis we developed and published [57] a systematic

evaluation of the user-interface metaphor used in Reason, and discovered

many issues stemming directly from it.

2.8 Summary

In this chapter we introduced the domain of computer mediated music pro-

duction, centred on the Digital Audio Workstation (DAW) where gesture and

audio have fallen under creative control of the producer. In order to under-

stand these systems, we turned to the discipline of HCI, and its investigation

of notation based computer systems for crafting complex digital artefacts. We

found that identifying appropriate higher-level abstractions that are domain

and task specific is central to enabling these types of creative activity, and

that abstractions are a central component of the conceptual models built into

these tools and the mental models of their users. We presented the cognitive

dimensions of notations as one tool in analysing these systems, and activity

theory as a framework for understanding the creative activity engaged in by

professional producers. Finally, due to its crucial role in the development of

the multitrack-mixing model, we introduced user-interface metaphor, a com-

mon approach for developing the conceptual model for computer systems.



Chapter 3

Models and Abstractions for

Music

3.1 Introduction

The conceptual model inherent in the multitrack-mixing model, which we

describe in this chapter, is the basis of the means of abstraction for much

commercial production activity. Understanding the historical development of

this model is central to understanding the activity of computer mediated mu-

sic production. These abstractions have origins in the perceptual psychology

of music, music performance practice and theory, as well as the developmen-

tal history of recording technologies. In this chapter we identify a number of

these abstractions which are crucial to music producers’ activities.

Finding a good set of abstraction mechanisms for music tools is of recog-

nised importance, as demonstrated by the following quotes:

“Musicians deal with many levels of abstraction in music. If a

conductor says, ‘play the downbeat with more conviction,’ he or

she is referencing music structure (a downbeat) and emotional

content in the same sentence. It is convenient to think of mu-

sical representations at different levels, ranging from the highly

39
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symbolic and abstract level denoted by printed music to the non-

symbolic and concrete level of an audio signal.” — Dannenberg

[51]

“In a computer music system, the grouping of data into larger

units such as a sound-object, event, gesture, distribution, texture,

or layer may have a profound effect on the composer’s process of

organization. . . . Musical structure can usually be thought of as

multilevelled, and therefore a computer music system that can

address different levels of musical structure effectively will be a

powerful compositional tool. And powerful tools lead the creative

imagination in new directions. However, the introduction of each

level of hierarchy implements a specific musical-acoustic model

and ‘prejudices’ the system with a specific hypothesis about how

music is structured.” — Truax [137, p.157]

“A computer music language should provide a set of abstractions

that makes expressing compositional and signal processing ideas

as easy and direct as possible.” — McCartney [99]

“Decisions made by engineering teams at the early design stages

of a processing device can thus have a profound impact not only

on the ability to make use of the device but also on musical /

compositional practices and concepts.” — Théberge [133, p.200]

3.2 Models of music

In the previous chapter we argued that the ability for direct manipulation of

higher level abstractions is a vital part of digital crafting. In this chapter we

draw together existing evidence that composers think in terms of higher level

structures. As such, it is crucial that systems provide appropriate abstraction

mechanisms to music producers:
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“. . . composers typically do not think in terms of ‘dots on pages’

or detailed note-lists, but rather in terms of higher-level struc-

tures, such as rhythmic motifs, melodies, tone rows, harmonic

progressions, orchestration and so forth.” — Hill et al. [75]

The difficulty, however, is that it can be nontrivial to decide on the exact

means of abstraction to provide. This is further complicated by the multitude

of differing higher level structures that can be utilised for varying purposes:

“Music is a multifaceted thing, so perhaps we should not be sur-

prised that so many different models of musical structure have

been contrived over the years, each, according to the theoretical

predilection of its author, attempting to shed light on one aspect

of the medium or another.” — Ockelford [113, p.129]

These higher level abstractions have a rich history in the study of the per-

ceptual system of the musical listener, the classical music and musical theory

traditions, research on digital representations of music, and in a variety of

experimental music tools. We outline a number of these below.

3.2.1 Psychological perception of music

Psychological gestalt theorists study people’s ability and tendency to per-

ceive patterns and groupings arising from complex underlying stimuli. While

gestalt theory is more commonly associated with visual stimuli, the obvious

application to music was not lost on early gestalt researchers, with the first

paper coining the term using examples from musical perception [140].

The gestalt properties of sound were further illuminated by Bregman’s

theory of ‘Auditory Scene Analysis’ [27] that dealt with the perception of

sequential and simultaneous streams. The core of the theory concerns the

perception of both ‘vertical integration’ and ‘horizontal grouping’, primarily

influenced by psycho-acoustic grouping principles of pitch [88], timbre, and

time.
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• When multiple simultaneous sounds are perceived as a fusion of sound

they create ensemble timbres. This is vertical integration, named for

the vertical spacing of distinct parts in a traditional score.

• On the other hand, sequential events can also be perceived to coalesce

into a unified stream. Multiple instruments or melody parts can often

be differentiated by listeners based on this horizontal grouping, sim-

ilarly named for the horizontal dimension of time in most notation.

Rapid breaks in the consistency of texture or pitch from a single source

can create the perception of multiple horizontal streams.

Bregman also described how these perceptions of composers and other

listeners could diverge:

“In the process of composing such a piece the composer may listen

to a particular sequence of sounds dozens of times and may form

a mental schema that describes its form. The composer’s own

schema-driven integration may be successful even when primitive

grouping processes do not work.” — [27, p.468]

Another model of music perception is the Generative Theory of Tonal

Music (GTTM) [95]. While there are other music perception models, the

GTTM is the best suited to our purposes due to its focus on hierarchical

structure (and hence abstractions) and particular applicability to music in

the popular idiom. Moreover, the GTTM is probably the most accepted

model of music perception, as argued by Ian Cross, a well known psychology

of music and music artificial intelligence researcher:

“This is a theory that has not been without controversy; its

predictions are still being empirically tested, and its theoreti-

cal tenets are being re-evaluated. However, it is still the most

comprehensive theory of the experience of tonal music that ex-

ists, good enough for jazz . . . and for El Noy de la Mare.” — Ian

Cross [50]
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Outlining the basic elements of the GTTM here provides some impor-

tant insights into the types of abstraction we can expect to be important to

composers. The GTTM is a Chomsky type grammar [39], but for musical

structure rather than language. It provides a set of weighted preference rules

for determining the strongest perceptual structuring present. This under-

scores the multiplicity of structures that can be simultaneously assigned to

a piece, some of which will be perceived by any given listener.

The GTTM is more concerned with complex temporal structure, rather

than the stream perception of Auditory Scene Analysis, and explicitly ignores

the implications of polyphonic musical structure where more than one part

plays simultaneously. The GTTM consists of four core components:

• Grouping Structure: “. . . expresses a hierarchical segmentation of

the piece into motives, phrases and sections.” One interesting way in

which we can identify the use of an abstraction is to identify higher-level

domain specific terms used to signify that concept. In the development

of popular forms of music many types of groupings have been created.

In rock we have the ‘riff’, jazz the ‘lick’, in electronic music we have

the ‘loop’, and generically we have the term ‘phrase’. Names for larger

grouping structures include the ‘chorus’, ‘verse’, ‘bridge’, ‘coda’, and

‘head’. For the purposes of this thesis we will use the generic term

blocks to refer to all of these types of temporal grouping structures.

• Metrical structure: “. . . expresses the intuition that the events of the

piece are related to a regular alternation of strong and weak beats at a

number of hierarchical levels.” Abstractions of metrical structure are

most commonly manifested in the concepts of tempo (the number of

pulses over time) and time-signature (the underlying pattern of strong

and weak beats), and contrast with the conception of temporal location

in terms of time (such as seconds).

• Time-span reduction: “assigns to the pitches of the piece a hierarchy

of ‘structural importance’ with respect to their position in grouping and
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metrical structure.”

• Prolongational reduction: “assigns to the pitches a hierarchy that

expresses harmonic and melodic tension and relaxation, continuity and

progression.” [95, p.9]

Other dimensions of musical structuring such as timbre and dynamics are

excluded by the theory:

“The web of motivic associations (and of textural and timbal as-

sociations as well) — let us call it associational structure — is

a highly important dimension in the understanding of a piece.

But this web is not hierarchical in the restricted sense . . . and it

must not be confused with grouping structure. It is a different

dimension of musical structure, one that interacts with group-

ing structure. Because associational structure is not hierarchical,

however, our theory at present has little to say about it.” —

Lerdahl and Jackendoff [95, p.17]

In ‘Representing Musical Structure’ [79], Howell et al. describe the psy-

chological properties of repetition and variation, all of which are crucial in

understanding abstractions for motif development:

• Repetition “. . . may occur over pitch contour, pitch interval structure,

rhythmic structure, tempo, or simply duration.”

• Transformation is “. . . when a unit can be derived from another unit in

a perceptible way and it is possible to specify the function transforming

one into the other.”

• With elaboration and simplification, the basic form of repeated ele-

ments are the same, but differ in terms of the inclusion of non-structural

units (i.e. ornamentation).
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Other models of music perception work at a very detailed level, for ex-

ample attempting to understand how listeners determine pulse (tactus) [92],

or focus on tonal properties of perception [95].

3.2.2 Common Music Notation and theory

As we might expect, these models of music perception are reflected in the

scores used by composers and performers in various traditions, as well as the

established doctrine of music theory:

“Because much of the pitch and timing information is translated

into the two spatial dimensions of the score, many of the percep-

tual groupings that we see in the score correspond to groupings

that we hear in the music.” — Bregman [27, p.456]

Common Music Notation (CMN) is the visual language for scores in the

western music tradition [129], and also incorporates aspects of performance

practice. The appearance of new notations for abstractions in musical scores

has historically had an impact on the theory and practice available to com-

posers:

“By the fourteenth century, French composers of the ars nova

were achieving new levels of rhythmic subtlety through the adop-

tion of duple time division . . . and the invention and exploitation

of new rhythmic and formal complexities in musical notation:

new time signatures, colored notes, dots, stems, and flags.” —

Paul Théberge [133, p.178]

While other music notations exist, CMN is by far the most common

and accepted, and so provides the best basis for examining predominant

abstractions in music. CMN visually embodies many abstractions from music

theory [73] including:
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• The tempo (speed), concept of pulse (beats), and division of pulse into

bars through a time signature, are a reflection of the GTTM’s concept

of ‘metrical structure’, which allows patterns of strong and weak beats

to be expressed. These abstractions also allow notations for various

durations of musical events such as triplet, quintuplet, half-, quarter-

, eighth-, and sixteenth-note (etc.) divisions of the bar. (See figure

3.1.B).

• Ligature inscriptions denote phrase groupings, one level of the GTTM’s

‘grouping structure’. Higher level structures are sometimes named on

the score, for example, in jazz scores the ‘head’ and ‘bridge’ structure

can be explicitly written. (See figure 3.1.C).

• Parts are a core aspect of modern music theory and practice. Scores

allow depiction of individual staffs for different parts, each to be played

by individual musicians. These parts can correspond to the horizon-

tal integration of Auditory Scene Analysis. Scores can also represent

multiple parts merged into a single staff, providing an overview for the

conductor or composer. (See figure 3.1.A).

• Tonal abstractions are provided in music theory and score notation.

Most prominent is the codifying of the twelve-tone musical scale through

the staff notation, and key-signatures shown as a cluster of sharp and

flat symbols at the beginning of a part. (See figure 3.1.D).

• While CMN does not specify the exact details of performance (instead

leaving this to the performers interpretation)[145, p.7], there are a num-

ber of markings that can be used to provide information on additional

performance nuances. For example; accents, staccato (short attack),

marcato (loud attack), pizzicato (for stringed instruments), vibrato

(pitch wavering), and sustain can be signified by various inscriptions.

(See figure 3.1.F).

• Repetition is also represented in CMN. Examples include repeat signs
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(to repeat the bars between the signs), simile marks (for repetition of

the material immediately preceding the mark), Da capo (to repeat from

the beginning), Dal segno (to repeat from a specified point marked by

a Segno). Variations of repetitions are facilitated primarily through

the limited means of Volta brackets (1st and 2nd time repeat bars) and

Coda to jump forward out of a repetition. (See figure 3.1.E).

Of course much varied repetition, such as the development of theme and

variation, and motif exploration, cannot be represented by CMN, and can

only be found through the direct comparison of musical material. This is also

an issue for theory as “. . . it is difficult to make a substantive theory of as-

sociations. Within music theory this remains relatively uncharted territory”

[94, p.6].

There are other areas of music theory in which abstractions are well un-

derstood. For example, in ‘The Elements of the Jazz Language for the De-

veloping Improviser’ [43] Jerry Coker details a number of abstractions that

reoccur as patterns in Jazz performances, and presents them as practical tools

for jazz students. For example, some of the ‘patterns’ that Coker identified

include ‘Change Running’, ‘Digital Patterns’ and ‘7-3 Resolution’.

3.2.3 Digital representations of music

While both the psychological theory of music perception and the development

of common music notation and music theory tell us much about basic musical

abstractions, they have little to say about aspects of performance practice

specific to computer mediated music production. For example, the score

alone does not symbolically support descriptions of sound synthesis and effect

processing crucial to much computer mediated production:

“In Western music the score represents a structure separated from

the sound through which it will be realized. Therefore, it is hardly

surprising that the principal model of computer music software

is the score editor. The problem is that the score is a description
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The Staff Metrical Structure Temporal Structure Key Signature Repetition Expression

A B C D E F

Figure 3.1: A number of graphical marks from Common Music Notation

depicting various abstractions. (Individual images sourced from Wikimedia

commons [144])
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of the surface level of the resultant composition, not a guide to

the musical thinking that produced it.” — Truax [137, p.160]

Moreover, Dannenberg points out that CMN does not have the detail

required to fully specify performance without the instrumentalist’s personal

interpretation, and that conversely, pure performance representations do not

have the symbolic structure of notation:

“One of the key problems is that music notation is not just a

mechanical transformation of performance information. Perfor-

mance nuance is lost going from performance to notation, and

symbolic structure is lost in the translation from notation to per-

formance.” — Dannenberg [51, p.6]

Even the symbolic structure of CMN is relatively low-level, with few

higher-level syntactic and semantic structures [120] which would be vital for

direct manipulation of abstractions.

The problem of finding an ideal digital representation to support a set of

desired abstractions is an ongoing research problem:

“How to implement the representation is one of the major un-

resolved issues in the study of music perception. . . . It has long

been realized in AI that even when representation systems sys-

tems are functionally equivalent to each other, important aspects

of what is being represented can be elucidated by some systems

and obscured by others.” — Howell et al. [79, p.6]

For example, one problem that has plagued computer music researchers

is devising an adequate model for articulating musical ‘texture’ (also known

as ‘timbre’):

“. . . at the note level, composers and performers work with a con-

ceptual model of individual instruments whose boundary of ab-

straction gives very little room for significant manipulation of the

inner workings of the timbre of the notes.” — Miranda [103, p.4]
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“. . . starting with sound, we picked out the two things we under-

stood, pitch and amplitude, and called everything else timbre. So

timbre is by definition that which we cannot explain. As aspects

of timbre are isolated and understood, such as spatial location

and reverberation, these components come to be regarded sepa-

rately, leaving timbre as impenetrable as ever.” — Dannenberg

[51, p.5]

Despite these difficulties, computer music researchers have developed

many symbolic digital representations of music, for example see [33, 35, 54,

74, 89, 108, 117, 119, 120, 127]. In general, these combine a number of the tra-

ditional abstractions from music perception, CMN, and music theory; along

with novel abstractions to reflect the production of digital audio. Although

we do not require a full description of these models for our purposes, we do

note that each utilises a number of the following concepts, with variations in

organisation and details of structure between them: Pitch, intervals, chords,

key signature, timing, measures, notes, scores, parts, streams, voices, mul-

tiple coexisting hierarchies, trees, nested phrases, relationships, repetition,

variation, parameterisation, musical objects, timbre, definition and synthe-

sis, functions, processing chains and waveforms.

Dannenberg’s survey of music representation issues [51] discusses some

interesting aspects of these models. One of these concerns the distinction

between declarative and procedural representations. In the experimental and

avant-garde computer music tradition, procedural representations allow the

composer to create algorithmic musical descriptions of how to create music

— for so called ‘generative’ composition methods [145, p.199]. On the other

hand, declarative representations (like scores, event lists, piano-rolls, and the

multitrack model’s timeline) have a more direct mapping from symbol to

sound as the musical events are specifically notated. This is analogous to our

own taxonomic distinction between data-flow and control-flow approaches

to music sequencer design [58] developed and published for this research.

Another music representation issue discussed by Dannenberg is the instance
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and resource models [52]. In the resource model, various objects have a

persistent existence over time and receive updates. For example a synthesised

saxophone object could be a resource that might receive note events and other

state changes during a piece. In contrast, the instance model requires every

musical event to create an independent sound generating instance.

3.2.4 Representations in software for experimental and

generative music

As we would expect, these representations have been implemented in a wide

variety of computer music tools. Many of these tools support generative

composition methods for the avant-garde and experimental tradition, rather

than the commercial production domain on which we are focused.

These tools are dominated by specialist music programming languages

[99, 26, 142, 75], music Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) for ex-

isting textual programming languages [29, 121], and visual programming en-

vironments [122]. In this study we focus on professional production tools,

and so we do not introduce experimental music tools further here.

3.3 The multitrack-mixing metaphor

The multitrack-mixing metaphor has become the ubiquitous conceptual model

employed in professional music production software. This can be more easily

understood when viewed in terms of its historical development

“. . . it is no simple task for a few people in a few days, or years,

to overthrow empirical tradition and attempt to create musical

instruments or musical structures which will function as well as

the traditional ones, or which will function well at all.” — Keane

[61, p.99]
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3.3.1 Multitrack tape recorders and mixing consoles

The design of modern DAW systems is strongly based in user-interface metaphor,

evolving directly from the recording studios in which they were first em-

ployed. This takes the form of structural metaphors based on the vehicles

of the multitrack tape recorder, and the mixing console; which together we

will here refer to as the ‘multitrack-mixing model’. Figure 3.2 provides an

overview of the core conceptual model in the multitrack-mixing metaphor.
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Figure 3.2: In this figure we show core elements of the multitrack-mixing

metaphor. Audio input runs through the channels of a mixing desk, and can

be recorded to tracks. Track playback also runs to the mixing desk, through

insert effects, optionally to shared auxiliary effects, and the result is mixed

to the master output channel.

The multitrack tape recorder (as shown in figure 3.3) records, rerecords,
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and plays back multiple streams of audio synchronously. More importantly,

each stream can be independently recorded on its own ‘track’ without affect-

ing any others. These streams of audio are represented in a linear fashion

on the tape, with time beginning at the start of the tape and time running

through to the end, with all tracks lasting for the entire duration. Editing re-

quires over-dubbing new material over old, and cutting and splicing material

with razor blades and adhesive tape [38, 112].

Figure 3.3: The Studer J37 4 track tape recorder, the same model used on the

Beatles early multitracked album ‘Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band’.

The complementary structural metaphor invariably employed in DAW

user-interfaces is the mixing console. This stems from the strong develop-

mental link between two technologies described by Paul Théberge:

“It is important to recognize here that the entire development

of multitrack recording, and the practices associated with it, is

inseparable from a simultaneous evolution in the design of mixing

consoles.” — Théberge [134]
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Apart from the playback / recording controls of the tape machine itself,

principle human-machine interaction takes place through the manipulation of

the ‘channels’ in the mixing console. Mixing consoles allow this manipulation

via any number of channel strips as shown in figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4: Channels of a mixing desk.

Each channel acts as a proxy for an audio signal, and lies across the y-axis

of the mixer surface, with built in volume, equaliser, panning, mute and solo

controls provided via a variety of knobs, faders and switches. The result of

summing each of these channels output is run through the master channel

and can then be output, typically as a stereo pair.

Each channel typically has cabling facilities to link in any number of ‘in-

sert effects’ that sequentially process all audio running through that channel.

Effect processing units to be shared by multiple channels can be placed as in-

sert effects on an ‘auxiliary’ channel. Any other channel needing this shared

processing then ‘sends’ its audio signal to the appropriate auxiliary channel.

For example, when recording a band consisting of several musicians, multi-

ple instruments might need to be processed by the same reverberation effect.

The single reverb component would be cabled into the insert effect signal flow

of an auxiliary channel. This can sometimes be set up to either re-route the
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entire signal output (so it will not be directly mixed into the master channel

to allow for sub-mixing), or more commonly, the signal will be split so the

channel’s output will be sent to both the main mixer output, and to any aux-

iliary sends, each with their own independent volume. To complicate things

further, some effect units allow ‘side-chaining’ where additional channels can

be routed into an effect that is part of any other channel’s effect chain. This

allows one channel to affect another. For example, a bass-drum audio signal

could be side-chained into a compressor on the bass guitar to ensure the bass

guitar is audible only when in sync with the drum, to create a tight punchy

result.

Each track on the multitrack recorder is associated with a channel on

the mixing console. The signal on each of these channels either comes from

the studio and can be recorded to that track on the tape, or alternatively

is played back from the tape and runs through the desk. The multitrack-

mixing console system allows any combination of pre-recorded tracks to be

played back while live studio feeds are simultaneously being recorded on their

own channels/tracks, and the aggregated mix being played through the main

studio monitors. Other channels can remain independent of the multitrack

tape machine for send effect processing and sub-mixing.

Producers are able to change the volume, equaliser settings, balance, and

processing effect parameters in real-time by manually twisting knobs and

sliding faders as a recording is played back. This process, known as ‘riding

the faders’, could with complicated projects overwhelm a single operator

and their ten fingers and require a multitude of studio aids (or even the

idle musicians themselves) collaborating together to perform all the required

changes at the right times. This led to the development of ‘automation’,

which created the ghostly effect of physical controls moving of their own

accord. In early systems this was achieved by allowing producers to record

and playback their controller manipulations as a performance that was laid

down on tape along with the existing audio data.
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3.3.2 From physical hardware to user-interface metaphor

These two vitally inter-linked technologies — the multitrack tape recorder

and the mixing console — have become the user-interface cornerstone of the

modern DAW:

“Early on, we decided that the most probable road to success was

to base the software design on the standard, familiar recording

hardware of the time: tape recorders and mixing consoles. Plus,

we threw in an overall graphic design that built on the conventions

being established by the Mac System software (scroll bars, etc.).

We added artistic headers to dialog boxes that Performer users

overwhelmingly appreciated. Here was a computer not acting and

looking like a computer, but instead acting more like a familiar

— and cool-looking — recording device” — Jim Cooper, MOTU

Inc. [115]

The most visually striking manifestation of this can be found in the mix-

ing user-interface. Figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 show the radical extent to which

not only the structural model, but also the look and feel of real world mix-

ing desks are emulated in popular DAW user-interfaces. This extends to the

effects processing devices which also emulate virtual physical knobs, through

to imitation LCD displays and voltage meters.

Along with the mixing desk, the multitrack tape recorder has also found

its place as a metaphor at the centre of the modern DAW. This begins with

the basic tape playback and recording controls, which are now embodied in

user-interface elements as seen in figure 3.8. These facilitate the navigation

and control of a single linear timeline, where all material is located at a

specific time and place on the metaphorical ‘tape’. This creates a single

linear timeline where material can be recorded, and as such, systems built on

this model are often termed ‘linear sequencers’. These contrast to systems

utilising a ‘non-linear’ model that allow the user to build a library of semi-

structured material that is either cued in real-time through user interaction,
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Figure 3.5: The mixing console metaphor implemented in Digidesign’s Pro

Tools DAW [11].

Figure 3.6: The mixing console metaphor implemented in Apple Logic [7].
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109

The mixer

Overview

The mixer offers a common environment for controlling 
levels, pan, solo/mute status etc. for both audio and MIDI 
channels. 

Opening the mixer
The mixer can be opened in several ways:

• By selecting Mixer from the Devices menu.

• By clicking the Mixer icon on the toolbar
This always opens the first Mixer window (see below).

• By using a key command (by default [F3]).

• By clicking the Mixer button in the Devices panel.
You open the Devices panel by selecting Show Panel from the Devices 
menu.

About the multiple mixer windows
You may have noticed that there are in fact several separate 
mixer items selectable from the Devices menu (in Cubase 
Studio, there are two mixer items). These are not separate 
mixers, but rather separate views of the same mixer. 

• Each of the mixer windows can be configured to show 
any combination of channels, channel types, narrow and 
wide channel strips, etc. (how to do this is described later 
in this chapter).
You can for example configure one mixer window to show MIDI channel 
strips, another to show input and output channels or another to show all 
audio-related channels.

The picture shows an extended 
mixer (see “Normal vs. Extended 
channel strips” on page 111).

Figure 3.7: The mixing console metaphor implemented in Steinberg Cubase.
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or controlled by programmed logic.

Chapter 2    Transport 75

 

The Transport Bar in Other Windows
You can also configure a fixed Transport window in the Arrange and Matrix windows. 
Select View > Transport and a Transport field appears in the top left corner of the 
window. The number of visible buttons and displays is dependent on the size of the 
area available. You can adjust this area by click-holding on the intersection of the Track 
List, Arrange area and Bar Ruler (the cursor will change to a four-headed arrow), and 
dragging.

Altering the Display
The Transport window pull-down menu opens when you click on the arrow at the 
bottom right. This menu is used to reconfigure the Transport window’s appearance.

Smaller/Larger
You can adjust the size of the Transport bar to nine different size settings. This is 
achieved by dragging the bottom right corner of the Transport window.

Legend

This display option conceals/reveals a description of all window elements, and is very 
helpful if you are still getting to know the program.

Position Slider

This hides/shows a bar along the bottom edge of the window. The size of the bar is 
directly related to the current portion of the song shown in the Arrange area, and this 
portion’s relationship to the overall song length (see “MIDI Monitor/Song End” on 
page 78). You can click-hold on the bar and drag left or right to quickly move to a 
different song position.

Use SMPTE View Offset
This alters the display of the SMPTE time shown at the song startpoint, regardless of 
the true SMPTE start time being read from an external time code source. More 
information on this can be found in the SMPTE View Offset section  (see “General” on 
page 453).

Figure 3.8: The design of Apple Logic’s ‘Transport’ controls utilise the

metaphor of tape playback controls.

The metaphor of the multitrack tape itself uses the orientational sub-

metaphor of the passage of time is to the right (which is derived from

other temporal-spacial metaphors [91, p.137]), and with individual tracks

stacked from top to bottom. As with the vehicle of the multitrack tape,

DAW systems retain the metaphorical entailment of tracks lasting the entire

duration of the virtual tape. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show typical depictions of

multitrack in modern DAW systems with audio material laid out from left

to right to represent a linear timeline.

Digidesign Pro Tools, Apple Logic, and Steinberg Cubase are three big

name Digital Audio Workstations (DAWs) used by several of our partic-

ipants. All three are built on the ubiquitous multitrack-mixer metaphor,

with their two shared primary interface components: A mixing-desk view

with vertical channel strips stacked from left to right (figures 3.5,3.6), and a

multitrack view with time running left to right and horizontal tracks stacked

top to bottom (figures 3.9,3.10). Each of these DAWs supports both built-

in and plug-in effect processing units that can be chained into the channels

represented in the mixer view. Captured Audio and MIDI data, as well as

automated effect processing (automation) is represented in the multitrack

view, where it can be modified through cutting, splicing, moving, recording,

and editing in addition to other manipulations. These DAWs support a wide

range of studio music production activity, including composition, recording,

editing, and audio mastering of various forms of music. Sony Acid Pro is a
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3

     91

3 Arrange Window

The Arrange window is the heart of Logic. It is the view 
that you will see most often when working with the 
program.

You will learn all about the different interface elements, functions, and features of the 
Arrange window in this section. You will also discover how to handle both MIDI and 
audio tracks plus a number of other important techniques.

Overview

The Arrange area is where all MIDI and audio information is recorded, on horizontal 
tracks. Individual MIDI recordings are called MIDI Regions, audio recordings are called 
Audio Regions. Both Region types are displayed as horizontal “beams”. Above the 
Arrange area is the Bar Ruler, which displays position information.

Figure 3.9: Apple Logic’s arrange page, showing a number of horizontal

‘tracks’ with time running from left to right, and a single ‘channel strip’

from the metaphorical mixing console to the left.

largely similar DAW although it forgoes the Mixer view, with mixing controls

embedded in the track view alongside each track.

Notator (figure 3.11) is an older Atari system which later evolved into

Apple Logic. Focused on the recording and manipulation of MIDI, Notator is

a ‘pattern sequencer’, where users create a series of ‘sequences’ each of which

consists of musical material broken into a number of tracks. Since pattern

sequencers are non-linear in nature, these sequences stand alone, and can be

triggered interactively, but can also be chained into a linear arrangement to

form a complete piece.

Ableton Live is a modern DAW which borrows elements from both the

linear and non-linear sequencing traditions — providing a multitrack view

of audio and MIDI material within a single linear timeline (figure 3.12),

and a modified mixing desk view (figure 3.13) underneath rows of sequences

(called scenes) that can be triggered interactively or in response to rules. As

suggested by its name, the interactive triggering supports a ‘Live’ manner of

working for both the studio and stage.
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The Project window

Window Overview

The Track list
The Track list displays all the tracks used in a project. It 
contains name fields and settings for the tracks. Different 
track types have different controls in the Track list. To see 
all the controls you may have to resize the track in the Track 
list (see “Resizing tracks in the Track list” on page 35).

• The Track list area for an audio track:

The Project overview

The event display, showing audio 
parts and events, MIDI parts, auto-
mation, markers, etc.

The Inspector

The rulerThe info line The toolbar

 The Track list with 
various track types

Mute & Solo
Record Enable 
Monitor buttonsTrack name

Lane Display 
Type

Show/hide 
automation

Indicates whether effect sends, 
EQ or insert effects are activated 
for the track. Click to bypass.

Musical/Linear 
time base

Lock track 
button

Automation Read/Write buttons

Edit channel settings

Track activity 
indicator

Freeze Audio 
Track

Figure 3.10: Steinberg Cubase’s project window, also showing a number of

horizontal ‘tracks’ built from blocks of audio and MIDI. Time runs from left

to right, and a global overview of the entire track duration is presented above

the main display. [128]
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Figure 3.11: Atari Notator’s main screen. From left to right: the ‘Arrange’

pane shows the order of sequences to be played, the sequence pane shows

the list of tracks in the selected sequence, and the track pane shows the

properties of the selected track.
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tracks are stacked from top to bottom with time running to the right, and

an overview of the timeline is shown above.
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Figure 3.13: Ableton Live’s mixer view. Each column represents a channel

as it would on a physical mixing desk. Non-linear musical material can be

placed in the rows above the mixer and triggered interactively.

The MPC sampling drum machine was also popular with several of our

participants. This physical device, with a very small character display, fea-

tures a 4x4 grid of touch sensitive drum pads for input, and allows recording

of rhythm gestures into sequences. As with other non-linear sequences, these

can be triggered interactively, but can also be chained into a single linear ar-

rangement. The MPC was originally designed for triggering and recording of

drum samples, but has become a mainstay of HipHop and electronic music,

where various types of musical material are sampled and triggered to create

entire songs and supplement live performance.

There are a number of ways in which modern DAW systems diverge from

physical multitrack-mixer systems. Several of these stem from the added

possibilities enabled by visualisation of multitracked tape. The most basic

element of this is the visualisation of audio as a waveform in 2D space stretch-

ing over time. The waveform is a conventional metaphor for computer tools

that deal with audio. Originating from oscilloscope displays, this metaphor

is based on its component orientational metaphors amplitude is height

and the passage of time is right. The characteristics of the graphical
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depiction allow the experienced viewer to read the audio to pin-point the

location and nature of events visually, and edit them through graphical se-

lection and the application of tools. With material now visually stretched

over a spacial timeline, DAW systems can also allow visual markers to be

placed at various temporal locations for immediate recall.

While controller automation is another entailment of the multitrack-

mixing metaphor faithfully retained in modern DAW user-interfaces, it could

now be visually overlaid on the audio representation or placed on a timeline

alongside as a graphically editable time-series graph.

Just as with tape, lengths of material can be split and spliced back to-

gether, but unlike tape, material lies on a track in blocks and described by

terms such as ‘regions’ or ‘clips’. These blocks can contain either MIDI or

audio data, depending on whether the containing track is a MIDI or audio

track. These blocks can be rapidly dragged and dropped to new locations

on the timeline or even to other tracks — actions that while possible with

physical tape, had been immensely more difficult to achieve. Some DAWs

create the distinction between two types of automation: those that are asso-

ciated with the track, and stay static in time independent of the movement

of audio blocks; and automation that is attached to specific blocks.

Another difference from older multitrack-mixing systems is that the vir-

tual mixing desk has the added task of mapping ‘real world’ hardware inputs

and outputs to individual virtual channels in the system.

3.3.3 Multitrack-mixing model critique

An initial critique of the multitrack-mixing model raises a number of issues

that can help to motivate our enquiry. Firstly, as we have already described,

this model has evolved piecemeal from existing physical systems, and as such

embodies many limitations of those systems. This can be a problem as:

“. . . unconsidered features are likely quietly to impose their con-

sequences on the execution of the tool’s tasks for many years.”
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— Keane [61, p.117]

For example, the requirement of tracks lasting the duration of the entire

piece is the result of unquestioned assumptions carried forward to the very

nature of multitrack tape. Secondly, multitrack-mixing systems have been

developed to suit traditional groups of musicians. The mapping of instrument

parts to channels and tracks is a natural one. However, in digital production

environments there can be an unlimited numbers of virtual instruments, arbi-

trary audio sampling of sound-bites, and often no musicians to demand they

appear for the duration of a whole track. Finally, the uniform reliance on this

model raises the question of what other yet unexplored conceptual models

and abstractions could make possible. Other researchers have also pointed

out the potential limitations of the multitrack-mixing model and further the

cause of exploring other potential organisations:

“This [multitrack-mixing] model has little to do with the tradi-

tional process of creating music. So, although the multi-track

recorder metaphor is appropriate for the mixing and audio post-

production stages, it provides little leverage in capturing and de-

veloping musical ideas.” — Abrams et al. [4]

“Because multitrack recording had become the dominant pro-

cess for producing popular music from the 1960’s onward, the de-

signers of software-based sequencers have, since the mid-1980’s,

used the multitrack tape recorder both as a model of compo-

sition and as the prime metaphor for the sequencer program’s

user-interface. . . . The sequencer can draw the user’s attention

to selected aspects of the music-making process that are micro-

scopic in their level of detail, but it does so in a fragmented and

disjointed way.” — Théberge [133, p.228]

“We have seen strategies used in the design of computer music

facilities that owe more to past experience of musical notation
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or early analogue hardware than to what could be identified as

the relevant needs of the system or its operator. . . . Otto Laske’s

statement that designing a computer system for electroacoustic

music is more the concern of cognitive than of acoustic engineer-

ing is certainly correct.” — Keane [61, p.117] (Emphasis added)

3.3.4 Abstraction mechanisms atop the multitrack-mixing

model

While the multitrack-mixing model remains remarkably true to its origins,

it has seen a variety of conceptual additions to take better advantage of the

flexibility enabled by digital implementations. Some of the more important

additions are facilities allowing new abstractions to be represented within the

multitrack-mixing model.

Object editing

As opposed to the effect processing signal-flow model, the object editing

model allows the user to control processing by specifying chunks of material

to be processed rather than an entire stream of material. Object editing

models can be seen in systems that allow what is sometimes termed ‘inline

editing’, where effect processing units are applied to portions of material. In

this model processing is applied directly to segments of material and process-

ing units do not exist independently of that material or the parameters con-

trolling them. This equates to Dannenberg’s Instance model [52], although

the results of object editing are often cached.

Grouped effects

Several software systems allow for a second order of grouping of effects, be-

yond that of placing them on shared channels. In such systems any number

of processing units can be grouped together and treated as a single unit. This

can help mitigate complexity, as well as serve as a unit of reuse. Figures 3.14
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and 3.15 show three effect units modularised into a single ‘rack’ object, and

figure 2.11 shows a similar abstraction mechanism from another system.

Figure 3.14: Three effect units chained together in Ableton Live.

Figure 3.15: An ‘audio effect rack’ containing the three effect units in figure

3.14, serving to abstract away the details. Each metaphorical ‘knob’ controls

a macro — a mapping from the knob’s value to any number of controls

contained inside the rack, allowing custom ranges and inverse mappings for

each control. Thus a small number of simple knobs can control a number of

hidden variables in complex ways.

Layers

Another processing abstraction is found in applications such as Apple Sound-

track Pro, which uses the term ‘Action layer’. This abstraction presents audio

processing as ordered layers lying on material. Individual layers can be turned

on and off, and reordered without disrupting the underlying representation

of material. Figure 3.16 presents an example.
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Figure 3.16: Apple’s Soundtrack Pro allows effects and edits to be placed in

‘action layers’ that can be reordered or removed individually.

Temporal regions

DAWs often provide a marker facility to bookmark various points on the

timeline that can be recalled. These can be used to divide a piece into

various sections by placing named locators at their start point.

Ableton Live provides a ‘scene’ facility that allows a number of clips to be

triggered simultaneously by a single mouse click or MIDI event. Figure 3.17

shows a session organised into vertical channels / tracks and and horizontal

scenes. Triggering a scene such as ‘Verse’, or ‘Breakdown’ will cue all the

appropriate clips on that row. This allows the user to work in terms of song

section abstractions.

Group and hide channels

Producers can use a group and hide technique to represent the concept of

a voice created from a number of component tracks. In these systems, any

number of related tracks such as ‘vocals’, are selected and put into a ‘group’.

All of these vocal tracks are then routed to a single new channel, which in

this case might be called ‘Vocals Master’. The group of vocal tracks can then

be hidden with a single click in a group list. The grouping status can be used
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Figure 3.17: An Ableton Live session view showing material created by the

author in a band rehearsal with collaborating musicians. Various song struc-

tures such as ‘Verse’ can be triggered in real-time to synchronise with live

instrumentalists.
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to ensure that certain types of manipulation to one track of the assembled

voice abstraction will affect all the others.

Folder tracks

Some systems, such as Apple Logic and Steinberg Cubase provide ‘folder

track’ mechanisms that go a step further than group and hide in represent-

ing a number of voices as one. When multiple tracks are placed inside a

folder track they can in many ways be manipulated and viewed as a single

entity. Like the group and hide mechanisms above, folder tracks provide a

conjunction function, allowing the multiple sub-voices to all sound together.

Folders can be contained within other folders recursively, and also used to

organise song sections:

“A folder is a Region that can contain other Regions, much like

a folder in the Finder that can contain other folders or files. One

way to imagine a folder is as a song within a song. A folder

can have as many tracks, featuring Regions, as required. . . . You

could use folders to represent the parts of a song (choruses and

verses). As in the Finder, you can place as many folders as you

like within other folders, and within yet more folders . . . Another

possible use might be to store different arrangements of a song in

different folders, allowing you to switch between them rapidly.”

— Logic Express 7: Reference [6, 123]

Parts, takes, and playlists

In contrast to the conjunction function of folder tracks, many DAWs also

provide mechanisms to support disjunction groupings, where only one of the

sub-voices can sound at any one time. Apple Garageband supports multiple

‘takes’ abstracted inside any block of audio, only one of which will play at

once, selected through a drop-down menu. Cubase provides ‘parts’ containing

‘lanes’ (figure 3.18), only one of which will play back at any point in time:
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“. . . an audio part is divided vertically in lanes. . . . Only one event

per track can be played back at the same time! This means that if

you have overlapping events (on the same lane or different lanes)

these will cut each other off . . . .” — Operation Manual: Cubase

4 [128, p.200]

200

The Audio Part Editor

About lanes
If you make the editor window larger, this will reveal addi-
tional space below the edited events. This is because an 
audio part is divided vertically in lanes. 

Lanes can make it easier to work with several audio events 
in a part:

In the top figure it is unnecessarily hard to discern, select 
and edit the separate events. In the bottom figure, some of 
the events have been moved to a lower lane, making se-
lection and editing much easier.

• To move an event to another lane without accidentally 
moving it horizontally, press [Ctrl]/[Command] and drag it 
up or down.
This is the default modifier key for this – you can adjust this in the Prefer-
ences if you like.

Overlapping events

Only one event per track can be played back at the same 
time! This means that if you have overlapping events (on 
the same lane or different lanes) these will cut each other 
off, according to the following rules:

• For events on the same lane, the ones that are on top 
(visible) will be played.
To move overlapping events to the front or back, use the Move to Front 
and Move to Back functions on the Edit menu.

• For events on different lanes, the event on the lowest 
lane gets playback priority.

The overlapping sections of the upper event will not be played since the 
event on the lower lane has playback priority!

Lanes

Figure 3.18: Two ‘lanes’ in a Cubase ‘part’, only one of which can sound at

once. [128, p.200]

Pro Tools provides ‘play lists’. Activating a playlist by group replaces the

material on all tracks with other material that has been previously recorded

on those tracks. While this abstraction mechanism differs from parts, it also

allows distinct takes to be recalled instantly:

“Edit playlists let you take a snapshot of a track’s current ar-

rangement of regions, thereby freeing you to experiment with al-

ternate arrangements, returning as necessary to previously saved

playlists. . . . You can create new empty playlists for recording

or importing audio and MIDI. This can be useful for creating

alternate takes of audio or MIDI, or for constructing alternate

arrangements.” — Pro Tools, Reference Guide [12, pp.352–353]

Rendering and Freezing

When folder track mechanisms are not available or prove inadequate, pro-

ducers can ‘render’ multiple sources of material onto a single track. This
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allows producers to work with concrete audio. This technique can be used

to give an approximation of abstraction as it does allow producers to edit

the results of audio operations as a cohesive whole, without being required

to deal with the underlying processing information.

In order to work around CPU limitations DAW systems are increasingly

implementing features to allow producers to ‘freeze’ one or more tracks. The

resulting audio from any virtual instrument or effects units that are process-

ing the contents of the track are rendered and live processing is disabled.

When the track is played back, the pre-rendered audio will be used, instead

of needing to be calculated in real-time. This can remove considerable load

from the system, allowing a project to contain many more heavily processed

tracks than would be possible in a purely real-time environment. Freezing a

track takes much less time than playing it back in real-time, but can cause a

lengthy delay for heavily processed tracks lasting anywhere near the length of

a typical song. Moreover, freezing effect processing locks effect parameters,

preventing producers from making live changes when performing or editing.

One of the most sophisticated freezing mechanisms can be found in Able-

ton Live 6, in which frozen audio on the timeline can be split and moved.

Figure 3.19 shows an audio track from Ableton Live with various freeze and

edit operations applied. Firstly the original audio is shown. Secondly, a

freeze operation is applied and tail audio resulting from effect processing

becomes visible as a crosshatch. Thirdly, the audio (including crosshatched

tail audio) is split and moved on the timeline. Lastly, the freeze is removed,

perhaps to allow sample editing or new effects to be added, but the tail audio

edits and exact effected audio results are lost as audio will be reprocessed in

its new temporal context.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter we have detailed various models of music with a historical

perspective. These stem from psychological properties of audio perception,
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Figure 3.19: Four progressive states of freezing and editing in Ableton Live

6.
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the historical development of music theory and common music notation, and

existing research into digital representation of music. We saw the role user-

interface metaphor has played in allowing the historical development of music

production technologies to determine the current form of computer music

production software, and detailed a number of key abstractions that have

since been built on this model. These models and their constituent means

of abstraction will be crucial in understanding the activity of professional

producers that we explore in the following chapters.



Chapter 4

Methodology

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we examined established models and abstractions for

representing music and music production. In particular, we described the

multitrack-mixing model that has become the ubiquitous framework now

determining the means of abstraction available to professional producers.

Our research question, introduced in chapter 1, explicitly states our goal of

determining the interaction between these abstraction mechanisms and the

work of professional producers:

How is the work of professional music producers affected by the

particular abstraction mechanisms in the user-interfaces of music

production software?

This chapter details the methodology we employed in addressing this

question, including the details of our seventeen participants, and how we

gathered and analysed twenty-nine hours of recorded interviews, many of

which were conducted in the context of the activity, and over twenty hours

of dedicated observation.

We also present a new research instrument. Our ‘activity interview’ [59]

is based on the early activity checklist [85], but addresses the problematic

75
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impact of its theoretical terminology.

4.2 An introduction to case study

This research was conducted as a collective case study, with the primary

aim of identifying the aspects of abstraction mechanisms encountered by

professional producers caused by the abstractions (or lack thereof) in music

production user-interfaces. Our case study approach is based on Creswell’s

‘Qualitative Inquiry and Research Design’ [49], and exploits case study en-

quiry’s emphasis of developing an in-depth analysis of a particular activity.

Case studies have a number of characteristic elements that are relevant to

our study:

• Case studies are a form of qualitative research designed to gain an

understanding of the bounded system that constitutes each case. This

makes it ideal for analysing a specific activity such as music production.

Case studies have a strong emphasis on acknowledging the context of

the case, so research is well grounded in the particular activity in which

it is based.

• In instrumental case studies “. . . issues with the case [are] used instru-

mentally to illustrate the issue” [49, p.62]. In other words, case studies

are rich in examples, and express findings through specifics.

• Purposeful sampling is used to discover a mix of interesting, repre-

sentative, or contrasting cases to learn from; rather than attempting

to obtain statistically balanced or random distribution of participants.

While this can impinge upon generalisability, a focus on interesting

cases can lead to the most thought-provoking findings.

• Multiple sources of information are utilised, ensuring a fully rounded

understanding of the cases, and reducing dependance on any one type of

evidence. For example, observation of participants provides verification
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of claims made in interviews, while simultaneously suggesting further

avenues for interview enquiry. Other sources of research data provide

similarly balanced trade-offs to complete the picture and can each have

a place in case study research.

• Case study analysis typically consists of a detailed description of the

cases examined, followed by a description of themes discovered and

evidence-based assertions made by the researcher. Among other things,

this provides a good basis for presenting problems or issues that are at

work in the bounded system under examination.

• With collective case studies (in which multiple cases are studied), there

is the implicit advantage of cross-case analysis. This allows the re-

searcher to triangulate issues and themes discovered, and gain insight

on why they occur in more than one case, or how their lack of appear-

ance in some cases can be explained.

As a qualitative approach, case study research also inherits the charac-

teristics that are inherent to qualitative enquiry. These characteristics as

described by Merriam [101] are also well suited to answering our research

question.

Qualitative research is typically focused on processes rather then out-

comes or products. This makes it the preferred methodological framework

for understanding how and why activity is conducted in the way it is, and the

causes of success or tensions at work. There is a focus on the meanings that

subjects give to their experience, and how they structure and understand

the world. This is well suited to investigations of the concepts that subjects

use in their activity, and how they systematise their world, which can be

analysed in the context of the activity and tools with which they interact.

Rather than claiming an objective research standpoint, the qualitative ap-

proach embraces the perspective of the researcher as the primary instrument

of data collection. This allows the researcher to uncover and develop a theory

of what emerges in the field, without a dependance on an a priori theory of
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what will be found, while still ensuring claims are well founded in evidence.

This is the preferred approach when trying to develop new understanding of

a particular activity.

The fieldwork focus of qualitative enquiry provides a foundation in the

authentic situation of the participants, ensuring an accurate understanding of

the complexity and interplay inherent in real-world activity. This contrasts

with the laboratory approach more typical of quantitative research, which

would provide a more limited and often less generalisable picture of creative

and open ended activity such as that found in music production. Descriptive

accounts, typical of qualitative analysis, provide the best underpinning for

an understanding of process and meaning, as described above. The inductive

character of this type of enquiry provides ample room for the development of

fresh theoretical understanding of the patterns uncovered during the research

process, rather than being limited to existing frameworks and models.

This is required to develop a novel understanding of the central issues in

computer mediated music production and the use of abstraction mechanisms.

This research will not attempt to uncover every possible aspect of music

production. Delimitations that narrow the scope of this research include:

• A focus on expert users rather than new users.

• A focus on producers working in the popular music idiom. Issues in

software design for avant-garde music composition were not considered

other than to inform our analysis of professional production work and

user-interfaces.

• Computer tools for typesetting or composing music for human perfor-

mance were not examined.

4.3 The researcher

Due to the personal and interpretative nature of qualitative research, the

position of the researcher must be acknowledged.
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As the researcher I have a long history of engagement in musical activity,

but am a newcomer to the world of computer mediated music production.

Since the age of nine I have studied a succession of wind instruments, begin-

ning with the recorder, and proceeding through clarinet to the alto saxophone

which I have been playing on a regular basis for thirteen years. I received

tuition in piano but only reaching a basic level of proficiency, and am a

self-taught guitarist. My performance experience includes playing wind in-

struments in various orchestras, jazz big-bands (including university level),

and jazz combos where I was required to sight-read, perform from memory,

and improvise solos. I formally studied music performance and theory to the

final year of secondary-school, and continued to take professional lessons for

a number of years afterwards.

I compose and perform in an all-original five piece jazz, funk, rock and

dub fusion band, playing guitar, saxophone and singing. The band regularly

plays to crowds of over one hundred. This has given me a detailed under-

standing of collaborative and individual composition in a live band context.

This includes an understanding of the roles that improvisation can play in

both pre-performance composition and live performance contexts. It has also

provided a view of composition and arrangement that is aligned towards the

flexibility and improvisational nature of working with human instrumental-

ists who each develop a personal understanding of a developing composition.

I have also worked as an instrumentalist in an additional band performing

funk.

I have been exposed to digital recording technologies when recording

a number of pre-composed songs with the various groups I have belonged

to. This included observing and making suggestions to an engineer using

Pro Tools multitrack-mixing software during both the recording and mixing

stages of production.

I have worked as a software developer and usability consultant. I helped

design commercial software for creating complex causality models for strate-

gic planning and evaluation [60, 132]. Recently I worked in user research for
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Microsoft, performing usability engineering work on Windows Vista.

My personal motivation for this study stems from my early forays into

the world of computer mediated music production, and a deep dissatisfac-

tion with what I encountered. I found a contradiction in that the conceptual

model missed the richness and flexibility allowed when composing with tra-

ditional groups of musicians, while simultaneously being overly focused on

supporting the recording of these types of traditional groups. Resolving this

contradiction is my personal motivation for this research.

4.4 Research tools

Historically, case studies have used existing theory at various points in the

study, and use of theory before data collection is well precedented [49, p.87].

There are two theoretical traditions with associated research tools that we

draw from, which we introduced in chapter 2. The first is ‘activity theory’,

and the second is the ‘cognitive dimensions of notations’, and in the sections

below we describe how we used these as methodological tools. Specifically,

interview scripts based on these theoretical models provide the foundation

for our interviews, and help structure our analysis.

4.4.1 Activity theory

Activity theory provides a useful terminology, a framework for analysis, and a

clear catalogue of the important components of human activity; particularly

emphasising the importance of tools in mediating work. This makes it an

ideal foundation for understanding the ‘work of professional music producers’

component of our research question. Activity theory is ideally suited to use

in a case study analysis as it emphasises an understanding of the context of

activity. The theory’s focus and definition of ‘activity’ as the unit of analysis

also provides a mechanism for demarcating the bounded system constituting

each case.
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Some musical activities have already been analysed from an activity the-

oretic perspective to a limited extent.

Recently Burrows [32] used personal reflection to examine his experience

of performing free improvisation, and used activity theory to frame the dis-

cussion. He argues that in this collaborative activity the music plays an

important role as both the object, and also as a mediating artefact between

collaborating individuals, which is the role typically provided by a tool. Bur-

rows also discusses how, by definition, performers in improvisational contexts

will not know the actions they will perform, or their order ahead of time.

Additionally, success conditions such as knowing when to end the piece are

only defined in the moment itself, and this decision is necessarily distributed

between the participating subjects. More importantly, the performers’ ac-

tions are determined “not by planning or conscious direction, but through a

complex set of conscious and unconscious signals between conversants.”

Fagerheim [63] applied activity theory to Jazz, but mainly as a means

to also apply activity theory to the ethnographic study of Jazz. The motive

here was to show how the two distinct activity systems of Jazz performance

and Jazz ethnography are interlinked. Fagerheim looked briefly at Ellington’s

big-band and focused primarily on the division of labour in this group.

However, there has been no significant work in applying activity theory

to the compositional activity of computer mediated music production.

We incorporate activity theory into our data collection through the use

of our activity interview instrument, that we based on the activity checklist.

We describe the activity checklist and interview in the two sections below.

The Activity Checklist

The activity checklist was presented in 1999 in a paper [85] published in

the HCI journal Interactions. Its goal was to provide a more accessible

formulation of key concepts in activity theory, for application to software

design and evaluation. The paper was authored by Kaptelinin and Nardi,

two of the leading proponents of activity theory’s application to HCI, and
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Macaulay, an HCI design practitioner.

The checklist consists of a number of points to consider when analysing

an activity. There are two versions of the checklist which separate small

variations tailored for use in either evaluation or design. The two checklists

contain a large number of items, thirty-seven and forty-three items respec-

tively. Examples of an evaluation and a design checklist item are as follows:

Eval 3.5: Use of target technology for simulating target actions be-

fore their actual implementation

Design 3.3: Possibilities for simulating target actions before their

actual implementation

The checklist was designed to provide a resource encapsulating the con-

ceptual system at work in activity theory in a concrete form. This was

specifically aimed at making activity theory “more useful” for evaluation

and design of interfaces. At the same time, the checklist’s authors suggest

“the Checklist orients without prescribing”, which could reduce its usefulness

in contexts where a more prescriptive resource is desirable.

The checklist is divided into the four categories of Means/ends, Environ-

ment, Learning/cognition/articulation, and Development, each of which are

important higher-level concepts in activity theory.

The paper also includes a number of sample questions divided into the

same categories, although not specifically tailored to evaluation or design.

These questions are presumably derived from the checklist, and provide ex-

amples of analysis working above the level of individual checklist items.

The checklist paper contains a testimonial from Macaulay, who used the

checklist as an integral tool in her research, and the following quote illustrates

one of the ways in which it can be used:

“It gave me a quick way of relating experiences in the field to AT

concepts. It helped me think about the kinds of data I wanted to

gather, and the kinds of questions I wanted to ask.” — Macaulay

[85]
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In the years since the checklist’s widespread dissemination it has seen

only limited use. Moreover, when the checklist has been used, it has been

applied in various ways. Turner and Turner [139] used the checklist as the

basis for semi-structured interviews, but gave no details on how exactly they

derived their questions. Cluts [42] did the same, although they used it to

inform observation. Fjeld et al. [65] used the “sample questions” provided in

the checklist paper to fuel their analysis. In contrast to Turner and Tuner,

they answered the questions themselves rather than using them in interviews.

They did not comment on how limiting their enquiry to the example “sam-

ple questions” might have affected their research. Irestig et al. [81] used

the checklist as a framework for discussing case studies of prototypes from

usage centred and participatory design methodologies. They argued that

the checklist might have biased their discussions away from issues surround-

ing the management of “signs and symbols”, which they felt to be of great

significance and not adequately addressed in the checklist.

While Kaptelinin, Nardi, and Macaulay claim that the checklist makes

activity theory accessible, the reality may be quite different. Brown [30, p.50]

points to the disappointing state of the checklist’s adoption, and suggests the

following explanation for this:

“For all items, the language used is taken from cultural-historical

psychology, hence the checklist is of little use to those without a

basic knowledge of the activity theory framework, and this may

be a reason for its limited adoption.”

While this much seems clear, in our analysis the difficulties with the

checklist run deeper. In appendix A.1 we identify and explain a number

of problems with the checklist as it stands. We should emphasise that our

aim here in identifying these issues is to work towards remedying specific

weaknesses in the otherwise excellent approach and foundation we find in

the activity checklist.
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The activity interview

To address the weaknesses of the activity checklist we briefly outline how we

developed the activity interview from the checklist for the purpose of this

research. Further details were published in [59].

The general method for creating the interview questions consisted of a

series of steps as follows:

1. Firstly, we systematically merged the evaluation and design versions of

the checklist. It is non-trivial to identify the differences between the

two versions without careful reading and note taking. Often Kaptelinin,

Nardi, and Macaulay have placed the identical item in both checklists.

In some cases the item is reworded specifically for evaluation or design.

Some additional items are only included in one of the two versions. The

unified activity checklist can be found in appendix A.4.

2. The next step was to reword the resulting items in everyday language

that retained important activity theory concepts, and avoided wording

from our specific music production domain for future use. The result-

ing set of questions were then checked for coverage over the original

checklist items and that they were ready to be used in interviews.

3. We applied this method to the merged checklist, but excluded the re-

flexive items that looked at the design activity itself. The evaluation

version contains thirty-seven items, and the design component of the

design version contains thirty-four. After carefully amalgamating items

that were rewordings from the different versions of the checklist we were

left with forty-one unique items.

Our work outlined above resulted in reducing these forty-one items to

thirty-two unique interview questions, which were tested with a pilot par-

ticipant. More details and examples of how the activity interview questions

were derived are available in appendix A.2 and figure 4.1. The full activity

interview script can be found in appendix B.
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Figure 4.1: A matrix showing how our activity theory interview questions

(appendix B) were derived from the unified activity checklist (appendix A.4).
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4.4.2 Cognitive dimensions

In addition to activity theory, we also utilised the cognitive dimensions of no-

tations as a theoretical framework informing data-collection. As introduced

in section 2.5.3, the cognitive dimensions framework provides a terminology

for various design trade-offs in notational systems, many of which become

most pronounced in the interactions between the means of abstraction that

a notational system provides. For this reason, the cognitive dimensions are

a vital tool for eliciting the characteristics of ‘particular abstraction mech-

anisms in the user-interfaces of music production software’, which is the

second part of our research question.

The cognitive dimensions provide an ideal tool for our research, as they

are specifically designed to account for information artefacts and the systems

in which they are manipulated. As we described in chapter 2, professional

music production software is a prime example of such systems. The cogni-

tive dimensions of notations “. . .model all information artefacts in terms of

notations and their use” [71, p.8]. As such, it allows us to focus on the no-

tational representation of digital artefacts for music representation, and how

their characteristics affect the work of music producers. As the cognitive

dimensions have been used in the analysis of other forms of musical repre-

sentation (as described in section 2.5.3), we have good reason to expect them

to prove useful for our purposes. Further, our use of the cognitive dimensions

perfectly complements activity theory by addressing its weakness by dealing

directly with the issues of “signs and symbols” identified by Irestig et al [81].

From this methodological perspective, the cognitive dimensions complement

traditional HCI methods by providing tools for describing an extended set of

phenomena:

“. . . existing HCI had no way to describe the structure of infor-

mation, and therefore had no way to analyse the interactions

between: a) the structure of the information, b) the environment

that allowed that structure to be manipulated, and c) the type
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of activity the user wanted to perform.” — Blackwell and Green

[21]

The cognitive dimensions questionnaire

The cognitive dimensions originated as a design and discussion tool. How-

ever, two of the original authors of the cognitive dimensions have since cre-

ated a questionnaire as a resource for gathering data directly from domain

experts [20, 22]. This questionnaire has previously been given to users of

music scoring systems [23], and spreadsheets [138].

In order to better fit with our case study approach, we decided to apply

the questionnaire in a semi-structured interview format. This allows the

interviewer to clarify and rephrase questions, express questions in terms of

the participant’s specific situation and software, and ask followup questions.

While this resource was originally designed for use in questionnaire form

[20], it has since been used in an interview format by the original authors

[22]. However, in even in interview format, it was used as a non-interactive

questionnaire with minimal feedback from the interviewer. As we used the

questionnaire as an interview tool in a highly interactive semi-structured

fashion we were able to elicit highly detailed responses from our participants.

One issue we encountered is that many of the participants had trouble

with the initial questions regarding the proportion of time they spent per-

forming different types of action. In our interviews, participants felt that the

actions overlapped: for example “playing round with new ideas” could over-

lap with “adding small bits of information”. Secondly, several participants

showed confusion in trying to get the percentages to add up to 100%, de-

spite our reassurances that this was not necessary given the overlap. Lastly,

participants expressed that their different phases of activity had radically

different biases on the proportions they would ascribe to these, and it was

difficult, and perhaps not even useful, for them to give an overall rating. A

different approach that might have yielded more meaningful responses would

be to ask participants to rank the frequency of the different types of action,
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or grade frequency on a scale, and ideally allow them to break this down

into different phases of activity. This would work best when used in tandem

with an activity analysis such as that enabled through the use of our activity

interview.

The most significant benefit of our choice to use a semi-structured inter-

view format (rather than the traditional cognitive dimensions questionnaire

format) was the apparent advantage this offered in that the researcher could

clarify questions and follow extremely productive lines of enquiry. Moreover,

conducting the interview with the participant in front of their computer al-

lowed them to provide detailed examples which opened avenues for further

exploration. Clarification and examples were very important in helping par-

ticipants understand the full intent of many questions. For example, termi-

nology was a problem with terms such as “description” that were not defined

for the participant. Explaining what was meant by “notation” was best ac-

complished with specific reference to aspects of the user-interface used by the

participant. Even terms that were defined could be easily confused: “helper

devices” were sometimes mistaken for applications’ help systems, and the

questions about “mental effort” (meaning cognitive load) could easy result

in answers about the number of actions required. In some cases questions

would take unexpected turns — when one participant was asked about when

they “don’t want to be too precise” they ironically described the extremely

high precision work required to make musical material sound ‘sloppy’ and

as natural as a human performance. To learn about other truly imprecise

editing required further questioning and refinement on the topic, something

that would not have been possible in a non-interview format.

In many cases, participants would give just one answer to a question,

when there were many other aspects of the notation which might also be

relevant. Asking participants about these gave much more complete results,

and was vital for corroborating the reports of multiple participants.
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4.5 Data collection and analysis

This research was based on a case study methodology, with theoretical under-

pinnings in activity theory and cognitive dimensions. This section describes

the particulars of data collection and analysis used in this study.

4.5.1 Ethical considerations

This research has been cleared by the Victoria University of Wellington In-

formatics Human Ethics Committee and is identified by the HEC approval

reference number IHEC-20052-020. In accordance with the terms of this

approval, the researcher was cleared to collect notes, record audio, capture

images and computer output, observe work, and attribute data to individual

non-anonymous participants. However, this was on the condition that the

participant had read, agreed to, and signed the consent form itemising the

particular rights they agree to. After the study’s completion, participants

who have opted to will receive a summary of the study results, and any un-

published data will be deleted after three years. All participants agreed to full

attribution except one, who required confirmation of attributed quotes. This

additional consent was completed once the quote selection was determined.

4.5.2 Data collection and recording procedure

In the case study and activity theory tradition, we collected data from a range

of sources. This section describes each of the sources used, the rationale for

collecting from these sources, and the procedure for recording the research

data.

• Semi-structured interviews

We conducted semi-structured interviews with computer music produc-

ers, based on my activity interview as well as the cognitive dimensions

questionnaire. The base interview questions were created from a novel

set of interview questions developed in a principled fashion from the
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Activity Checklist as outlined previously, combined with the cognitive

dimensions questionnaire used in interview form. Thereafter the result

was a total of one-hundred and three questions, sets of which would be

left out as appropriate to particular interview contexts, and depend-

ing on the demands of the research. After the first round of analysis

was complete, targeted followup interviews were conducted to gather

further data on issues lacking sufficient evidence.

Collection rationale

Interview data provides insight into the subjects’ understanding of

the abstractions and the causes of issues they face. The theoretical

underpinning of the interview provides a solid starting point to en-

sure broad coverage of potentially relevant issues. Semi-structured

interviews allow subjects to drive discussion in unpredicted direc-

tions important to them, and for the interviewer to follow relevant

leads.

Recording procedure

Interviews were digitally recorded and transcribed to computer

hard-disk. Where possible, interviews were conducted in partici-

pants’ studios to provide real-world examples of current and past

projects illustrating discussion. Interviews resulted in twenty-nine

hours of recorded audio.

• Observation

We conducted observations of professional producers in the studio, ask-

ing them to explain interesting actions and operations relating to the

research goals as they occurred, or after the session had completed,

depending on the circumstances of the particular musical activity.

Collection rational

Observation acts as a reality check to subjects’ claims during in-

terview, and provides an opportunity for the researcher to clarify
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these with the participant when they diverge. Moreover, observa-

tion exposes actions and operations the subject may not describe

in interviews, which can provide a basis for further questioning or

be used as direct evidence.

Recording procedure

Observation notes and typed quotes were transcribed to computer

and digital photographs of activity and tools were taken during

research sessions.

• Analysis of music production software and documentation

Collection rational

The user-interfaces of existing music production software are them-

selves a form of data for analysis. The presence of various abstrac-

tions and their behaviour in the system-model are important for

research claims, validating subjects’ interview claims, and mo-

tivating further questioning. As a complement to studying the

systems themselves, the highly detailed manuals explicitly de-

scribe both the abstractions present in the user-interface, their

behaviour, their intended usage, and in some cases the rationale

for their inclusion in the system.

Recording procedure

Our written analysis of the user-interface conceptual models present

in various music production systems was recorded over the course

of the research for use in the data analysis phase. Relevant quotes

from manuals were also recorded for analysis. The researcher’s

resulting knowledge of systems was also used constantly in semi-

structured interview and captured in subjects’ responses as a re-

sult.

• Analysis of producers’ tool customisations
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Collection rational

Any customisations that subjects make to their tools can expose

patterns of use, as well as the limitations of existing tools. Pro-

ducers’ tool customisations found during observations sessions can

reveal possibilities for improvement and prompt further dialogue

with participants.

Recording procedure

Significant customisations were photographed where possible. In-

teresting customisations also lead to further interview questions

as above, and notes were collected for analysis.

• Participatory observation

Collection rational

Due to the complex nature of the activity system in question,

it would be almost impossible to comprehend without a detailed

personal knowledge of the domain. This comprehension is vital

for ensuring the researcher is able to follow observed behaviour

and interview discourse, ask appropriate questions, and perform

informed analysis. In order to achieve this personal knowledge I

conducted a form of participatory observation in which I started

composing, and playing with musicians using the music produc-

tion software Ableton Live and Propellerheads Reason, with a

variety of effect and instrument plug-ins. Through this firsthand

experience I was able to directly experience some of the issues

that participants dealt with on a daily basis, better comprehend

the vital significance of workarounds that professionals developed,

as well as discover leads for further avenues of enquiry.

Traditionally, participatory observation involves the researcher par-

ticipating in the activity with the research participants. Differing

from this somewhat, I participated in the same type of activity
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system as my participants, without working with them directly.

This personal experience enabled me as a researcher to strike a

healthy balance between insider and outsider.

Recording procedure

Detailed notes were kept of insights generated through composing

and playing with the group. A text editor kept open in the back-

ground during these sessions allowed ideas to be captured when

required for use during data analysis.

4.5.3 Data analysis procedure

Interviews resulted in twenty-nine hours of recorded audio, and coded notes

and quotes from the sources described above, totalling over fifty thousand

words.

Yin [148] described three possible forms of data analysis particularly suit-

able for use in case studies. This study employed the first two: the searching

for patterns where research data interrelates to theory and literature; and

explanation building, where new explanations and theory arise from analysis

of the data itself. The third (time-series analysis) was less relevant to our

investigation as it was not a longitudinal study. How these two techniques

were employed is described in the two following sections.

Research data analysed through theory

As a first attempt to analyse the data, I developed a software tool called ‘In-

terview Analyser’ (shown in figure 4.2) that allowed the response from each

interview question to be compared side by side across multiple respondents.

As each interview question stems directly from particular aspects of the the-

ory of cognitive dimensions or activity theory, each response should relate

directly to that aspect of theory and submit easily to cross participant anal-

ysis. While this method and software tool proved useful for early analysis of

responses, as well as evaluating patterns in the success or failure of particular
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interview questions; in practice, respondents answers were too unstructured,

and discussions relating to particular aspects of theory were spread through-

out interview transcripts. Additionally, notes from observation and other

sources, as well as unstructured interview needed to be analysed.

Figure 4.2: A software tool the researcher developed to help in the analysis

of interview responses.

For this reason, all textual research data was loaded into a qualitative

data coding tool called ‘TAMS Analyzer’ [143], and notated with a number

of a priori theory driven codes. These included fourteen cognitive dimensions

codes (such as closenessofmapping and viscosity), codes based on computer

music ontology theory [52, 27, 95] (such as voice, temporal and pitch), codes

relating to activity theory (such as internalisation, externalisation and col-

laboration, and five codes from the computer music software taxonomy [58]

developed for this research prior to field research (such as abstraction, lin-

earisation, flow and medium).
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Codes emerging from research data

The second aspect of case study data analysis is the creation of new expla-

nations and theory from my immersion in the data. As the data was being

coded with the theory driven codes described above; sections in quotes, ob-

servation notes and other data were found that were clearly interesting from

the perspective of the research goals, but which required new codes. In

the qualitative coding tradition, new issues encountered in the data allowed

me to add additional codes to the set (such as rendering, optiondilemma,

and assetmanagement) and mark-up the data appropriately. Some of these

issues became obvious during actual data collection itself, or during prelim-

inary analysis between fieldwork sessions, and so naturally became part of

semi-structured interview and followup questions in consequent sessions.

Data organisation and analysis

Once data collection and coding was complete, the TAMS analyser software

was used to perform queries on the coded data. Closely related codes were

performed as a group query. Each data item (most often a quote or obser-

vation note) was sub-categorised under headings and copied into a text file.

The end result of this process was four sub-categorised files of organised ev-

idence speaking for and against various issues raised in fieldwork. This was

then pared down to the most convincing evidence, with redundant and am-

biguous data items removed; and reordered to serve the appropriate narrative

flow. The remaining content led directly to analysis and written discussion,

framing and describing the issues at play which became the foundation of

this thesis’s analysis chapters, and sub-categories defining section structure.

Sections with only marginal single-case evidence or insufficient cross-case

support were subject to verification by a series of targeted followup interviews

with existing and additional participants. Each followup interview question

was designed to determine support for or against a particular issue described

in the preliminary analysis. As a result, a number of issues were removed
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from the analysis as lacking sufficient evidential support, while others were

strengthened and so marked for inclusion.

In order to make the most important findings easily available to practi-

tioners, major points were summarised as terse ‘evaluation questions’. These

are presented in the main body of our analysis immediately following the

relevant evidence and discussion, and the full list is included in appendix C.

These summarise the findings in a way that can lead to a better understand-

ing of how these abstraction issues are dealt with when the questions are

applied to any particular music production user-interface.

4.5.4 Case selection and participants

Case studies must make a trade-off between the depth of study allowed by

concentrating on a very limited number of cases, and the generalisability

of findings allowed when working with larger numbers of cases. For the

purposes of this research we require both a depth of enquiry to match the

complexity and depth of the activity system in question, while maintaining

some reasonable degree of generalisabily. This more broad applicability is

also desirable given our aim of applying our findings to the benefit of the

majority of computer music producers, and accordingly, this trade-off was

particularly undesirable. To address this, I took a dual approach, with an

in-depth focus on five core cases, while adding breadth with twelve auxiliary

cases each visited in less depth.

Initial participants were recruited through personal contacts in the New

Zealand music industry and cold calling eminent producers. Further partici-

pants were then found through recommendations from those primary partic-

ipants. Additionally, academic contacts provided a number of participants

involved in experimental computer music production. As described in section

4.2, case selection employs purposeful sampling. In this tradition, the five

core cases were chosen as good representations of a small variety of typical

producers engaged in computer mediated production in the popular music

idiom:
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Andy Morton: Hip-hop producer with credits on popular New Zealand

artists including Che Fu, Feelstyle, and Lady-6, as well as producing

music for film. Andy is interesting in that he uses a variety of hardware

and software music systems from different eras. These include modern

Pro Tools and vintage Atari Notator software (which he has been us-

ing for sixteen years) along with sampling hardware and large mixing

console, the MPC and vintage SP1200 sampling drum machines. Andy

is also a DJ, and on occasion employs DJ techniques in his production

work. Andy participated in activity theory and cognitive dimensions

interviews, extended interview discussions, as well as observations with

him composing and editing new and existing material.

Christiaan Ercolano: Hip-hop producer, and artist for the electronic house

and funk group House of Downtown, who have released two commercial

albums. Christiaan is a long time advocate and user of the MPC sam-

pling drum machine (both legacy and modern versions) having been

using it for fifteen years. He runs a training school tutoring young

people in how to use the MPC system. In his own work, he uses the

MPC for composition in conjunction with the industry standard Pro

Tools DAW sequencing software and has a deep understanding of the

strengths and weaknesses of each. Christiaan participated in the cog-

nitive dimensions interview, extended interviews, and observation of

composing new material.

Emile De La Rey: A primary member of the group Sstimuluss, Emile uses

Cubase to compose and accompany live musicians, and records and ed-

its their studio performances to create finished pieces. Composing in a

range of electronic styles from drum’n’bass to ambient and processed

acoustic works, Emile also records his own piano and vocal perfor-

mances. Emile is studying electro-acoustic composition at university,

although his primary musical output is clearly in the popular idiom.

Emile took part in the cognitive dimensions interview, extended inter-
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view sessions, and observations primarily editing existing works.

Paddy Free: Producer with production credits with a large number of well

known New Zealand bands including Salmonella Dub, Supergroove,

and Crowded House. As one part of the electronic music duo Pitch

Black, Paddy has released more than thirteen commercial albums and

performs live around the world, primarily using Apple Logic and Able-

ton Live. Paddy is a perfect exemplar of a subject working within

the activity system under examination: composing, mixing and per-

forming with computer systems. He has more than twenty years of

experience with electronic music systems. Paddy participated in the

activity theory interview, cognitive dimensions interview, hours of ex-

tended interview discussions, and observations while working on tracks

for an upcoming album.

Troy Kelly: Independent producer and musician who owns and operates a

recording studio working with up and coming bands. Troy plays upright

and electric bass guitar, and also composes his own music using Ableton

Live and Reason, as well as jamming and performing via a computer

with live musicians. He uses both Cubase and Pro Tools in a studio

setting for recording and mixing bands. He has been using various

sequencing systems for seven years. Troy participated in the activity

theory interview, cognitive dimensions interview, observation sessions

and a targeted followup interview.

In order to supplement these five core cases with greater breadth, twelve

additional participants were recruited to provide auxiliary cases. Seven of

these were relatively typical computer music producers:

Andrew Turley: Member of ChampionSound. DJ who produces his own

tracks by resampling other works through Ableton Live and Reason,

and works live with an MC, performing the down-mixed tracks from a

DJ interface. (Activity interview)
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Clinton Bradley: Professional international producer working with a wide

variety of artists such as Nine Inch Nails. Clinton primarily uses Apple

Logic with a wide variety of plug-ins. (Targeted followup interview via

video conference)

Eric Vani: Canadian producer who works under the alias Rise Ashen. Has

released a number of original albums featuring a variety of electronic

and acoustic sources, and performs live. Eric has a professional quali-

fication as a studio engineer. He uses tools such as Acid, Reason, and

others. (Composition and editing observation sessions)

Jeramiah Ross: Known as Module, producing electronic music featuring a

variety of sampled, recorded and synthesised elements for commercial

album release and live performance. Primarily uses Ableton Live and

Acid. (Extended interview and observation)

Jeremy Brick: Jeremy is an electro-acoustic composition student using Pro

Tools. (Cognitive dimensions interview)

Jim Frazier: Professional producer working with a variety of groups from

his studio. Jim primarily uses Apple Logic. (Targeted followup inter-

view via email)

Simon Rycroft: One of the two founding members of the popular electronic-

live band Rhombus, and commercial producer. Primarily uses the

MPC, Pro Tools and Ableton Live to compose and collaborate with a

large band of instrumentalists and vocalists for commercial album re-

lease and live performance. (Activity interview and targeted followup

interview)

The remaining five participants were chosen for their contrasting nature,

either the tools they were using, or a variation in their activity system that

might raise novel ideas for analysis when compared to the main cases. These

contrasting auxiliary cases are as follows:
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Alexander Jensenius: MAX/MSP developer. Alex creates experimental

electro-acoustic works using MAX/MSP visual programming system.

His use and expertise of the MAX software system provides a counter-

point to the dominant sequencer systems in our primary cases. (Cog-

nitive dimensions interview)

Nick Collins: Experimental live coding performer. Nick is part of an in-

novative British live music programming group called TOPLAP. Using

the domain specific programming language SuperCollider, Nick cre-

ates compositions in real-time by programming in its textual language.

This is conducted in night-clubs and other venues where he utilises

a real-time beat cutting software library he developed as part of his

PhD research at Cambridge university. We can learn much about the

limitations of visual systems through comparison with textual music

programming systems. (Cognitive dimensions interview)

Alex McLean: British Perl programmer and member of TOPLAP. As with

Nick Collins, Alex performs live dance music by programming on stage

in the Perl language. Alex uses a live perl interpreter he developed

to create musical scripts on the fly, some of which are programmed

to edit themselves and thus manipulating their own musical output

programmatically. Nick’s use of live music text programming provides

a second contribution to our analysis in the same vein as Nick Collins’

above. (Cognitive dimensions interview)

Tim Prebble: Film audio producer. Tim works principally with sound

rather than music; primarily creating, editing and sequencing sounds

for commercial cinema. His use of speciality audio library manage-

ment software and techniques makes his work particularly interesting

for comparison with our music producers. He uses Pro Tools, the same

system used in many of our other cases. (Cognitive dimensions inter-

view)
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Wayne Laird: Classical music post production editor. Wayne works with

multiple takes of orchestral performance recorded in multi-channel au-

dio, splicing them into a single flawless performance for commercial

release. His use of Sequoia, a novel audio editing software system,

makes for interesting comparison to other systems. (Cognitive dimen-

sions interview)

In addition to the seventeen participants in the study, a pilot partici-

pant was also used in refining the activity theory and cognitive dimensions

interviews. The pilot participant is a graduate industrial design student de-

veloping a novel DJ hardware interface for live performance of original com-

positions. He had himself interviewed a number of professional DJ-producers

and provided an interesting perspective.
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Chapter 5

Activity Analysis

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe computer mediated music production from an

activity theoretic perspective, based on our interviews and observations in

the field. This chapter provides an overview and framework for understand-

ing this activity, which will become the foundation for the following four

chapters. We begin by defining the activity in question and explaining the

role that performance, improvisation, and preparation play in both studio

and stage contexts. We then explore the components of the activity, includ-

ing the subject, tool, and object of activity; the mediating role of tools in

music production; producers’ actions; the varying and flexible roles of our

participants; and the importance of internalisation and externalisation.

We then introduce four aspects of abstraction that we found to be of

central importance throughout the various actions of our participants. The

following four chapters will then provide detailed examples of each, and issues

we have identified through our field research. We conclude this chapter by

presenting three reoccurring themes (the consequence of rendering, option

dilemma, and conceptual burden) that were found throughout these four

aspects of music production abstraction.

103
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5.2 Computer mediated music production

Much of the music we listen to today is recorded and manipulated with

computer systems. In many cases, these computer systems are playing an

increasingly large role in mediating the entire creative process rather than

simply acting as a recording and post-production technology. We are pri-

marily interested in those activity systems that are towards the computer

mediated end of this spectrum, where the entire development process from

initial composition and concept formation through to the arrangement, mix-

ing, and performance are heavily informed by computer music systems. To

this end, we studied the activity of computer music making in the popular id-

iom. To contrast, in the traditions of experimental and avant-garde computer

music activity, subjects constantly seek to subvert and transcend established

tools and techniques, which makes activity analysis and tool design a difficult

and case by case proposition. Instead, our investigation of ‘popular’ forms

of computer based music making — those with origins in the traditions of

blues, jazz, funk, pop, and rock; now found in the many common varieties

of electronica such as dub, hip-hop, house, industrial, drum and bass, and

much of modern pop music — is more readily analysable and amenable to

general observations informing activity development and tool support. This

activity will here be referred to as the activity of ‘computer mediated music

production’.

As we shall see, music production has particularly interesting character-

istics that differentiate it from many other forms of activity:

• Due to its creative open ended nature it is typical that end results are

not predetermined and aspects of the activity are often ad-hoc.

• Role changes are very common, with people often taking on different

responsibilities as required or desired.

• Music production is characterised by extremely heavy use of abstract

representation in mediating tools.
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• The object of the activity, representations of the composition, become

a tool for later live performance.

5.3 Contradictions: Live versus studio, and

composition versus performance

The activity system of computer mediated music production envelops both

studio and live performance contexts. The importance of improvisation and

composition in both studio and live performance make it impossible to anal-

yse them independently. A tension here between composition and live perfor-

mance is an important contradiction in the activity that must be addressed

in tool design.

For comparison with our activity system, consider a band of composer-

instrumentalists. In such groups there are two ways in which composition can

take place: through the individuals contributing material they have person-

ally composed, married with the group interactively exchanging composition

ideas and improvising together. For such groups there are a variety of points

in time at which they might perform. Some improvise the composition en-

tirely in front of an audience, while others have pre-prepared and carefully

rehearsed every detail of performance. Most bands fall at some point in

between, with many rock bands improvising just solos and embellishments,

while jazz groups often use the ‘blues in E, follow me for the changes’ ap-

proach, closer to the improvised end of the scale. What this example makes

clear is that the relationship between composition and live performance is a

flexible one, in which the two can be intertwined in a variety of ways.

This contrasts radically with the composition / performance divide present

in the classical tradition, where material is composed in one environment with

a notation system, and then passed on to performers who learn and then

perform the piece (although conductors and performers are also afforded a

relatively small degree of improvisation and interpretation):
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“[Classical composition was], from the outset, characterized by

a relationship to time that was different from performance; with

notation, not only was the musical work preserved in a concrete

form, but musical time itself was represented in a spatialized

pattern. The ‘urgency,’ anticipation, and shared sense of time

characteristic of performance was replaced (for the composer at

least) by a detached set of quasi-mathematical calculations and

operations executed with little reference to ‘real-time’ modes of

action.” — Théberge [133, p178]

While bands exhibit a more flexible dynamic between composition and

performance, many modern sequencers, and the consequent activity systems

of subjects, have inherited this classical division between live performance

and composition. This is largely a result of the post-production based his-

tory of these tools, resulting in the multitrack-mixing model. For our partic-

ipants there was a contradiction within the design of systems that force this

dichotomy as they lacked the ability to rapidly move between performance

style composing (or ‘jamming’ as it is often termed) and more calculated

editing style composing:

“Cubase isn’t really made to improvise on. The big thing is hav-

ing to start and stop your audio to make changes. In a live

situation, if I’ve got this loop which I am playing over and over

again, I want to vary that. It is quite hard to do on the fly. . . .

Often I’m needing to record as we jam. . . . If I am jamming with

a band, a good jam tends to come out of nowhere, you don’t know

when that is going to happen. If the band is jamming something,

I am often left scrambling around on the computer. . . ”. — Emile

De La Rey

Emile went on to describe how his experience composing with others could

be hindered by his software tools, and how it contrasted with composing in

a purely instrumental band situation:
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“[In a band] I could just jam [but with a computer there is] more

boring technical work than if you’re just standing around jam-

ming. Sometimes you just lose the creativity. It would frustrate

[my collaborator, whereas] I’ve trained myself just to postpone

my creativity.” — Emile De La Rey

This betrays a vital point underlying the opinions and perspectives of

research participants steeped in their tools and the limitations inherent in

them. Because these subjects have by definition trained themselves to work

around or just deal with the limitations of their tools, they have in many

ways accepted them. In this case, the frustrations felt by a collaborator

who is more used to the immediacy and flexibility of a composing band

environment, exposes the real limitations of the live versus studio dichotomy.

In the heat of the moment, there may be no time to prepare for live interactive

performance. This is true even in a studio environment, because composition

will often require some variety of performance. Andy Turley also found

this contradiction, created by the software, frustrated his desire to blur the

distinction between composition and performance:

“Ideally, what I’d like to do is [compose] live with [my vocalist]”

— Andy Turley

Paddy Free spoke about how the “studio is more precise and less spon-

taneous than live set-up”. This lack of spontaneity drove him to prepare his

material and ‘perform’ live interactively in the comfort of the studio with no

audience in order to discover new compositional possibilities, and to integrate

them into an unfolding and precisely defined arrangement:

“[With the live set-up] we’ve created the conditions for spontane-

ity, where you are spontaneous in different ways.” — Paddy Free

Jeramiah Ross also found it vital that he have the ability to interactively

compose in a live environment, going as far as to prepare to perform im-

provised arrangements in front of an audience as part of the composition

process:
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“A lot of tracks that I write spend a lot of time in the live [perfor-

mance] environment before they go anywhere near being [a solid

arrangement].” — Jeramiah Ross

We revisit this aspect of live interactive performance in more depth in

section 8.3.3.

The now-revealed importance of spontaneity in a studio composition envi-

ronment provides an argument for removing the work involved in this prepa-

ration wherever possible, and ideally integrating the two entirely, to more

closely match the activity system found with bands of composer-instrumentalists.

While current systems for mainstream computer music professionals are weak

in this area, experimental computer music research systems have long been

moving to such integration:

“M sports a variety of mechanisms that let users work so interac-

tively with the computer, that the distinction between composing

and performing becomes completely blurred.” — Eduardo Reck

Miranda [103, p.204]

“The distinction between composition and performance, or be-

tween notation and instrument is becoming increasing blurred in

contemporary music technologies.” — Blackwell and Collins [19]

“. . . [The] roles of composer and performer [are] roles that often

become blurred in interactive works. . . . One of the new chal-

lenges facing composers of interactive works is to create malleable

forms based on flexible musical structures that respond to human

input.” — Todd Winkler [145, p.28]

5.4 Subject, tool, and object

In this section we describe the subject, tool, and object triad present in the

computer mediated music production activity systems we observed. Figure
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5.1 shows the activity triangle, and emphasises the mediating role of music

software systems between the subject and the object of their work. The

central human subjects in this activity are first and foremost “producers”,

although they take on a variety of different roles in the course of their work,

and also collaborate with specialists. The object of their activity is a musical

composition, created through the medium of music hardware and software

tools, most predominantly the Digital Audio Workstation software at the

hub of this activity.

TOOL
Digital Audio Workstation

Instruments
Recording hardware
Mixing Desk
Amplification

SUBJECT
Producer

OBJECT
Musical composition

OUTCOME
Audible results

Producer
Composer
Intrumentalist
Engineer

Digital artifact Composition on media
Live performance
Various arrangements

ACTIVITY MOTIVE

ACTION GOAL

OPERATION CONDITION

Computer mediated music production

Creation

Refinement

Arrangement

Live performance

Instrument performance

Individual editing operations

Making music

Ever changing goals of situated action

The environmental conditions of action

Asthetic goals

House keeping

Figure 5.1: Music production tools play a vital mediating role between the

subject and their musical object.

From object to outcome

Our participants were primarily engaged with creating and manipulating a

representation of their musical composition inside the computer. This digital

artefact acted as the primary object of their activity systems. The outcome

of this activity was any number of audible results, including artefacts such as
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session files for audio mastering, Compact Disks, or MP3 files for reproduc-

tion by listeners. Additionally, for many of our participants, a vital type of

output was live performance of the composition. For these live performances

the outcome was created in front of an audience through real-time manipu-

lation of the object. In this case we saw the object itself become a tool, a

phenomenon that is common to many types of activity system as described

by Bødker [25].

One typical example of how a producer created multiple outcomes from

an object was how Paddy Free used a digital representation of a composi-

tion to create an album version, a remix version, and multiple varying live

performances of the same piece. Among others, Paddy Free, Andy Morton

and Andrew Turley created remixes of other producers’ tracks, and Simon

Rycroft and Paddy Free created different versions of pieces during the pro-

duction process for the individual musicians involved:

“[We] release different versions of the track to different instru-

mentalists for them to practice to.” — Simon Rycroft

Mediating tools

While all human activities are mediated by tools, music production is distinc-

tively so. During the music production process the developing composition

(the object) is held in a representational form inside various technologies,

and participants’ manipulation of that representation is entirely dependant

on the facilities of these mediating tools. In order to work around the limita-

tions of some tools, and exploit the strengths of others, participants expend

great time and effort in moving representations between them. For exam-

ple, Jeramiah Ross would move the digital representation of his compositions

back and forth between Ableton Live and Acid in order to manipulate it in

the way he required. In the transition between these tools, important aspects

of the representation were often lost.

Music production has a profound focus on technology. Industry magazine

articles and web resources are produced analysing in great depth the features
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and possibilities of the new tools that are constantly being released. At

the same time, some professionals feel that slavishly following technological

developments can be a distraction from the important activities of music

production:

“The technology changes, but it is just the same old technology

repackaged.” — Andy Morton

“It’s funny because I’m not really that interested [in new music

technology]. . . . I haven’t really had much interest in finding out

about new software. . . . My focus is more just on getting the job

done.” — Simon Rycroft

A wide variety of tools were used by our participants. Many of our partic-

ipants bring to their work a large background of musical knowledge, training,

and experience; all of which are tools in their own right. Instrumentalists

used both their skills in performing and composing, as well as their psychical

tools: acoustic or electronic instruments, in addition to their voices.

Audio was created in many ways, and not limited to the capture of the

audio from acoustic instruments. Participants used samplers to play back

chunks of decontextualised sound, and used synthesisers to electronically

generate sound from scratch. All sounds, no matter what the source, were

often radically transformed through the use of effects processing.

Participants and those they worked with controlled these sounds with

physical gestures interactively through the use of instruments. Instruments

used during observation sessions include drums, drum triggers, percussion,

keyboards controlling synthesisers and samplers, control desks, electric and

acoustic guitar, bass, flute and vocals. Participants also created instruments

from tools with other intended purposes. For example, vinyl record players

were manipulated by DJs such as Andrew Turley and Andy Morton to cre-

ate and control sounds. Mixers that were originally designed for controlling

volume and equaliser settings were used to radically and interactively con-
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trol and shape sound, as was the case with Paddy Free, Simon Rycroft and

Jeramiah Ross.

Participants captured audio from the physical environment with micro-

phones, pre-amps, mixers, and analogue-to-digital converters. These tools

were used in studio, live, and field-recording contexts. Once captured or

generated, audio was transferred between tools with digital or analogue links.

Gestural and audio information was organised and augmented with a wide

range of sequencer and audio editor tools. Participants used these tools to

edit and create gestural semantic information without performing concrete

gestures. Participants with computer programming skills took advantage of

advanced programming tools to perform complex and abstract operations on

this information.

Many tools used by participants combined several of the above functions.

For example, the MPC drum machine used by Andy Morton and Christiaan

Ercolano included a physical gestural interface for triggering sounds, a sim-

ple sequencer for recording and editing sounds, and a sampler for recording

and reproducing sound. Computers, which are tools in of themselves, sup-

port software that provides these tools. Several participants, such as Alex

McLean, Nick Collins, Paddy Free, and Jeramiah Ross among others used

laptops for portability and use in live situations.

Participants augmented their tools by tailoring them to their own uses.

Some examples we observed included creating new instruments, labelling and

rearranging tools in their studio environment, making notes on their use of

tools, and programmers creating their own computer music tools.

Between them, in our interviews and observations, the participants de-

scribed their use of all of these types of tools. Each subject used a different

set of tools and combined them in many ways, often changing their use on a

project by project basis. Each of these tools has found its place in both live

and studio contexts, often subverting its original intended purpose.
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5.5 The subject and their roles

Subjects involved in music production must fill many roles. Our interview

participants varied greatly in the specific roles they played, but all of their

activity systems relied on other collaborating subjects. Our professional mu-

sic producers often introduce other collaborators in order to help feed their

creative process:

“Even when I’m making my own music I like to catch different

peoples flavours.” — Andy Morton

In some cases participants would create music without active input from

others, which demanded that the subject take on all of the required roles

for the project. More interesting interactions, both for the artist and from

the perspective of our analysis, occurred when more than one subject was

involved as was often the case with the participants.

The most salient and overarching role that emerged from the interviews

was that of the producer. The producer acts as a guide, both for the music

production process and of the musical content itself:

“My role if I am producing a group, I liken it to a musical tour

guide in that it is up to me to look for the best things that I

relate to in the music or in the band, and present those in a way

that I think is going to be most engaging.” — Paddy Free

The producer’s role is analogous to a manager in other settings. They take

responsibility for the project, which can mean finding the other participants,

dealing with people conflicts, making medium to high-level musical decisions,

and organising the day to day actions of the activity.

Another vital role discussed by participants was that of the composer.

Producers will act as composers to a varying extent, some are the sole com-

poser, while others might limit themselves to just making comments on the

compositional work of others. Composers in our interviewees’ activity sys-

tems all took on other roles, at least as either producers or instrumentalists.
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Instrumentalists can be active in both the studio and performance aspects

of music production, and for our purposes here the term ‘instrumentalist’ in-

cludes vocalists and MCs, where their voice can be seen as their instrument;

as well as DJs who perform with record players. The decoupling of musi-

cal gesture from sound production (as shown in figure 2.1) has removed the

necessity of the instrumentalist role in the creation of music. As it is pos-

sible to create music through notational systems rather than through direct

gestural control, we might expect a reduced emphasis on the importance

of instrumentalists in the music production process. However, for the most

part, instrumentals played a vital role in our participants’ music production

activity as described in section 5.4. Instrumentalism was a primary way in

which our producers and composers became involved in live performance,

even if not in the studio.

The role of engineer is particularly important for our investigation. There

were two important types of engineers that emerged through interviews and

observation. The audio engineer’s responsibilities include set-up and control

of audio recording equipment such as microphones, acoustic design, mixing

desks and effects units. The operator engineer’s responsibilities include the

operation of the recording and editing equipment. In larger activity systems

the engineering roles will often be split between two or more specialists.

Audio capturing engineers were also important in a live context to provide

and mix the sound for the audience. The majority of our participants took

on the engineering role as a subset of their production activities.

There are a number of peripheral roles of less significance for our discus-

sions. VJs (Video Jockeys) produce visuals to accompany live performances,

and may want to have aspects of these triggered by musical events. The

recording and live performance industries provide a huge number of addi-

tional roles in order to support the music production process in the context

of economic, legal, and marketing support; which were out of the scope of

our investigations. Finally, there is the role of audience members, both for

recorded and live products.
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There are many variations in the way that subjects act out these roles

in actual activity systems. Our participants each demonstrated the ways in

which roles often shift in their own activities, and in comparing their accounts

we also see the variety of configurations across different activity systems. The

following sections describe the roles in six of the many activity systems stud-

ied in our field research: those which best illustrated the many interchanging

roles producers can take on, and how they divided their labour with oth-

ers. Paddy Free’s examples (working with both the groups Pitch Black and

Salmonella Dub) illustrate how an individual can feature in multiple distinct

activity systems.

Submariner

Our activity interview allowed us to discover that Andy Morton (AKA Sub-

mariner) fits reasonably closely to the role of producer. However, the addi-

tional roles that he takes on vary between each project. Often he will help

music ‘artists’ who are working on a project to take the work to completion,

as he felt that wrapping up a project could be a difficult process for them.

Andy will often take up engineering roles, both in operating and audio engi-

neering as required, as well as adding his composition and instrumental skills.

Artists who Andy works with will provide both instrumental (and often com-

positional) material. The roles that Andy takes on start as producer, and

can expand to encompass all the other major roles as required on a project

by project basis, in reaction to the skill sets of the artists he is working

with. Andy described how at times, his artists would want to act as opera-

tor engineer in order to manipulate the developing composition themselves.

However, they did not always have the skills to make this possible.

Pitch Black

Pitch Black is a collaboration of two members, Paddy Free and his colleague

Michael Hodgson. Paddy described how the typical roles they take have

shifted over time, but these roles also fluctuate during their activities. Their
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original roles were defined along their technological skill-sets — differentiat-

ing between the control of music and video. As the video specialist’s skills

in music technology increased, their division of labour changed to the cur-

rent state where Paddy Free specialises on the musical/harmonic components

and the other member on sonic/textural aspects. At the same time, both

members contribute to some extent to both of these.

Pitch Black works largely as an autonomous unit of two, with the mem-

bers sharing the roles of producer, composer, instrumentalist and engineer.

When they perform live they both work as instrumentalists. One member

controls “pattern structures” while the other has control of “all the individual

sounds within those patterns” and limited aspects of structure as well.

Salmonella Dub

Paddy Free from Pitch Black also acts as a producer for the dub band

Salmonella Dub. Recently Paddy has begun sharing production with one

of the band members who also acts as an audio and operator engineer. Pro-

duction is also shared to a certain extent with all of the band members, each

of whom take on a certain number of tracks to “shepherd” through the album

production process.

Composition is split between Paddy and the band members. Paddy de-

scribed how he composes the higher-level arrangement of the track by in-

corporating the best elements of the band members’ compositional ideas

which they record with him in the studio. The band members are composer-

instrumentalists, coming up with their own musical material in reaction to the

developing arrangement that Paddy presents to them. Paddy also provides

some additional instrumental performance on keyboard where necessary.

In a live context the instrumentalists take their compositions onto the

stage. Additional instrumentalists are brought into the group to augment

the live performance.
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Rhombus

Rhombus originated with two core members. Simon Rycroft takes on more of

the production role, and also composes, engineers, and is an instrumentalist.

His collaborator, Thomas Voyce, focuses on composition and instrumental-

ism, and also acts as an operator engineer. In our activity interview, Simon

explained how once a composition has taken shape, the pair bring in in-

strumentalists who record parts to replace stand in material that had been

created by Simon or his collaborator. For example, a synthesised horn part

might be replaced by the performance of a saxophone instrumentalist. In

some cases the instrumentalists also contribute to the composition, either in

improvising in the studio, or writing material in their own time to add to a

piece.

Both of the core members perform in the live band, with the addition of

other instrumentalists. Rhombus has recently begun moving to more of a

traditional band format, with a larger emphasis on group composition with

the whole band.

Sstimuluss

Sstimuluss is produced and engineered by Emile De La Rey. Many tracks

are composed by his collaborating instrumentalist who creates the basic song

structure and vocals. Emile then composes a backing track on the computer

to support the vocals. Emile also produces, composes, performs instruments

for, and engineers purely electronic tracks, as well as providing vocals on

occasion. Other instrumentalists have been working with Sstimuluss, and

also perform in the live version of the group.

ChampionSound

In ChampionSound, the instrumentalist (an MC) composes a set of lyrics

and approaches Andrew Turley, the producer (a DJ), with an idea for an

appropriate backing track. In the activity interview, Andrew described how
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as the producer he would then develop the backing track by editing samples

of existing music and adding basslines, drum grooves, and other elements by

editing notation. In doing so the producer is also acting as an engineer and

composer. Andrew Turley is currently looking for ways to move to being an

instrumentalist as a way to more easily control electronic drum grooves, and

sample triggering.

Across these six activity systems we can have described the flexible ways

in which subjects take on the roles of producer, composer, instrumentalist

and engineer. As Paddy Free said, “[the roles I take] really changes depending

on where we are at”. Théberge [133, p.221] described this phenomenon as the

‘hyphenated musician’: the singer-songwriter-producer-engineer-musician-

sound-designer. As the number of members collaborating increases, we can

see that their specialisation can increase as they allow others to take on other

roles. Even when members have all of the skills necessary to perform a role

they may not do so in order to elicit the personal contribution of others with

those skills.

5.6 Activity hierarchy analysis

Our use of the activity interview exposed the actions at the core of our

participants’ music production activity. At a high level we can see how

these fit into Leont’ev’s hierarchical model of activity [93] in figure 5.2. In

this section we describe the generalised pattern of actions that this activity

takes, as revealed by our interviews and observations. We illustrate this

pattern with examples from our participants’ activity systems.

One of the more interesting characteristics of the activity is that there

is no dependable or determined ordering of actions. This activity is a form

of ‘situated action’ [130] in which subjects constantly adapt their behaviour

in response to the state of their unfolding work. As music making is an

exploratory and creative process, participants moved back and forth between

various actions in a variety of ways to serve their unfolding goals:
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TOOL
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Instruments
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Figure 5.2: The activity, action, operation hierarchy of computer mediated

music production.

“With Pitch Black, everything is in a state of flux right up to the

end. . . . If Mike makes a big build, that will change the feel of a

section, so the whole piece will have to be rearranged. Everything

is really up in the air, which is why it is kind of hard. . . . When we

[are] writing, at any point you don’t really have a final outcome.

You arrive at the final outcome without really having it as a goal.

You never know where you are going, you just keep going until

you end up with a track where the conscious mind doesn’t perk

up.” — Paddy Free

Each participant had their own methods that resulted in variations be-

tween the ordering and exact actions conducted. Individual participants even

varied the nature and ordering of these actions from project to project:

“It differs for every track.” — Simon Rycroft

This is a well known aspect of computer mediated composition, as artic-

ulated by Pennycook among others:

“. . . a composition emerges from seemingly arbitrary processes

that the composer constructs to suit his or her immediate creative
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needs. The interface between the composer’s imagination and the

finished product is a tool that allows the composer to experiment

with musical materials while being restricted to the requirements

of the medium.” — Pennycook [116]

Another complication of computer mediated music production that we

encountered, also touched on by Pennycook, is that apart from ephemeral

aesthetic concerns the specific goals driving each of the participants’ actions

were so transient that their articulation and systematic analysis were impos-

sible:

“Identifying composition tasks in terms of goals seems fruitless.”

— Pennycook [116]

There were however, a number of common types of actions that our partic-

ipants engaged in during the music production activity that we can identify.

Each of these actions occurred at various times during projects depending

on the changing goals of the producer. Our activity interview helped reveal

details of those actions that were not seen in observation sessions, due to

the practical time constraints of studying such long term activity. However,

many of them were seen in our observation sessions, which lasted up to four

hours, and occurred at various points during participants activity.

5.6.1 Actions to generate material

One centrally important set of actions supported the goal of generating and

capturing musical material. Participants used a variety of virtual (synthe-

sised) instruments and real instruments with microphones and inputs into

their computer systems. In one session, Eric Vani and his collaborator used

a variety of percussion instruments, a drum kit (with electronic pads and

acoustic drums), sampled drum sounds, a variety of synthesised instruments

controlled with a MIDI keyboard, a wooden flute, and a bass guitar. These

various sources were then captured as the participants improvised with them
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to create new MIDI and audio material. This material was then added to

the developing musical representation in successive layers. Some participants,

such as Andy Morton and Andy Turley, took samples from existing commer-

cial songs and used it as material for new compositions. Christiaan spoke

about the time consuming process of capturing and preparing material with

the MPC:

“You are fucking round. That is a huge chunk. That is the first

day. You don’t do any song writing the day you are inputting

samples and trimming them, and getting ready for song writing.”

— Christiaan Ercolano

While participants often created material through their own, or their

instrumentalists’ improvisation, Simon Rycroft’s collaborator would often

write musical scores for instrumentalists to record later. To a lesser extent,

participants sometimes also entered new musical material through editing

the visual notation on screen. New material was also created by running

existing material through effects processing. In an observation session Andy

Morton composed material by looping four bars and slowly adding musical

events until he had the foundation for a complete backing groove. He also

demonstrated another groove he had created that was awaiting compositional

input from a vocalist. This form of loop-based composition was common,

and mirrored the way in which instrumental composers can create pieces by

repeating and refining musical passages.

Compositions often began from a key musical idea that started the cre-

ative process. Andrew Turley would initially try to “. . . find a really good

hook of a loop.” Simon Rycroft described beginning with a “beat that works”

or a melody to start the process. Andy Morton and Paddy Free also usually

began in this way:

“You always start off with something that gives you a clue as to

what the finish might be. Like a piece of wood, I could make a

boat out of this . . . but I can’t make [a variety of other things].
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You kinda know you are going in that direction, but it is not until

you get into the final detail that you can really see where it is all

heading.” — Andy Morton

“[I will] start with anything, throwing it against the wall. Find

a key idea, [and determine] how will that work in the timeline.

Find something you like, and something that relates to it.” —

Paddy Free

Some of the participants would occasionally work as a more traditional

recording engineer, where they were primarily tasked with capturing a pre-

existing composition as a high-fidelity polished recording. While this is an

interesting class of activity systems, for the purposes of this research we are

more focused on the types of computer music production where the computer

system provides a central role in the composition and performance process.

5.6.2 Actions to refine material

Participants were observed performing many actions with the goal of refining

material. For example, Paddy Free was observed for several hours of editing

and fine tuning material for a piece he was working on. The participants’

actions consisted of correcting timing mistakes, reordering and assembling

phrases from smaller elements, applying effect processing, and fine tuning

effect parameters. Refinement actions were often performed by putting the

software in a loop mode so that as material was repeated, many refinement

actions could be applied with constant audio feedback. Rather than looping,

Eric Vani performed refinement actions in real-time as a piece played back,

jumping back to previous points on the timeline to hear it again as necessary.

Another class of refinement actions was seen in mixing; where volume,

equaliser, and effects processing settings were modified to ensure a good bal-

ance of sound. For several participants, mixing actions were integral through-

out the entire production process. Simon Rycroft described how the desire
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to mix early would result in pulling the piece into a mix-capable software

system earlier than he might otherwise:

“I jump the gun . . . . It sounds great on the MPC [but] I could

arrange it here or I could put it on Pro Tools and then add a

whole lot of effects. You can mix it [in Pro Tools]. . . . Often what

we will do is take the initial base and transfer it across to Pro

Tools [from the MPC], and mix eight bars so it sounds fat.” —

Simon Rycroft

5.6.3 Actions to arrange material

Another class of actions performed by participants was related to the goal

of arranging material. This included actions such as repeating material,

reordering medium and large periods of material, and shifting material on

the timeline to make space for new material. Paddy Free described how he

began the arrangement process with material that he liked, which he then

combined with other material that related to it in someway. In observations,

Andy Morton used Atari Notator’s arrangement view to create and then

modify the form of a new piece, building it from sequence objects he had

created previously. As he was synchronising parts of the arrangement in

both Notator and Pro Tools, changes in one arrangement would need to

be duplicated in the other system. Clinton Bradley performed arrangement

actions by grouping sections of material into “track folders” and reordering

and repeating them as desired.

5.6.4 Actions for live performance

One vital goal for participants was preparing for live performance. Some

participants had simpler needs, and the actions they were required to fulfil

for this preparation reflected that. This was most clearly seen with those who

performed live against a set backing track. For example, Clinton Bradley

helped the band Nine Inch Nails prepare backing tracks for live performance:
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“What we did is we all sat together and figured out what the

band couldn’t play live, and everything else had to be [put into

sync tracks].” — Clinton Bradley

The live instrumentalists would then perform with these pre-determined

sync tracks playing behind them. Andy Turley also used this method, com-

bining static audio tracks to provide backing for a live MC vocalist. In order

to obtain a degree of live spontaneity in the computer managed material,

some participants exploited real-time effect processing of pre-arranged ma-

terial. Emile De La Rey was observed performing live with a performer who

provided vocals and guitar. The computer played back an pre-arranged piece,

but also processed real-time effects for vocals and guitar. Emile modified ef-

fects processing parameters in real-time during performance for both the

pre-arranged material, and live instrumentalist audio input. In all of these

cases, the actions necessary to prepare for live performance mainly involved

creating a cut-down version of the studio version of a piece, using normal

refinement and arrangement techniques.

Other participants desired more interactive live performance possibili-

ties, but were required to perform a more convoluted set of actions to obtain

them. The main goal for these producers was developing triggering control

over arrangements, rather than being limited to a pre-determined arrange-

ment. Organising material into a form where this was possible was essentially

the reverse of the arrangement process: breaking down structure rather than

developing it, and creating referencable abstractions that could be recalled

in a live setting. As an example, when preparing for live performance, Simon

Rycroft spent a great deal of time preparing material from Pro Tools session

files into samples to be reimported into the MPC sampling sequencer. Paddy

Free also spoke about the large number of actions required to prepare for a

performance using keyboard triggered samplers. Various sized blocks of ma-

terial would need to be broken out and systematically loaded into samplers,

and grouped into control sequences in his sequencing keyboard:

“That [was] complex when we were using the two samplers as the
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main sound generating things, and MIDI sequencing them. . . .

[We had] to go through a process of taking those MIDI files,

converting them to audio, doing the final arrangement for the

album, and then having to take those audio files, resample them

back into the sampler, MIDI sequence them fresh, trying to keep

exactly the same relative levels, and exactly the same groove.

That was . . . time consuming.” — Paddy Free

However, there had been recent development in this activity for Paddy

Free and other participants using Ableton Live. This software had reduced

the number of required actions by providing a single environment in which

an arrangement could be decomposed into referenceable and triggerable el-

ements called ‘clips’ and ‘scenes’. Troy Kelly and Jeramiah Ross also used

Ableton Live to move between live and studio contexts.

5.6.5 Actions for housekeeping

A fifth type of action commonly performed by our participants would have

been overlooked if we had not based our analysis in detailed observation

and interviews with professional producers. We found an important class of

actions supporting housekeeping and maintenance of the developing compo-

sitional object. Our participants had developed a large quantity of specialist

expertise through their extensive experience in how to manage their project

files. Actions such as renaming, archiving and deleting, reducing and re-

factoring material were all vital to the successful development of complex

digital representations of the composition. Specific examples from our par-

ticipants’ activity systems, and the various issues these raised are described

in chapter 9.
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5.7 Internalisation and externalisation

A central concept in activity theory is the division between internalisation

and externalisation of human activity. Internalised aspects of activity take

place in the mind of the subject as purely mental actions and operations,

while externalised activity employs the use of the body and artefacts.

Externalisation

One of the most striking features of the computer music production activity

is the extent to which activity and mental processes are externalised:

“The piano, manuscript paper or counterpoint are embodiments

of, and stimuli for, profound thinking — and this applies equally

to the computer, the synthesizer or the tape recorder.” — Keane

[61, p.116]

As the production of a complex digital artefact is the central locus of ac-

tivity we can directly observe the constant process of externalisation. With

an externalised digital artefact such as this, the subject’s thinking unfolds

through the abstract direct manipulation of represented musical concepts. In

our observations, the iterative process of creative action took place through

the medium of the externalised object. One result of our participants working

in such an externalised activity system was that interview questions about

if, when, and why subjects externalise activity did not resonate with partici-

pants. In retrospect, it became clear that when an activity is almost entirely

externalised, asking about externalisation makes little sense to participants.

Internalisation

One interesting component of internalisation that participants described was

what Paddy Free termed ‘colonisation’ of the mind. This colonisation process

is the internalisation of their software’s user-interface system model into the

mind of the subject, becoming their dominant mental model. The result
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of this process was firstly that participants would conceive of and perform

mental actions in terms of the entities they had been colonised by. Secondly,

it seemed to be nearly impossible for participants to conceptualise new system

models that would differ from their internalised mental models. When asked

about what personal improvements they would like to make to their sequencer

of choice, participants showed how hard it was to break out of the effects of

this colonisation process:

“I’ve worked my way around [the MPC sequencer] so much I

would never think of doing such a thing. . . . I’m just so used to

it I can’t think.” — Christiaan Ercolano

“It is hard for me just because I’ve been using it for so long. It

probably could [be improved] but I can’t think of anything.” —

Andy Morton

“That is a hard question because I have adapted to these paradigms. . . .

I’m probably so colonised by the paradigms of the software I have

learnt with. If I was to jump into MAX lots of it would seem

strange. . . . I’m sure it could [be improved] but it is a question

of I’m so colonised by this other programmer’s ideas that it does

everything, it works for me.” — Paddy Free

Paddy Free went on to say how learning a new piece of software would

require an ‘aha’ moment where the system model would mesh with his mental

model:

“Concepts of how to do things are a bit ephemeral until you have

the ‘aha’ moment, and that is palpable with every bit of soft-

ware I’ve owned . . . . You suddenly slot into the designers’ head

space and you realise if I think like that everything is completely

intuitive.” — Paddy Free
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Simon Rycroft found that this divide between the existing colonised men-

tal model, and new system models was a significant barrier in adopting new

software:

“It’s funny actually, I’m so used to using Pro Tools the way it

is. . . . I haven’t really had much interest in finding out about new

software. It’s because I’m so used to Pro Tools, and I know it so

well, that it is difficult to see myself going to learn a whole new

system. I really should, just to see what’s out there.” — Simon

Rycroft

However, over the course of the research period Simon had begun to use

Ableton Live on a regular basis, so these barriers could be overcome when

required.

This colonisation process could also extend into influencing how partici-

pants composed, and the types of results they created:

“Yeah it definitely does influence me. Because I tend to work

in segments, every thing is cut up into two or four or eight bar

segments. So I am copying things over and then never going into

the details which lends itself to the whole layering thing.” —

Emile De La Rey

“[It] is not the most beautiful way to write a song because you

always throw things in as loops, where you’re not doing a linear

path of what a song should be.” — Christiaan Ercolano

5.8 Abstraction and activity

By combining our activity theory based interview responses with those from

the cognitive dimensions interview and our observations of professional pro-

ducers, we were able to develop a composite picture of the interplay between

participants’ activity and various abstraction mechanisms in their tools. As
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depicted in figure 5.3, the aspects of abstraction for music production that we

identified in our fieldwork cut across producers’ various actions identified in

this chapter. In this section we introduce these aspects of music production

abstraction, and detail three themes that reoccurred throughout.
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Figure 5.3: We analyse Producers’ activity both in terms of their ‘actions’,

and the orthogonal ‘aspects of abstraction’ that play a vital role throughout

these actions. Reoccurring themes in our findings included rendering, option

dilemma, and the conceptual burden inherent to the manipulation of these

complex digital artefacts.

5.8.1 The four aspects of abstraction

During the course of both data gathering and qualitative coding, interview

quotes and observation notes coalesced into four reoccurring aspects of ab-

straction that were particularly significant to our participants’ activity. The

following four chapters describe each of these aspects of music production ab-

straction in turn, all of which are grounded in examples from our producers’
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activity systems. In this section we briefly introduce how these four aspects

of abstraction for music production were grounded in the observed activity,

and then present a number of abstraction issues that crosscut through all

four.

Processing abstraction

Firstly, audio processing was a significant component of the activity system

for all of our participants. From basic equalisation, through to the synthe-

sis and radical transformation of sound, we observed participants processing

musical material in complex and multi-layered ways. The actions that partic-

ipants took to group and organise both audio processing units and the result-

ing audio were heavily influenced by the abstraction mechanisms available

to them. Conversely, the actions we observed in the field, and the personal

justifications for those actions, provided a rationale for the ways in which

our participants would use or ignore available abstraction mechanisms for

managing audio processing and its results. Detailed discussion of processing

abstraction in relation to producers’ activity is the basis for chapter 6.

Voice abstraction

Secondly, an essential characteristic of our participants’ music production

activity was composition with multiple distinct voices. All of our participants

utilised the abstraction mechanism of ‘tracks’ to manage and manipulate

various rhythm, lead, and accompaniment voices. With our participants

we discussed and observed in action many interesting issues regarding the

grouping and division of these voices that was required in their work for a

myriad of reasons. The specific nature of these issues are laid out in chapter 7.

Temporal abstraction

The third reoccurring aspect of music production abstraction we discovered

were related to the temporal organisation of material. As composition is
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fundamentally based in the structured organisation of audio in time, it was

no surprise that the ways in which our producers manipulated and organised

material temporally was the basis for many interesting issues. All of our

participants wrestled to various extents with mechanisms for the hierarchical

structuring of time, and this was central to their descriptions of linear and

non-linear approaches to arrangement. We examine these findings in great

detail through chapter 8.

Reuse and versioning abstraction

The fourth and final major theme that emerged from our data was the reoc-

curring issues we found our participants encountering with managing material

used in multiple places, and the implications of creating different versions of

reused material. Repetition, and theme and variation are central to com-

position and therefore reuse (through copy and paste, or referencing) was

common to all of the participants’ activity systems. Likewise, the manage-

ment of distinct versions for backup and recall, at various granularities, was

a reoccurring issue for our participants. Additionally, the reuse of material

from a library of previously created musical resources was also important.

The particulars of how these common aspects of production activity were

affected by various abstraction mechanisms in existing software is the topic

of chapter 9.

While these four aspects of abstraction and production activity can each

be discussed individually, there were many interactions and implications be-

tween them, and this is reflected in each of these four chapters. Additionally,

there are a number of themes that emerged that were common to all four,

and therefore can provide a foundation for their discussion. We turn to these

now.
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5.8.2 Rendering considered harmful

DAW systems take multiple simultaneous audio feeds, audio synthesis out-

put, effect processing, and parameter automation, and combine the result

in real-time to create a finished audio result. As we observed in practice, a

cornerstone of the production activity relies on the ability to capture inter-

mediate results of this process as raw audio, in a process called ‘rendering’

or ‘bouncing’. This audio result can then be used in place of source mate-

rial. Observations and interviews conducted for this research exposed a wide

range of motivations that drive producers to render material. These were

overwhelmingly based in producers’ need to create and manipulate higher-

level abstractions in their digital compositions, and them being forced to

approximate this by replacing various types of material with concrete audio.

Unfortunately for producers, the commonly used process of rendering has

a serious down-side. Rendering is a fundamentally destructive operation that

results in only primitive audio without providing access to the underlying

source material which created it. The act of rendering forces the producer to

prematurely commit (cf. cognitive dimensions) to compositional decisions

and make it difficult or impossible to make changes in the underlying au-

dio production at a later point. Our participants expressed their attitudes

towards rendering and the resulting loss of provisionality:

“If I want it to remain malleable and changeable, I have to leave

it in data land.” — Paddy Free

“I don’t think I like [rendering too early]. I like keeping things

open.” — Emile De La Rey

“I typically don’t bounce while I’m going . . . I like to run as much

of it in real-time as possible because if I render to audio and then

change the [underlying] MIDI I have to re-render it to audio again.

I’d rather keep it as live as possible.” — Clinton Bradley
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“[Rendering] means you don’t have as much control in the final

mix, and you have to keep going back to older sessions.” — Simon

Rycroft

Ironically, many professional DAW systems make much of their ‘non-

destructive editing’ capabilities:

“Take advantage of an unmatched range of unique, nondestruc-

tive editing tools for creating grooves, experimenting with ar-

rangements, fine-tuning performances, and more.” — Pro Tools

advertising copy [10]

In practice however, for a multitude of reasons detailed in due course, our

participants constantly performed destructive rendering operations with ma-

terial containing so called ‘non-destructive’ edits. As the resulting raw audio

permanently locked in those previously non-destructive edits, the advantage

of this feature was often worthless.

The following four chapters describe many cases where producers were

found to be rendering material in this way. Each of these arose when systems

failed to provide means of abstraction required by our participants, and they

were forced to settle for the inevitable premature commitment this entails.

While the addition of features such as audio ‘freeze’ have made some initial

steps in this direction, they have proved to be a poor fit with our participants’

abstraction needs as discussed later.

Alternatively, a system that did provide the appropriate means of ab-

straction without the limits of freezes — that resolved this contradiction by

truly meeting the needs of producers and their cognitive abilities — could

make significant improvements to the creative process:

“That would be ideal, it really would: Everything being undoable,

but also have the equivalent of being able to store stuff away so

that [they are in] freezes or meta-freezes. . . . That’s what good

hypothetical amazing software would do: Force you to make no
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decisions, but allow you the flexibility to make decisions. And

once you’ve made that decision you get all the advantages of not

having to deal with it if you don’t want to.” — Paddy Free

5.8.3 Option dilemma

One particularly interesting issue that came up time and time again in inter-

views was described by Paddy Free as “Option Dilemma”. Electronic music

technology in general, and computer audio software in particular, has cre-

ated an explosion in the possibilities for creating and sculpting sound. Now

more than ever before, music producers have control over a vast number of

intricate particulars of sound in addition to the traditional elements of com-

position. These additions range from the exact mix of generating harmonics,

attack envelopes and equalisation, through to event processing and compres-

sion. We can contrast this with composing for a well defined instrument

such as the piano, where composition decisions are largely limited to the

standard performance variables of notes played, how hard they are played,

and their timing. Option dilemma is the compositional paralysis caused by

overwhelmingly open design space.

Participants voiced strong feelings that computer music systems encour-

aged the endless experimentation and fine tuning of the minutiae of sound

design, in conflict with pushing forward and working on higher level compo-

sitional decisions and creating finished works:

“So much time is spent refining material which you may or may

not use. Mostly the mixing, moving and micro nudging. . . . But

perhaps only half of [this] material made it onto the album.” —

Simon Rycroft

When participants were asked about their reasons for rendering material

to audio, they often cited the need to reduce option dilemma as a key mo-

tivating factor. Paddy Free articulated option dilemma, and how issues like

this put the limitations on the users’ side of the fence:
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“It is reducing your options, because you are often fighting option

dilemma which speaks to that — it’s the internal process now,

not the capabilities of the gear, that are the main limitations.”

— Paddy Free

Further, for Paddy, the necessity of rendering forced him to make hard

decisions which became an important vehicle in enabling him to move forward

in the production process:

“The way of dealing with it [through rendering] is ultimately

good, because being forced to make decisions is good. It forces

you to progress. It forces you to evaluate on your scale of is this

a good decision or not.” — Paddy Free

Jeramiah Ross also expressed the benefits of using rendering as a way of

coping with option dilemma and being forced to move forward:

“The problem with having too much editing [capability] is you can

spend hours tweaking one bloody high-hat sound. If it is locked

down, and it is there and you are using it, you are committing

things a bit more, in a creative sense. You are not pissing around

with sounds for hours trying to make everything sound perfect

and then messing it up. That felt right in [Ableton] Live, so I

get it out of Live, and it feels right in Acid and it is done.” —

Jeramiah Ross

This could even extend to the artists that producers work with:

“Everyone thinks [that digital recording] is so much easier and

quicker, but for the engineer it is a longer process. There is no

pressure on them to make a decision. I’m still tweaking an album

we mixed [six months ago].” — Troy Kelly

This leads to our first ‘evaluation question’, designed to summarise the

key findings of our research that are relevant to practitioners. The full set of

evaluation questions is included in appendix C.
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Evaluation question

• Are there facilities to help producers deal with option dilemma, allow-

ing them to mark off decisions and move forward?

5.8.4 Conceptual burden

Almost all of the processing abstraction issues described above stem from

sheer complexity of the system producers are working with. When working

on a reasonably large project, producers can be overwhelmed by complex

webs of effect processing units which also become hidden dependencies for

the material being manipulated. Combined with the additional dependence

on the correct effect automation, we can understand why rendering to pure

audio becomes such an attractive proposition.

Paddy Free describes how he deals with complexity in this way:

“I bounce stuff down to audio. Committing stuff is a really good

way to just wipe off complexity.” — Paddy Free

Troy Kelly described how other producers hire him to deal with this

complexity for them between sessions:

“The trick is project management. I have a friend who has a

studio and he hires me just to manage his projects. I go out

there and he just goes ape-shit on a session. He is like ‘don’t talk

to me man, just fix it up’, and I’ll spend half a day on a project.

Bouncing it all down to nice tracks for when he comes back to

it.” — Troy Kelly

“I still find synth programming on computers, even though it is

exponentially greater than any synth you could ever have physi-

cally, it is still very finicky. Still so many layers and elements to

create the sound.” — Andy Turley
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5.9 Summary

In this chapter we have provided a description and analysis of computer

mediated music production activity. Through the framework of activity the-

ory, our discussion was grounded in examples from our activity interviews,

semi-structured interviews, and observations with professional producers. We

described the novel characteristics of this activity system, the nature of the

subject and their interchanging roles, the use of a myriad of mediating tools,

and the object and outcome of activity: the creation of complex digital

artefacts for music production. Activity theory provided us with a flexible

framework to describe and categorise the various actions of participants that

we discovered in our fieldwork, and we explored the contradiction between

composition and performance in live and studio contexts. We also saw that

while this activity is pervasively externalised in the manipulation of a digi-

tal representation of a composition, producers are simultaneously ‘colonised’

through the internalisation of the conceptual model embodied in their tools.

Finally, we introduced the four ways in which we found abstraction to be

playing a vital role in our participants activity, which we explore in great

detail in the following four chapters. Three issues that cut across these four

aspects of abstraction were the problems of rendering, ‘option dilemma’, and

the conceptual burdens of complex music representations.
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Chapter 6

Process Abstraction

6.1 Introduction

Audio processing is one of the most fundamental aspects of computer medi-

ated music production. Computer music systems that generate or manipulate

audio use Digital Signal Processing (DSP), in which various digital signals are

created, transformed, and combined. DAW systems provide various means

to specify and manipulate this processing, as well as the results of processing,

through a collection of abstractions presented by the user-interface which we

call ‘processing abstractions’. The exact nature of these abstractions can

have significant impact on users’ activity, as described throughout this chap-

ter.

Modern computer audio tools have been strongly influenced by historical

factors. Prior to the development of digital audio processing, producers cre-

ated and manipulated electronic sound with analogue hardware systems. The

dominant paradigm for the design of this hardware was a modular system

of signal generating and manipulating analogue electrical components con-

nected with cables. With the advent of software DAW systems, this model

was reproduced through DSP in software synthesisers and effects units. These

systems share the computer’s CPU resources to perform this DSP, which

would have been traditionally performed by dedicated hardware.

139
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6.2 Processing power

One of the principle difficulties with the standard processing model employed

in DAWs is the limit of processing power. Only a fixed amount of audio

processing can be computed in real-time by a single CPU. Unfortunately

however, our participants were constantly hitting this limit imposed by their

systems, exposing a fundamental contradiction in producers’ activity. This

problem is showing no sign of being addressed in the foreseeable future, pri-

marily because as more powerful systems becomes available the developers

of digital instruments and effects implement increasingly sophisticated and

resource hungry components to achieve interesting results and more “real-

istic” or complex instrument synthesis. This continuing contradiction was

described by Evan Brooks, founder of Digidesign and the Pro Tools DAW:

“As it turns out, what has happened is that people’s needs and

desires have grown to keep pace with the capabilities of comput-

ers. What people were doing with Pro Tools ten years ago you

could probably do entirely in software now, but the fact is that

people are doing a whole lot more than they were ten years ago,

and they have a whole lot more things that they want to do, so

they’re still pushing the limits. . . . I don’t think they’re anything

that people are particularly missing right now, ‘cause just about

everybody’s needs have been met, but people keep pushing that

envelope and coming out with new ideas. As the processing power

grows, so does people’s ingenuity.” — Brooks [115]

The resulting CPU limitations were consistently an issue with our par-

ticipants who found their systems unable to keep up with their processing

demands. As a result they were often forced to render the results of process-

ing, removing their requirement for CPU resources:

“There is a point where you have to stop keeping things open,

whether you either commit something to audio or you bounce
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tracks together for system resources . . . [or else] the computer will

stagger. You have to then bounce things down. . . .” — Paddy

Free

“The main thing that stops me from making changes is usually

just processing power . . . at a certain point you need to bounce

it down. Especially if you want to make changes that include

creating new instruments and effects.” — Emile De La Rey

“When I use [auxiliary tracks] it is usually for very short periods

of time and I’ll get rid of them. I might use it to print a reverb

onto a track and then get rid of them because they are using up

CPU power.” — Tim Prebble

“. . . plus my computer can’t handle it. I get to a point where I

am running fourteen VST plugins and trying to edit audio, and

your computer is lagging like crazy, because it is trying to process

everything that is running live.” — Jeramiah Ross

Even with the option of freeze features, CPU limitations could still be an

issue. Jim Frazier described how the real-time mixing of a large number of

frozen tracks could still have a problematic impact on system performance:

“My reason for [rendering to] stereo stems, as opposed to freez-

ing, and more importantly, as opposed to using folders, is mainly

one of CPU resources. The computer has to work a lot less, when

it’s playing back a few stereo tracks, as opposed to all the indi-

vidual audio and audio instrument tracks, packed into a folder,

or even frozen. Again, this was born from an attempt to have

the computer working as little as possible while recording vocals,

so that the audio buffer could remain at a low enough value, so

that latency from monitoring back through Logic would not be a

factor or issue to the singer.” — Jim Frazier
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Evaluation question

• Can producers avoid manually working around CPU limitations?

6.3 Viscosity caused by processing

Another important reason that participants used rendering was to reduce the

viscosity of the material they were working on. Effect processing automation

— both on the track in question, and any auxiliary tracks to which it is being

sent — creates temporal and track dependencies for any audio material placed

at a given point on the time-line on a certain track. These dependencies can

make moving material a complex and time consuming action, where each of

the dependencies need to be properly reconciled with the new location of

the material. This was a common problem, as this type of rearrangement of

material was one of the most important actions for our producers.

Two location dependencies were apparent in our studies, both of which

related to using a piece of material in a new context. These were when

moving material on the time-line, and when moving material into a context

where there were differing (or no) effects units.

6.3.1 Moving on the time-line

Material at a specific point on the time-line is dependent on two factors: i)

the configuration of effect parameter automation at that particular time, as

well as ii) the state of the effect processing components at that time.

i) Firstly, the audible result of effect processed material can be drastically

altered by the particular settings of the effects components involved. This

can vary from minute fine-tuning of the audio, through to drastic manipu-

lation creating a result that is unrecognisable from source material. When

participants moved material from one point on the time-line to another they

needed to be very careful that any relevant effect parameter automation was

also moved. This automation includes both that for the track on which the
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material resides, and also automation on any effected auxiliary tracks to

which the material is also being sent. For example, a vocal line might be on

a track providing a varying chorus effect to fatten it up. This track might

also be routed to a shared auxiliary track that is providing a slowly widening

reverb effect. If this material is moved earlier on the time-line without the

effect automation also moving, it may end up with a very different sounding

chorus effect and a much thinner reverb effect.

ii) Secondly, the resulting output is also highly dependent on the state

of the effect processing units at the time they begin to process a particular

piece of material. We can understand this through a real world analogy.

The sound we hear from a performer singing in a very reverberant concert

hall is dependent on the echoes we can hear in the hall from previous notes

that have been sung that are still ringing in the air. In an environment such

as this a singer can begin to harmonise with some of their own previously

sung notes. If a particularly sweet reverbarent harmony caught the ear of

a producer, they might want to use this as an element in a piece. In this

case let us say the echo of the word “Doe” sounding simultaneously with the

currently sung word “Me” in the interval of a major third. In the digital signal

processing world the reverberant properties of the hall could be simulated in

a reverb unit, and it could be used to effect a previously un-effected vocal

part captured on a track. If material containing the sung word “Me” was

moved further down the time-line, while the “Doe” material remains in the

same location, the “Me” material will no longer sound the same, i.e. it no

longer has the reverberating remnants of the word “Doe” sounding with it.

When either of these cases occur in subjects’ activity systems the end

result is that blocks of material cannot be trivially moved to new points in the

time-line. Because the state of the effect processing network is complex and

not uniform as time passes, material is difficult to move without potentially

undesirable changes to the resulting sound.

As a result of both of these factors, we observed participants dealing with

this by rendering material down to pure audio.
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Paddy Free emphasised the serious burden that effect automation vis-

cosity can create, resulting in many of what cognitive dimensions refer to as

hard mental operations:

“In a time-line based thing, if you do have automation that is an

integral part of the sound, be it turning reverbs on and things

like that, it does become a mind-fuck to move it around on the

time-line because you might have other automation doing things

at that point. Whereas if you have a reverb burst printed to

audio, that is a reverb burst no matter where it goes.” — Paddy

Free.

He later discussed how being forced to render audio when transferring

between audio editing applications eases moving material on the time-line:

“If you have a whole lot of elaborate automation and routing

and stuff to create something in [Ableton] Live, to lock that off

and open it as six audio files in Logic is a real clearing of the

head space. You don’t have to think about these dependencies

anymore — if I move that on the time-line, you don’t have to

think about ‘do I have to move automation?’ ” — Paddy Free.

Jeramiah Ross described how much easier it was to move rendered chunks

of material around the time-line, rather than material that was still depen-

dent on processing:

“Oh shit yeah, [it is so much easier] cause you can just grab the

whole lot and select the bits that you want. Because you are not

dealing with MIDI data or plugins or anything that is processing,

because it is all committed audio. . . . I’m just dealing with the

sounds that felt right when I made the music.” — Jeramiah Ross

Tim Prebble talked about the modal behaviour of Pro Tools, where some-

times automation moves with material, and sometimes it does not, also re-

vealing the hidden dependency issues:
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“In your normal view all that automation is hidden. If I go and

delete this chunk here and pull all the rest across, what happens

to the automation? Sometimes it does and sometimes it doesn’t

[move with the material] depending on the modes you are in.

Sometimes that automation is contributing as much to how well

that sound works as the sound itself is.” — Tim Prebble.

The fact that this automation was often visually hidden in Pro Tools

seemed to be a significant cause of the confusion that producers could have

when moving automated material:

“[Automation] is extremely unreliable. I’ve drawn in automation

before and moved [audio] and it doesn’t move the automation

with the audio. . . . Whereas Apple Logic is brilliant because the

automation is drawn on top of the audio so if you move the audio,

the automation goes with it. You can actually see it when you

look at the audio.” — Troy Kelly

In order to create a more direct association between automation and

material, rather than to the track, participants would sometimes edit material

directly:

“If I want the drums to fade out I’ll just fade them out. I make

all my changes on the audio directly. . . . It feels like it is more

reliable, more permanent, in terms of the project.” — Troy Kelly

On the other hand, sometimes it was more appropriate for automation to

remain at a certain point in the timeline, rather than just being associated

with material:

“Today I was doing a voice-over for a particular track and I had

automation so that the track turned itself down, and I wanted to

try different sound beds. What I wanted to do was to try different

[material] with the same automation. [But] if you replace it the

automation goes away.” — Simon Rycroft
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6.3.2 Moving to non-processed context

A more extreme example of moving material to a new context took place

when participants wanted to move something from one track to another.

Material that is highly dependent on its effect processing cannot be moved

to a different track that does not have the same configuration of effects pro-

cessing units without losing its sonic character. However, as we will discuss

in chapter 7 there are important reasons to organise material on tracks other

than just for the effects that are processing those tracks. When participants

needed to move material onto a different track for organisational reasons,

they were observed rendering down to audio.

Paddy Free explicitly described how much easier it was to manipulate

rendered audio for moving between tracks:

“[Rendering to audio] is the easiest way because we ultimately

are dealing in audio. To have it as an audio file, with no plugins

on it, it can just be moved up and down on any track anywhere

on the time-line. That is the unit of currency.” — Paddy Free

In an observed composition session, Paddy rendered small chunks of a

vocoder effected guitar part. These were then pulled back into the main

project onto guitar tracks with no vocoder effect unit. As the effect results

were baked-in to the rendered material they could easily share a track with

other material without the same effects.

Evaluation questions

• Can producers easily change materials’ voice and location in time with-

out losing processing context and how it will sound?

• Can automation parameters be associated with material or points in

time as required?
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6.4 One-off effects

A common area where participants’ actions were in conflict with the provided

abstraction mechanisms was dealing with one-off effect processing, where

a relatively short chunk of material needed an effect applied. There were

two situations where one-off effect processing would result in participants

rendering effects processing to audio, one where an effect was applied on a

single track, and the other was where shared effect processing temporarily

diverged.

6.4.1 Effect on a single track

When an effect needed to be applied to only a portion of a single track,

it could be problematic that participants were required to associate an ef-

fect unit with the entire track, as only a limited duration of processing was

actually required. An effect associated with the track would exist for the en-

tire duration of the track, conceptually complicating things and potentially

consuming valuable CPU resources.

Paddy free explained why he rendered one-off effects to audio, rather than

leaving an effect unit attached to the track:

“I might either do the exceptional send and then print it to audio

or I might insert one into that channel for that reason for that

effect . . . . Even if I just wanted this exceptional event to happen,

I would probably commit it back to audio so I could just think

of it as an event, and not think about it as ‘oh that has to stay

there to open to that in time’.” — Paddy Free

Even when the effect was a simple volume change to a small section of

material, Paddy was observed doing in-line edits and committing to audio

rather than using the track’s built in volume automation. This also allowed

him to move the material to a non-processed context as discussed in section

6.3.2.
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Inline edits were impossible where the processing resulted in a ‘tail’. For

example, a large reverb effect can result in an echo sounding much longer

than the source material:

“Sometimes I use audio-suite style plugins where you are doing

[edits] on the material itself. [But] for delays and reverbs and ef-

fects that have a tail I would use auxiliaries . . . [because otherwise

the tail would overwrite what follows].” — Simon Rycroft

Clinton Bradley usually dealt with one-off effects by “chopping the tracks

[into] one that has effects and one that doesn’t. [Then] just chop those single

words and stick them on [the effected track]”. He was able to manage the

vast number of tracks this required by folding them into Apple Logic’s folder

track abstraction mechanism:

“I might have five or six tracks that make up the single vocal

[inside a folder track]. At that point it is like dealing with one

track.” — Clinton Bradley

For more complex processing scenarios he would fall back to creating

automation curves to manage the effects parameters. For other participants,

without an abstraction mechanism such as folder tracks, things could become

complicated:

“I get lazy because I move things from track to track instead

of keeping a dedicated track, but I find I end up with a badly

organised session. I do it all the time. It is a trade off. The other

way is to automate all your effects but it is often easier to just use

discrete tracks. But the disadvantage is building up your track

count.” — Simon Rycroft

Simon went on to say that this approach would become particularly prob-

lematic when he returned to a project many months later, as the relationships

between the many tracks would be unclear.
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6.4.2 Temporary diversion of shared effects

Participants also rendered one-off audio processing where an effect unit was

being shared by several tracks but needed to temporarily diverge. As an il-

lustrative example, consider several tracks running through a shared reverb,

with the reverb’s parameter automation effecting each of the tracks identi-

cally. If one of these tracks needed a differing reverb “pan” setting for five

seconds, the track will need its own separate reverb unit.

To avoid having to create a second but otherwise identical reverb unit,

the participants would often render the one-off effect so it could stand alone,

or alternatively render the shared reverb output and use the reverb unit on

the deviation:

“If I want to print that reverb or edit that reverb because it is

great for nine sounds and crap for one, I’m either going to have

to put in another reverb or I’m going to have to commit to those

nine, print them as audio and change it.” — Paddy Free

Evaluation questions

• Can short term or diverging effect processing be created without adding

complexity or CPU overhead?

• Do the object editing facilities allow for tail effects?

6.5 Editing effected results

Another reason that participants rendered effected material was to enable

easy editing actions. This sort of editing includes breaking material into

smaller blocks, merging and deleting blocks as well as moving and reordering

blocks of material (as discussed in section 6.3.1). In the activity systems of

electronic music in particular, the results of effects processing have a very

important role. As participants reported, and we observed in action, results
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of processed audio is often used as first-class compositional material, just as

traditional recording artists might use a recorded guitar part.

Jeramiah Ross described why the kind of editing that rendering makes

possible is important:

“I bounce down [the effects] as separate tracks. That is cool

because you can choose when to end a delay unit. You can ac-

tually chop up the effects, so the effects themselves becomes a

sound that you can manipulate. So you can reverb the reverb,

or reverse the reverb but still have the main sound going.” —

Jeramiah Ross

Simon from Rhombus echoed this sentiment:

“Especially with a lot of electronic music the effects, particularly

filters and delays, would be a part of the composition.” — Simon

Rycroft

In an observation session, Eric Vani rendered heavily processed audio

tracks and proceeded to chop them up and move blocks into different sections

of a piece under construction. His rational for this was that it was necessary

to allow him to “push in one direction” even though, as he acknowledged,

they might lose some possibilities.

Paddy Free’s collaborator in the electronic dub group Pitch Black works

primarily in this way — building compositional material from the result of

heavily processed audio:

“So much of our stuff is actually made out of the mixing, out of

the dub. . . . What was usually the last thing in the process —

the final mixing — now became another object to compose with

on the time line, and that was a pretty special thing.” — Paddy

Free
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For the same reasons, Emile described freezing features as “deficient”

because he too needed this ability to “edit the bounce”.

These examples underscore a fundamental lack of effective abstraction

mechanisms that allow producers to treat the results of audio processing as

first class material. Rendering processed material provides a vital crutch to

approximate such abstractions, while failing to retain and manage vital links

to the underlying material it was created from.

“If I have complex automation I need to be able to freeze [them]

but still be able to move them around.” — Emile De La Rey

Also, until material has been rendered to audio it is generally not possible

to see the waveform visualisation of the audio that is actually being heard.

A recorded guitar part on a track with a real-time digital delay effect will

still be graphically depicted as a waveform matching the original recording.

While the digital delay effect will have introduced important additions to the

sound which are perceived as new perceptual objects to the listener, these

additions will not appear in the waveform view, breaking the consistency of

the visual presentation. If the producer wants to identify, select, and edit

these perceptual objects visually, they will need to first render the material

to audio.

Evaluation question

• Can results of effected processing be edited and viewed as first class

audio without regard for underlying effects processing, while allowing

underlying processing to be viewed and modified even after the results

have been edited?

6.6 Rendering for live performance

Another situation in which the provided processing abstraction mechanisms

can be lacking is when they fail to account for the live performance aspect of
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many producers’ activity. In a performance context, tracks presented with all

effects units, and all of their automation graphs and parameters, can prove to

be overwhelming. In order to perform live, participants sometimes simplified

the representation of their compositions by rendering many live processed

effects down to audio. This process made up one part of what Paddy Free

referred to as “setting the conditions for spontaneity for live performance”.

Simon Rycroft and Clinton Bradley also followed this method:

“[For live performance] you can bus [effects], but it fills up too

much space visually with all the busses and everything”. — Si-

mon Rycroft

“[For live performance it was] all taken from the master tapes,

sequences, mix downs, cassettes.” — Clinton Bradley

Evaluation question

• Can processing complexity be reduced for use in a live setting?

6.7 Hiding edits

One recurring problem for the producers in this study was keeping a listener’s

perspective. The chief obstacle in this regard was the information provided

through the visual display of their composition. Because producers can see

visual representations of edits during playback, it was often very difficult for

them to get any real sense of how the material would be perceived by users

who did not know that the edits were there. As edits may vary in their success

at providing a seamless audio stream, it is important for producers to be able

to hide them to allow them to more accurately judge their effectiveness from

a listener’s point of view.

Tim Prebble described how the visual representation of edits changed his

perception of the sonic result:
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“If I can see an edit coming up it informs me, so you are not

listening to a sound-track, you are listening to a detail of it.” —

Tim Prebble

Additionally, being able to look ahead on the time-line to upcoming mu-

sical events as well as edits can change the producer’s perception of com-

positional development. The majority of the participants worked at least

partially with the monitor turned off. The reason for working in this way

was most clearly articulated by Paddy Free:

“Often, so often, I’ll make a point of turning off the screen to

listen back to a mix because it will throw you. You don’t listen

to it in the same way. . . [for example] this is a bit boring but I can

see a big change is about to happen, and that’s bad. No one else

will ever have that ability. You will be more tolerant of things

that don’t work if you see that a change is looming.” — Paddy

Free

While the graphical representations can be a problem in providing too

much information, they can also cause problems by showing data that is

actually misleading. For example, the psychological perception of loudness

is only informed to a limited extent by its measurable energy level (repre-

sented as decibels) [96, p.67]. Television commercials exploit this psycho-

logical artefact by being perceptually louder while meeting the broadcasters’

decibel limits.

Professional producer Troy Kelly was also well aware of the pitfalls of

depending solely on graphical representations:

“You really have to detach yourself from the visuals. Just because

the meter is loud doesn’t mean it feels louder.” — Troy Kelly

Evaluation questions

• Is it possible to hide edits?
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• Can looking ahead on the timeline be disabled?

6.8 Real-time processing

Because effects processing is so central to developing compositional material,

several participants often created effect feedback systems inside their DAW.

These feedback systems are built by creating cycles in an effect processing

network, where the output of an effects unit is fed back into itself or one of

its parents. The quantity of feedback into the system is controlled by various

effect unit parameters. These systems were performed in real-time, captured

as parameter automation, and the audio result was typically rendered for

editing.

Participants also created complex effects processing networks with or

without feedback, which were central to their compositional process. For

example, Emile developed a piece by taking a microphone input, splitting it

into three separate signals divided by differing frequency ranges. These were

each delayed individually to space them out temporally creating a rhythm

seed to send to a re-synthesiser that created a new sound from the processed

material. These sorts of networks resulted in complex channel structure and

interdependencies which could become difficult to manage.

An interesting consequence of the real-time processing model employed

by multi-track systems is non-deterministic playback. For example, this man-

ifested during an observation session where effects processing of a section of

material varied depending on the point at which the playback head began.

Analogous to the problems of moving material on a time-line (section 6.3.1),

changing the starting point on the time-line means that material is processed

without the same effect unit state that would be present had the piece been

played from the very beginning. Troy Kelly regularly encountered this is-

sue in his production work, and used freeze features to remove seemingly

non-deterministic playback:

“Once you freeze it you get used to the sound of it frozen because
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it has been applied, for instance how fast a compressor is, the

attack time at the beginning of a phrase will be different every

time you play it back. For instance, this one song has a stop, and

the bass and guitar stop . . . and every time it would be different

depending on how the delays work. It is just locking it down [to

a frozen or rendered state that corrects this problem].” — Troy

Kelly

A related issue was observed when a Paddy Free copied and pasted a

guitar motif to repeat one bar later. When the motif was repeated the effect

unit was not in the same state as the first copy and a different result was

heard. Because the participant’s intention was to have the same result sound

twice in a row, he was forced to render the correctly processed version, and

to create a new track with no effects, which he could copy and paste it to.

Evaluation questions

• Is it possible to create feedback loops and manipulate them interac-

tively?

• Is it possible to have predictable results of effect processing?

6.9 Summary

There were a number of ways in which existing mechanisms for abstracting

audio processing were deficient or non-existent. This was most prominently

visible where producers needed to render material (losing important infor-

mation as a result) rather than using ‘freeze’ functions or folder track mecha-

nisms. The causes of this were a combination of performance limitations not

being resolved; needing visualisation and unhindered editing of the end re-

sults of processing; reducing unneeded complexity for live performance; and

requiring unchanging results regardless of where material was moved or the

initial state of effects units when playback was triggered. Additionally, the
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current abstraction mechanisms from the multitrack-mixing model of insert

effects and send channels were not adequately suited to producers use of both

short term as well as shared, but temporarily deviating, effects. Participants

also expressed dissatisfaction with the fact that it was not possible to easily

abstract away edits in a non-destructive fashion, and without losing both

waveform visualisation and further editing capabilities. Our findings uncov-

ered how this could be problematic, as participants reported that viewing

edits on a track during playback could bias their perception of the quality of

those edits, creating a further rational for the abstraction of edits.



Chapter 7

Voice Abstraction

7.1 Introduction

Parts are central component in the composition and performance of music.

Parts are the individual lines of material played synchronously by a number

of independent ‘voices’. Voices are entities that have their own persistent

existence for the duration of a piece, and are not just associated with vocal-

ists. While DAW systems typically start by representing voices with ‘tracks’,

there are differences in how they represent and allow manipulation of these

abstractions. How well they fit the needs of producers’ activity can have

dramatic consequences for the way in which producers work. We call ‘voice

abstraction’ the means by which voices and parts are modelled and repre-

sented to the user, and its interaction with the music production activity is

the subject of this chapter.

In pre-electronic music, performance was typically organised around a

relatively static number of instrumentalists (voices), each of whom have a

part to play during the piece. Each of these parts have their own identity

over time. For example, a short phrase to be played by a flute voice must be

assigned to one of possibly several flute parts, and thus to an individual (or

a group of) performers. The maximum number of distinct simultaneous flute

phrases performed at once dictates the number of flute parts, which clearly

157
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maps onto performers. Each part traditionally has a name, such as ‘First

Violin’, ‘Alto’, or ‘Second Bassoon’, to name but a few.

Typical bands also have a relatively static number of members. Band

members often play for a significant portion of each a piece, and part of the

reason for this is social — each performer needs to have something to do for

a good proportion of the time:

“There are five [band members], and it has to be coherent for

everyone to have a good go at [performing].” — Paddy Free

While this abstraction of voices could be taken for granted due to its

necessity in traditional instrumentalist music, electronic music removes the

requirement of the instrumentalist, and therefore also a core need for the

current abstractions for voices and parts as well. Digital representations of

electronic music can describe each musical event with its individual synthesis

parameters without regard to any other. Such a representation would contain

no abstraction of voices, even if the composer or listeners could hear what

they perceived as continuous lines of melody and instrumentation. This

perception (rather than compositional organisation) of voice abstractions is

‘stream perception’.

7.1.1 Stream perception

The second use of voice abstraction stems directly from the human percep-

tual system. The faculty of composers, and indeed all listeners, to perceive

coherent voices in music is part of the gestalt process of Auditory Scene

Analysis described in detail by Bregman [27] and introduced in section 3.2.1.

Bregman used the term “horizontal integration” to describe the particular

process at work where a temporal sequence of sounds seem to cohere into

what musicians would call a part. Horizontal integration is activated by se-

quential audio events that minimise differences of pitch, temporal delay, and

over-tonal / textural properties.
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The streams we perceive are a result of the workings of our audio per-

ceptual system, which has evolved to identify and classify sounds and their

sources in the natural world. However, as Bregman explained, our audio per-

ceptual systems can be fooled. A perceived stream may in fact come from

multiple physical sources. Alternatively, a single source performing at high

speed can create the illusion of multiple streams by radically varying timbre

or pitch as described earlier. Musical compositions exploit this phenomenon

when a single skilled instrumentalist rapidly intermingles notes from melody

and bass parts to create the illusion of accompaniment. The same is true

with electronic music production where horizontal integration may or may

not map to the process abstractions that created the sound in the first place.

In his role as a film audio producer, Tim Prebble described how after

building a composite sound out of its component parts, he would want to

deal with an abstraction matching the holistic perception of the sound:

“[The sound] has become an amorphous kind of whole rather than

elements. As part of that process of premixing, I’ll take the 100

elements for a car crash sound, they’ll be balanced up and mixed

into a couple of blocks of sound, and from that point of view the

elements don’t matter anymore, it is just a unit in itself.” — Tim

Prebble

This could be used to create what is perceived to be a single instrument

from multiple sound sources:

“I’ve done keyboards on an album and I used hammond, clav and

a harpsichord to create one sound. You bounce it to one group

and it sounds like one instrument. I ran them to a subgroup and

bounced them out as a stereo track.” — Troy Kelly

Paddy Free’s example from section 6.3.2 also demonstrated how he reor-

ganised material onto a single track, creating a unified voice to match how he
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perceived it, rather than broken into tracks resulting from the effect process-

ing that created them. Here then, we have exposed a tension between two

contradictory organisational schemes inherent in producers’ activity. As a re-

sult, the organisation of material into one scheme can damage the closeness

of mapping to the other.

Evaluation question

• Does the system provide voice abstractions to capture both the con-

cepts of instrument parts and perceived parts?

7.2 Voice duration

In multitrack systems, musical material is placed onto any number of tracks,

each of which lasts the full duration of the piece. Tracks can be used to

capture the abstraction of parts or used to map voices perceived as horizon-

tally integrated streams. In the multitrack model, each track lasts from the

beginning until the end of the piece, even if it contains only a few measures

of audio. One resulting issue for study participants was an explosion in the

number of tracks required, resulting in a highly diffuse information display.

For example, the addition of a vocal harmony for just one measure of a song

often requires a whole new track to be added for the duration of the piece,

most of which is empty:

Interviewer: But you don’t find that you don’t have to juggle heaps

of tracks with one little bit happening on each of them?

“Yeah you do, but that is just life. I’m doing an EP at the moment

and we are up to fifty vocal tracks at the moment [with just three

vocalists]. It is like ‘do you put this little part on here?’ If there

are some ‘Ohhs’ in a song and they haven’t happened before do

you just put them on another backing track?” — Troy Kelly
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But Troy points out how this idea of putting transient musical material

onto an existing backing track is not without its own problems:

“But then later [the client] will be like ‘can we have more reverb

on those ’Ohhs’?’ and it will turn the reverb up on everything

on that track. So it is much easier to just create a whole new

track and make sure it is all cool and lock it down [on its own

track] for good.” — Troy Kelly

Evaluation question

• Does the system provide an abstraction for dealing with transient mu-

sical events?

7.3 Organising voices

Participants used the voice abstraction provided by tracks to organise mate-

rial, making the developing digital artefact easier to search through. There

were two strategies use. The first was that producers often placed tracks

next to each other if they felt they were closely related. Groups of related

tracks are formed by using their visual layout on the screen:

“In the writing phase you are dragging tracks left and right, and

grouping them [by putting them next to each other], and that is

helping you organise your ideas and things.” — Paddy Free

“I group them in automation groups with them sitting next to

each other.” — Simon Rycroft

“I do group like things together, the distorted guitars are together

the acoustic guitars are together. Maybe not initially while I’m

frantically writing, but I will at some point organise.” — Clinton

Bradley
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The second organisational strategy that some (but not all) participants

used was to form a habit of ordering tracks consistently. Depending to a

certain extent on the style of music being produced, the same track ordering

can be used in different pieces, making it easier to locate particular tracks.

“I have a specific order for my instruments so I am not constantly

going up and down [searching for tracks] in every piece of soft-

ware.” — Troy Kelly

“Usually I start with the drums, percussion, then then bass, key-

boards, [miscellaneous tracks], then vocals will usually come last.”

—Simon Rycroft

However, some producers preferred a more organic approach to track

ordering:

“There is an element of haphazardness to it. I don’t always put

the vocals on track one. I generally start with a blank slate.” —

Clinton Bradley

Neither of these organisational strategies have an effect on audio output,

and so act purely as a means of managing complexity.

Evaluation question

• Does the system allow producers to make use of visual spatial layout

to organise voices?

7.4 Amalgamating voices

One simple problem with large track counts is that they consume large quan-

tities of screen real estate. While producers can rapidly move over large mul-

tichannel mixing desks, they encounter difficulties when this same metaphor

is used in the software world:
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“In [Apple] Logic for example, when you’re on the final mix and

you’ve got a mixer page that is fifty channels wide, that is much

harder to get into than seeing it on a desk which is the paradigm

that it is mimicking.” — Paddy Free

Multitrack software systems use of this model breaks down when it re-

quires scrolling and zooming. Scrolling across a large number of tracks guar-

antees that many tracks will be off screen and difficult to access. At the same

time, shrinking each track by zooming out or using focus+context views [36]

makes it difficult or impossible to quickly see and compare wave form and

automation curve data. Paddy Free described how this could be a problem

in his work:

“If you are fifty tracks deep on [Apple] Logic’s arrange page, and

if you really want to see all those things, you are going to have to

make it really small and narrow and piddly little things so that

you can no longer see the labels.” — Paddy Free

Tim Prebble was frustrated by the same issue, and suggested an abstrac-

tion mechanism he would like to see in Pro Tools:

“You only have so much screen size. If I had a session open that

had a hundred and twenty tracks, if I group them I still can’t

edit all those hundred and twenty tracks at once. I want to be

able to see them [all at once]. I should be able to collapse those

one hundred and twenty tracks into six tracks, where each track

might have sixteen tracks underneath it, and if I select a chunk

and copy it, it looks like I’m copying one track, but it is copying

all the tracks underneath it.” — Tim Prebble

This corresponds to the problems Nardi found in a more traditional end-

user programming context:
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“Users had a strong preference for being able to view and ac-

cess as much data as possible without scrolling.” — Nardi [105]

(Emphasis added)

Often participants went beyond grouping voices spatially on the screen,

and actually amalgamated groups of voices in this way into a single voice.

This allowed the producers to view and manipulate a multitude of distinct

voices as a single entity. This process allowed participants to address one of

the principle limitations in the multitrack-mixing model:

“The sequencer can draw the user’s attention to selected aspects

of the music-making process that are microscopic in their level

of detail, but it does so in a fragmented and disjointed way. In

a curious fashion, then, the temporal and spatial separation be-

tween performers in the multitrack studio is reproduced in the

separation of information on individual tracks on the sequencer.”

— Théberge [133]

There were two ways in which participants merged several voices into one.

In the first case, multiple takes could be “comped” down into one, taking the

best from each part or just one of the takes as is. As each take constitutes

a different version of material, reuse and versioning abstraction plays a role

here, and so we discuss this further in section 9.4.2. In the second case, which

we examine in detail now, participants amalgamated multiple voices together

using summing mixing, where the end result is a mix-down of several voices

playing together while being represented as a single voice to the producer.

This amalgamation predominantly took the form of rendering several

tracks into a single track, but also included grouping multiple tracks into

a single unit using folder track tools. One rationale for applying this form

of abstraction is to apply effects processing to a group of voices, as was de-

scribed in chapter 6. Producers’ work produced many additional goals for

amalgamating voice actions as we describe now.
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For producers who perform live electronic compositions directly from a

multitrack system, it can be useful to minimise the number of tracks they are

presented with. Reducing track counts both simplifies what the performer is

dealing with, making it easier to locate material, and also gives them mean-

ingful handles on higher level constructs for manipulation. For example, if

all of the drum parts are amalgamated, they can then be muted and modified

as a whole. Our pilot participant explained that in a live context there was

no time to work with a large number of voices, and that it was necessary

to minimise the number of voices that a DJ performer was required to work

with. Paddy Free and Simon Rycroft had similar perspectives:

“Making a scene is the ability to trigger a whole bunch of multi-

tracks as one. So that is an abstraction, that is an overlayer.” —

Paddy Free

“I do [render down tracks] for live [performance] because it makes

it easier to trigger, because you don’t need to trigger eight chan-

nels. You can just trigger the drums as one track.” — Simon

Rycroft

Clinton Bradley did the same voice amalgamation for his work with Nine

Inch Nails and other groups who performed live:

“. . . it was grouped into seven separate tracks and I’d subcate-

gorise everything for a given song. I’ve also worked with bands

where the different parts are saved in folders so can be sequenced

live.” — Clinton Bradley

As we have already seen in section 5.6.4, many aspects of live performance

are also present in studio activity. Complexity is also a major issue in the

studio, and we found that large numbers of tracks are key contributor to this.

As with the live context, increasing numbers of tracks increases complexity,

and so finding specific material becomes more difficult:
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“The more complicated things are, the more tracks there are, the

more ways things can get lost.” — Andy Morton

The problem of excessive numbers of tracks can be problematic right

through to the final stages of production:

“If you went into a final mix with all these source tracks there is

no way you could do the specific things to individual tracks that

you need to. You would run out of time and energy.” — Tim

Prebble

To address this, producers attempt to group and amalgamate tracks to

achieve a form of information hiding and encapsulation:

“Managing, conforming, and updating all those tracks can be a

nightmare because you are dealing with sessions that are hun-

dreds of tracks wide, and being able to simplify it down to a

representation where you just have four blocks [is ideal].” —

Tim Prebble

In situations where participants were forced to render tracks together,

this could have the benefit of reducing the complexity of dealing with large

track counts:

“[An advantage is that] you are forced to make mix decisions

earlier on, rather than working with a huge number of tracks.”

— Simon Rycroft

‘Refactoring’ is a process from software engineering [66] in which develop-

ers revisit complex program code, editing it to clean up problems and create

new abstractions. We discovered an analogous process in music production

activity. Overwhelming track counts is such a problem for some produc-

ers that they bring in other people to refactor their projects, as we quoted

previously:
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“The trick is project management. I have a friend who has a

studio and he hires me just to manage his projects. I go out

there and he just goes ape-shit on a session. He is like ‘don’t talk

to me man, just fix it up’, and I’ll spend half a day on a project

bouncing it all down to nice tracks. He never wants more than

sixteen tracks when he gets it back. Sometimes you’ll go through

all the backing vocals and edit them all up and group like six

tracks of backing vocals together because it is one person as one

long track, and bounce that.” — Troy Kelly

Here Troy’s use of bouncing (rendering) mirrors what we saw with pro-

cessing abstraction. Abstracting away the complexity of large numbers of

tracks is so important that producers are willing to forgo the flexibility that

keeping them as independent tracks would allow.

One way in which some software systems attempt to address this is

through “folder track” mechanisms. Producers can place multiple tracks

inside a folder track, and in many cases place folder tracks inside other folder

tracks. Troy describes how beneficial this can be when using Cubase:

“One good thing about Cubase is the folder tracks because [all

the tracks] are still there but they’re not there, and then when

you pop over to the mixing desk they’ve disappeared so you’re

not scrolling through all these tracks, but they are still playing.”

— Troy Kelly

Clinton Bradley described how nested folder tracks allowed him to man-

age hundreds of voices without being presented with them all simultaneously.

Guitar tracks, vocal tracks, drum tracks and the like were all bundled into

their own folder tracks, so there were just “five or six folders that I’m deal-

ing with instead of hundreds. . . . That dirty harry track I think that was a

hundred and eighty tracks”.

Participants also rendered multiple tracks together when they wanted to

work on other things. For example, during an observation Paddy Free wanted
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to record material to an effects-laden guitar part. This guitar part was then

to be heavily edited to create new phrases. In order to hide the complexity of

the many tracks already in the piece, he rendered them all down to a stereo

pair and imported them into a fresh project. In this “cleaner” environment he

was free to concentrate on just new material with minimal distraction. Once

the new material had been carefully crafted it could be taken back into the

original project containing the full number of tracks. Also, similarly to the

perceptual consequences of the visibility of edits (as described in section 6.7),

not seeing so many tracks allowed the producer to hear the piece with without

being unduly influenced by what was on the screen. Paddy Free described

this as giving him “fresh ears”. Untainted by edits and track organisation,

he was able to rely on his natural stream perception to gain a truer picture

of the result. Rendering for this reason can have the added benefit of saving

processing power, as we discussed in chapter 6.

Jim Frazier also removed extraneous tracks when focusing on a particular

set of voices:

“Visually, I focus better when the majority of what I am seeing

is the vocal tracks, and not twelve tracks of drums, five tracks of

guitars, etc. . . . . The psychological focus is on the vocals, which

personally helps me stay extremely focused on the task at hand.”

— Jim Frazier

For the same reasons, other participants used track hiding features to

temporarily visually remove tracks from their projects:

“That is how I work: I’ll hide everything except the vocals and

then I’ll mix that to zero, then I’ll turn it off, and I’ll go through

every instrument and get them sounding how I want them. I hide

all the other tracks so I don’t get overwhelmed.” — Troy Kelly

“[I hide tracks], because it makes the session less complicated to

deal with visually. For example, if I am going back to an old
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session and I just want to work on the vocals I’ll make everything

else inactive. . . .” — Simon Rycroft

However, hiding tracks rather than grouping and amalgamating could be

less than ideal:

“[Hiding channels is] slightly clumsy in the sense of seeing and

finding things at a larger scale. You are forced to use groupings of

tracks and hide and show groups. But it would be much better if

you could actually collapse them down into blocks. If [a project]

was built up of four groups of sixteen tracks I should be able to

collapse it down so that all I see is four blocks of sound. It could

be much more hierarchical.” — Tim Prebble

The majority of participants described how they wanted to edit multiple

tracks as if they were a single entity. For example, while a producer will

sometimes need to edit a drum kit’s various parts independently (high-hat,

snare, kick etc.), it is also common for them to want to edit an amalgamated

drum groove. An instance of this occurred during an observation session with

Eric Vani. A piece contained several tracks, including five harmonising vocal

parts with effects. The producer took these five tracks and rendered them

into a single new track, and proceeded to edit it as if it was a single voice.

Acknowledging the fact that rendering can eliminate some possibilities, he

explained this as a necessary to push in one direction. Rendering multiple

voices into a single track allowed him to create an abstraction so he could

“treat them as one thing”.

Other participants gave examples of when they would want to edit a

number of voices as a single entity:

“Yeah, I’ll always group the drum mics together, so it is cutting

all of the drums, and sometimes the bass as well. So if I am

changing takes I am changing the bass with the drums.” — Troy

Kelly
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“[For example] a string quartet with four microphones [is a single

group], but it takes up four tracks. In most sessions there is some-

thing that could be treated as one [entity], and often it ends up

being bounced. With a single guitar, you have the [direct input]

and the sound of the amp, and the [sound of the reverberation in

the room], all for one guitar.” —Simon Rycroft

While mechanisms such as Apple Logic’s folder tracks allow many tracks

to be chopped up and moved as one, they do not allow the amalgamated

whole to be treated as a single waveform. Folder tracks require special treat-

ment as they cannot be directly associated with their own effect processing,

and do not allow operations such as normalisation, gain editing, reverse and

invert, searching for peaks or silence, and time and pitch modification.

Just as voice abstraction can enable editing multiple voices as one, it can

also be vital for manipulating larger arrangements. Some producers merged

voices onto shared tracks temporarily to help with arrangement decision mak-

ing. The simplicity of fewer tracks makes it easier to manipulate material,

try different arrangements, and decide in which direction to take a piece.

“I try to simplify it. Figure out a way to visualise it simply so

I can make the decision. I might sub-group it all down to just

a two channel mix. Say if I had a five minute song it probably

would be easier to take it down to two tracks and then do an edit,

splicing and moving parts around. Then when I had made the

decision that that was how I wanted to do it, I would go back to

the original and do a nice job.” — Andy Morton

In contrast, if each voice is left on its own dedicated track, quick rear-

rangement operations become difficult. In this case, moving a chorus, verse

or phrase requires selecting the correct duration of material on all tracks and

carefully splicing them into the correct location somewhere else in the piece.

The more tracks there are, the more error prone the operation becomes. This

results in an increased risk of one or more tracks being missed or fragmented.
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With the voice abstraction that rendering to a stereo pair provides, material

becomes less viscous, and producers are able to rapidly prototype and test

their ideas. This iterative and rapid testing workflow is a key component of

the creative process [126].

Producers use of many techniques to amalgamate tracks can become prob-

lematic when appropriate visualisations are not provided. If a number of

tracks are to be grouped, and the component tracks hidden, it will often be

useful for producers to be able to see a visualisation of the amalgamated au-

dio. In Wayne Laird’s work editing symphonic recordings, he would perform

edits across multiple tracks while only being shown two of the tracks:

“The window that you see here is stereo because all these channels

have been turned off visually, but only visually, because they

are still here on the desk and they still sound. But it means

graphically you are only working with two channels.” — Wayne

Laird

In Wayne’s case, depicting a simple stereo pair was sufficient due to their

similarity. In a symphonic recording scenario such as his, all of the tracks will

be structurally similar as each track is simply sourced from various micro-

phones located around the same performance venue. However, in multitrack

scenarios, where each part is isolated from each other, tracks can be struc-

turally distinct. In these situations where tracks diverge, such a solution

proves problematic. Producers need to see visualisations of audio events in

order to edit them efficiently. This is another reason that participants gained

an advantage from rendering multiple tracks into a single track, as they were

then presented with a waveform visualisation of the amalgamated parts.

While Apple Logic’s implementation of folder tracks allows multiple voices

to be manipulated as one, it presents no waveform visualisation of the amal-

gamated result. Ironically, Logic’s own manual illustrates why viewing this

detailed waveform information can be so important:

“If accuracy is what you need, you should edit the start and
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end points of Regions in the Sample Edit window, not the Audio

window. The same goes for any adjustments you make to the

Anchor, which in many cases should really be placed on the am-

plitude peaks, rather than at the start of the attack phase of the

sound.” — [6][p.284]

Clinton Bradley had managed to work around this limitation by con-

stantly working in parallel worlds, with multiple simultaneous views. By

jumping between a number of Apple Logic’s ‘screen sets’ (each consisting of

a particular configuration of window views) he was able to view a display

of high level folder tracks, the track contents of the currently selected track

folder, and the audio-waveform editor for the currently selected audio region:

“I don’t ever need a composite because I am always looking at

another window that has the contents of that folder. That is

the beauty of screen-sets, you can have the entire arrange on

one screen and the contents of each folder on the [other screen].

I will ideally use two 24-inch [screens] at least. . . . When I see

waveforms is when I zoom into the individual tracks themselves.

It is critical to have good waveform display.” — Clinton Bradley

However this workaround forces the producer to be exposed to the entire

contents of the voice abstraction whenever they want to see a visualisation

of what is going on, or perform detailed editing. This could cause problems

when producers become confused by of all of the sub-tracks in track folders:

“[Folder tracks] can bite you in the ass sometimes too because

you think ‘where is that coming from?’ You’ve muted everything

and they are still coming, and you are like ‘arrrg’. Because you

can’t see it, you forget you put them in a folder track.” — Troy

Kelly

Simon Rycroft liked the idea of built in support for voice abstraction, but

emphasised how important it was for him to have a detailed visualisation of

the amalgamated waveform:
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“If you have say eight tracks of drums and you can shrink the

group down to one track, it would be OK to edit it if you could

see the the resultant waveform of that group of tracks. I think it is

important [to be able to see the waveform] if you want to be able

to edit the tracks while they are combined. Because otherwise you

couldn’t see where the transients are happening so you wouldn’t

be able to make informed editing decisions.” — Simon Rycroft

Evaluation questions

• Does the system provide voice abstraction facilities to reduce voice

counts and the resulting overwhelming complexity?

• Does the system allow producers to view, edit and arrange multiple

voices as if they are a cohesive whole?

7.5 Separating grouped material

While we have now seen the importance in producers’ activities of abstraction

though the amalgamation of voices, producers can also need to delve into

the sub-voices for editing. Systems that only offer rendering as a means of

approximating voice abstraction can be extremely limiting in this regard due

to the lack of provisionality. The technique of aggregating through rendering

cannot be easily reversed. When relying on rendering, producers need to be

always mindful of the commitments they are making through the rendering

operation, and weigh up the benefits of the abstraction with the consequence

of reducing their options for using or editing sub-voices at a later in the

production process.

Christiaan Ercolano described how this could be a problem on the MPC

when creating tracks built from layers of voices. For his work, it was prob-

lematic if he could not separate out each individual layer:
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“Again you are down to tracks, and you hope that your elements

are on [individual] tracks so [that for] any given sequence of any

part you are just muting or soloing.” — Christiaan Ercolano

In this case, the producer referred to this voice abstraction as a “stack”,

and an important part of his compositional process was breaking this stack

down to into its individual layers:

“What I tend to do is stack tracks up in a sequence, and then

copy that out and work out what are the elements that work

together. My arrangement is just a reduction of that huge stack

. . . I can just pile on top and experiment with different mixtures

and then I know ‘oh that mixture is going to be this, and that

mixture is going to be that’.” — Christiaan Ercolano

These different mixtures can themselves be captured in temporal abstrac-

tions as described in chapter 8.

Emile De La Rey was forced to work around his dependance on render-

ing to approximate voice abstraction by keeping un-amalgamated backups

in separate project files. In order to change something in a rendered ar-

rangement, he would make the change in the non-rendered project, render

it again, and trick his software into accepting the newly rendered audio in

place of the previous audio. This is an awkward but necessary process given

the limitations of typical multitrack production software.

For the electronic group Pitch Black, accessing individual voices in grouped

material is very important. They achieve this in a live environment by send-

ing the different voices contained inside a pattern (see phrase abstraction in

chapter 8) to different channels. Each of the channels are then manipulated

independently on the mixing desk:

“We have patterns: some might be intros, full-on bits, and then

a breakdown; but even in the most full-on pattern, Mike can still

turn that into a breakdown by muting things on the desk.” —

Paddy Free
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In the studio environment, Paddy also aggressively applied rendering for

voice abstraction, and like Emile, would have to move back to previously

saved mixes to get access to non-amalgamated voices:

“You can deconstruct from within those [full] mixes completely.

You can open out the full project down to its component wave

forms again.” — Paddy Free

Producers’ dependence on project snapshots to store non-amalgamated

voices requires meticulous project management. Due to the lack of direct

software support for this form of abstraction, successful producers have had

to learn the hard way to develop careful processes and judgement to work

around this limitation.

7.6 Grouped voices and context

In systems that natively support some form of track amalgamation abstrac-

tion, participants had difficulty with actions that required them to see the

components of the amalgamation in context. When looking at events inside

one of these voice abstractions, participants needed to see how they were tem-

porally related to events outside of the abstraction. This was best captured

by Paddy Free who described how this was an issue in Apple Logic:

“That is when you get into putting things in folders and locking

things down, which is good, but then if you want to get in and

change something within the folder that is a can of worms to get

your head around. Because once you jump inside a folder you

lose the greater time line. You are only seeing the contents. . . . I

can’t see it in relation to what came before or after.” — Paddy

Free

This is a great example of how attempting to provide a means of abstrac-

tion can fail if it does not take into account how it will affect the activity in

which it will be used.
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Paddy described how his requirements could be better served if it was

possible to unfold the abstraction in-situ, to allow inline editing of the ab-

straction with it displayed in its context of use, and thereby improving visi-

bility:

“If I want to get in and move something around I don’t have the

visual paradigm of lining [events] up unless I explode the folder.”

— Paddy Free

In this case, exploding and refolding of track folders would require the

constant manual recreation of track folders after the action was complete.

Simon Rycroft echoed that this would be problematic for him:

“That would be an issue because I need to line things up. [Not

being able to see them lined up together] is terrible because it

means you can’t treat it in relation to everything else. How would

you visually match up an element which is outside of the group?

[It] would be a pain [to have to move things in and out]” — Simon

Rycroft

For Simon, there was a more general difficulty here with needing to see

any one track in relation to another for lining events up:

“I end up moving [tracks] together which disorganise my session

which is a problem. It is actually a real pain in the ass, and my

screen is too small: two fifteen inch screens. I often find [you

have a part] and you want to adjust it to the kick drum, and

they might not be visible together in the edit window. So you

end up having to move them together and your session gets all

shuffled together. What could be better is if you could select the

tracks you could deal with and everything else just disappears

like [Exposé] on the Mac. As opposed to selecting things to hide,

if you could select things to work on, I think that would be a

better way of thinking.” — Simon Rycroft
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Evaluation question

• Does the system provide access to individual voices inside voice ab-

stractions where multiple voices are amalgamated, and allow them to

be compared with other voices from outside of the abstraction?

7.7 Summary

There were many occasions where producers’ activities were at odds with

the provided means of creating abstractions of voice parts. The track ab-

straction provided by the multitrack-mixing metaphor made it difficult to

organise transient events, forcing participants to find a full length track on

which to locate them despite their short duration. Large numbers of tracks

resulted in a need for very frequent scrolling and zooming that some partic-

ipants found frustrating. Many systems do not provide adequate means to

abstract several voices into one without losing information through render-

ing, while systems that did could cause various tensions in producers’ work.

Some participants needed to quickly see sub-voices in context with other

voices, and found that material in track folders could not be easily viewed

in relation to external material. These findings reveal the various demands

which producers’ activities place on provided voice abstraction mechanisms,

how use of these mechanisms affect their work, and where they are at odds.
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Chapter 8

Temporal Abstraction

8.1 Introduction

Music is inherently temporal in nature, as it is expressed and experienced

over time. There are several ways in which both composers and listeners

experience musical abstractions over temporal periods. For composers, the

representation of audio through time on the horizontal axis can be seen as a

form of abstraction. Both composers and listeners experience two other types

of temporal abstraction through grouping structure, and metrical structure.

These two basic components of musical intuition are described in the Gener-

ative Theory of Tonal Music (GTTM) [95] introduced in section 3.2.1.

8.2 Hierarchical temporal grouping

One of the most important characteristics of temporal grouping structure

is its hierarchical nature. As described by the GTTM, musically literate

listeners perceive motif blocks as contained within phrases, and phrase blocks

within sections. Sequencers such as Ableton Live provide features allowing

the user to quickly create higher-level temporal blocks out of lower level

blocks:

179
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“The Consolidate command replaces the material in the Arrange-

ment View selection with one new clip per track. This is very

useful for creating structure.” — Ableton Live Manual [3, p.81]
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Figure 8.1: In Ableton Live [3, p.81] and other DAWs, blocks of audio can

be temporally aggregated to form a higher-level abstraction.

Figure 8.1 shows how three blocks of audio can be consolidated into a

single larger block. Troy Kelly explained how he used a similar feature in

Cubase:

“‘Events to part’ in cubase boxes [the events] and then you can

bounce them to a selection. Once again it is just locked down.

[It gives me] peace of mind and when I archive it, it is done.” —

Troy Kelly

These blocking mechanisms allowed participants to arrange and manip-

ulate their compositions at a higher level of temporal abstraction. Andy

Morton described how Atari Notator allowed arrangement to be described

with high-level temporal abstractions:

“I like it because [the arrangement] is loop and pattern based.

You can layer the loops and the patterns, and it is just easy to

copy things and layer it out like an equation, not like a linear
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timeline based thing. It is more like one thing you can look at

and see that’s a song and there’s the structure.” — Andy Morton

Here Andy has also articulated another advantage of arranging at a higher

level of abstraction: it can lead to terse (non-diffuse) and rapidly understand-

able arrangement descriptions. This is similar to how instrumental bands

write down the sectional arrangement for reference during performance.

Troy Kelly used these higher level groupings to trigger sections in Reason’s

Redrum:

“They are like verses and choruses, all in Redrum. Everything is

in Redrum. It is just there like ’A1’ and I’ve just got it on key

command — all the different patterns — so I can just go ‘verse’

and hit 1, ‘chorus’ and hit 2, and it is real easy.” — Troy Kelly

Paddy Free used these higher level blocks for arranging in the non-linear

system of Ableton Live:

“We have patterns. Some might be intros, full-on bits, and then

a breakdown.” — Paddy Free

Figures 8.2 and 8.3 show Paddy Free and Jeramiah Ross’s MIDI key-

board modifications where controllers are annotated with the names of the

higher-level temporal abstractions which are triggered when the correspond-

ing control is pressed.

As with process and voice abstraction, an important reason for repre-

senting higher levels of temporal grouping abstraction is to enable informa-

tion hiding for reducing complexity. Christiaan Ercolano explained how the

MPC’s lack of support for hierarchical temporal grouping forces a rendering

approach, where lower level block groupings are lost:

“I tend to build it as a flat arrangement of [various repeated

sequences], and you are trying to do it as efficiently as possible.
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Figure 8.2: One of Paddy Free’s many MIDI keyboard overlays. Paddy Free

had an individual cardboard overlay for each song to be performed live. The

annotations label various temporal structures that can be trigged by hitting

the adjacent controller.

Figure 8.3: Jeramiah Ross’s keyboard featuring an annotated white sticker

for labelling various temporal structures. these are numbered so only the one

labelling scheme is required, although it is less descriptive than Paddy Free’s

custom keyboard overlays as shown in figure 8.2.
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You are always trying to use an economy of sequences. You just

don’t want to just keep making more and more of these messy

things that go here and here. You can’t see them as a group.”

(Emphasis added) — Christiaan Ercolano

However, in many cases, such as with Ableton Live, this temporal ag-

gregation is a one way process, and inner structure is lost. Simon Rycroft

explained how the destructive process of block consolidation in Pro Tools

removed his ability to later review the substructure and edits underlying a

block of material:

“It is called ‘consolidate’ and it is destructive. I often create a

new playlist called consolidated. It would be handy [to be able

to do a virtual consolidate] because you could go back and fix

your edits later on. That would be good. The reason that you

consolidate things is so you can drag them around and edit them

as one instead of having to shift select them. Pro Tools will tell

you you can’t [select a number of blocks and edit them as one]

because it has got a fade on it. You can’t do certain edits [without

consolidating]. If you could do a virtual consolidate it might let

you do form changes or major edits on that piece of audio.” —

Simon Rycroft

Andy Morton also explained how the ability to both aggregate and de-

aggregate was desirable, and gave an example from the old Atari Notator

sequencer which he still uses:

“I like that within one bigger pattern you can have multiple pat-

terns within that.” — Andy Morton

Wayne Laid described another old sequencer that also explicitly enabled

the representation of the hierarchical nature of temporal grouping:
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“The sequencer called Dr T’s was a great one. It only gave you a

data display, it didn’t give you notes or anything, but you could

nest sequences. . . . Later programs never include all the neat

things from the earlier ones.” — Wayne Laird

Despite tools to aggregate temporal blocks, many sequencing systems

do not provide explicit support for representing the hierarchical nature of

temporal grouping. Christiaan, well versed in producing tracks on the MPC

hardware sequencer, described how he creates higher level blocks out of lower

level block elements:

“Once you are in song mode you can make little groups of se-

quences and then bounce them out as a sequence. So you can go

‘cymbal hit, clean twice, dropped out one, clean twice, fill’, and

that’s your first verse. . . . You bounce that sequence and you call

it ‘Verse One’.” — Christiaan Ercolano

As the MPC does not support hierarchical sequence objects, this producer

was forced to use the MIDI equivalent of rendering, thus losing the inner block

structure of the verse in the bounce operation.

As well as providing a voice abstraction mechanism, Apple Logic’s Folder

Tracks also provide for multi-leveled hierarchical temporal abstraction with

some of the properties we have described. Clinton Bradley explained how

these were central for the compositional activity:

“Folders are critical for song-writing and manipulation of a lot of

data. . . . I might chop the five master folders into [sections] and

I might put all five into another folder and chop that up.” —

Clinton Bradley

Another example was revealed in observation sessions. Paddy Free cre-

ated ABAC structures in Logic from audio material, spliced them into one

clip, and then repeated this higher level block at various points in the compo-

sition. However, here, Logic did not provide adequate support for retaining
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the multiple structural levels at which temporal grouping is organised. While

Logic’s ‘folders’ feature can represent a hierarchy of temporal abstractions,

its other limitations meant it was not suited to Paddy’s abstraction require-

ments.

While we have described the motivation for aggregating blocks into higher-

level blocks, we also need to emphasise the importance of being able to access

lower levels of this abstraction hierarchy. Illustrating the extremes of this,

Paddy Free demonstrated how using Ableton Live he could cue major song

structures from a single press of a button, while at the same time on another

keyboard he was “completely live, just playing it as an instrument.” At an

intermediate level he also had control over cueing intermediate level blocks:

“We’ve got it to the point where it is the equivalent of being in

a band saying ‘take it to the bridge’. Plus I’ve allowed enough

things so I can rock whatever. Or I can utilise the power of having

freeze dried little snippets as well as the big chunks of arrange-

ment. Once all the major teching is done it’s down to putting

your hand up in the air and going slam and bring down every-

thing, and that is instantaneous. . . . There is more spontaneity.”

— Paddy Free

At the upper end of hierarchical temporal abstraction, producers need

handles on the abstraction at the song/piece level. In a studio environment

this was adequately handled by saving each song to a separate project on

disk. It was in the live context of participants’ activity where this did not

work so well. As a performance set is usually made from a series of individual

songs, producers need to be able to instantly switch from one song to the

next. The MPC, like many sequencing systems, can only have one song

loaded at once, and has an enforced downtime during loading where nothing

can be played. Rhombus, who use the MPC live on stage, had to work around

this by capturing audio to sustained outboard effects, and use the time this

provided to load the next song. Of course it was far from ideal that this was

required:
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“Another thing that would be great is that if you could load while

it was playing.” — Simon Rycroft

Paddy Free went to great lengths to enable him to move seamlessly be-

tween the many songs in a live set list, by carefully bringing all of the material

into a single Ableton Live song file. However this was a time consuming pro-

cess:

“That has taken all that design time and all that construction to

do that, but ultimately at the end of the day I step up sequentially

through 12 patches to play 12 songs. I can put the next strip on

and everything is labelled.” — Paddy Free

More than simply being time consuming, this could also prove to be a

complex and frustrating process:

“In [Ableton] Live, making up the megalosal live [performance]

gigs, the two show loads for the two computers is an absolute

head-fuck. Absolutely. Now in Live 5 you can drag clips back

and forth which helps]. [With the] paradigm in Live the easiest

thing to do is to have everything in one song. And realising that,

if you’ve got complex songs . . . [like] for us, we want to have eight

outputs which means we need to have eight tracks at least per

song.” — Paddy Free

Evaluation questions

• Can material be represented in a hierarchy of temporal blocks up to

the set level, allowing information hiding when desired?

• Can the producer work with multiple levels of the temporal hierarchy

simultaneously?
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Figure 8.4: A visual compilation of Paddy Free’s “megalosal” live set, which

we stitched together from eighty individual screenshots. In Live, a row of

material on the grid is a ‘scene’ of material, all tracks of which can be trig-

gered by clicking on the scene’s name (such as ‘bass out’, ‘BREAKS’, and

‘duboutro’ from Paddy’s set). Each track is represented by a column in the

grid. In this case, Paddy was forced to organise the nine individual songs

diagonally to give each its own independent track (vertical) and scene (hor-

izontal) structure. The insert shows one song — the zoom level at which

Paddy worked. Ableton Live does not provide a zoomed out context view

such as we have provided here, nor native facilities for managing and loading

multiple songs in a set list.
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8.2.1 Ambiguous temporal structure

As in the case of voice abstraction, there can be ambiguity in how listen-

ers will perceive temporal abstractions. This is explicitly addressed in the

GTTM by the use of weighted preference rules [95]. A musical passage may

have multiple contradictory (but still valid) interpretations as to how the

musical events could be grouped, or various interpretations of time-signature

and tempo. Figure 8.5 shows how a section of Mozart’s Sonata in A K. 331

has two possible groupings.

Figure 8.5: A passage from Mozart’s Sonata in A K. 331 with two possible

temporal groupings, as described in a General Theory of Tonal Music [95,

p.63]

At the extreme, sequencing systems can even represent temporal abstrac-

tions that do not match any reasonable perception of structure. This can

occur when the grouping structure reflects how a piece was spliced together,

rather than the listener or composer’s perception of grouping. Paddy ex-

plained how compositional devices can be used to make an intended structure

obvious to the listener:

“You need markers . . . . There is some sample on a sixteen bar

cycle coming in to just hold the hand of the listener through the

thing.” — Paddy Free

This structural element of a composition may or may not be represented

in the sequencer software.
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In practice, as revealed in observations, producers constantly break and

merge blocks together in order to serve their current objectives.

The GTTM described two of these complications in hierarchical descrip-

tions of music, where material may be in more than one group at a given

level. This occurs in cases of overlap and elision. Overlapping groupings

occur when two neighbouring blocks share events. This would commonly

manifest where the final material in one phrase also serves as the material

for the beginning of the next. For example, the last note of an arpeggatied

run of notes could be held, acting as the first note in a series of long tones.

When events from the beginning of a block interrupt the end of the pre-

vious block we call this elision. In this case, each event belongs to a single

block, but the blocks coincide for a time.

“I would join the two folder tracks together. I do what I needed

to do, and then if I needed to resplit them I would manually split

it again.” — Clinton Bradley

Evaluation question

• Can multiple contradictory temporal abstractions be represented?

8.3 Linearisation

We define “linearisation” as the actions of creating a linear arrangement

from the multitude of possibilities afforded by the composition material. At

the heart of this component of production activity is one of the most pro-

nounced differences between many DAWs: their choice of linear or non-linear

temporal models, and the consequent abstraction mechanisms that they pro-

vide. DAWs implementing the multitrack recording metaphor utilise a linear

model. Moving between the two models could be problematic for partici-

pants:
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“That is a disadvantage of the MPC. I would really like to be

able to get out of [linear] song mode and go back into [non-linear]

sequence mode [and get back into song mode again]. That would

be awesome. That is one of the things I would love to see on the

MPC”. — Simon Rycroft

In our field studies, this dichotomy revealed each model had its own

benefits and liabilities, which we now describe.

8.3.1 Forming arrangements

One of the most obvious needs served by systems using linear models is

providing the ability to form finalised arrangements. Paddy Free explained

linear systems as enabling the creation of structure, rather than keeping

material in a state of flux. Linear models help ensure that all work is leading

towards a single concrete arrangement. One advantage of this is that this

structure becomes directly visible. For this reason, Troy favoured the linear

model for his arrangement work:

“. . . If you want to visually see the verses and the choruses and

stuff like that [you need a linear view]. I’m not really thinking

about creating it [in the non-linear view] because I find that a bit

time consuming, whereas when it is [linear] you can create the

song how you want it.” — Troy Kelly

While Paddy Free was a strong proponent of the non-linear approach,

he also used systems with a linear timeline model, due to its strength in

representing a final structured arrangement:

“Music by definition is structure: time, air-pressure waves, ar-

rangement, whatever. Music exists in time and so if I can at

least rewind the tape, go back, because you are always striving

for some form of structure. Structure is the goal. . . . Ideas start
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out in the [non-linear] view, and then get hammered out into

rough arrangements in Ableton Live’s [linear] view”. — Paddy

Free

Like Paddy Free, Simon Rycroft from Rhombus also used a non-linear

approach much of the time, but favoured the linear model imbedded in Pro

Tools for the arrangement process, as it enabled him to lay out the structure

of a piece. Without tools to enable a linear description, producers tended

towards loop based approaches, with structure depending more on varying

the layering of repeating parts, rather than varying the parts themselves:

“After the fact you’re just turning tracks on and off to arrange

. . . which is not the most beautiful way to write a song because

you always throw things in as loops. . . . You’re not doing a linear

path of what a song should be. . . . That arranging side of it was

always hard. It was always way too miserable to think about.

It is so much simpler in [Apple] Logic in a linear format.” —

Christiaan Ercolano

Like many participants, Emile also used a layering approach to composi-

tion, even though he almost exclusively used a linear DAW:

“Usually because for me structure involves adding or taking away

parts or clips.” — Emile De La Rey

However, much of his time was spent creating one-off variations in re-

peated parts in the linear timeline which demonstrated the strength of the

linear model, even when working with a layering compositional aesthetic.

Evaluation question

• Can the producer build and view a piece’s entire linear structure?
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8.3.2 Material in arrangement context

Apart from enabling producers to create and visualise a structured arrange-

ment, systems using the linear model can also make it easier to create and

manage transient variations. During a piece, many small variations in parts

were often created, either to add variety, or to ensure events in one voice are

well matched to those in other voices.

Without a linear representation it can be difficult to create these varia-

tions. Producer Christiaan Ercolano described how in a non-linear environ-

ment each of these variations would create an explosion in the number of

temporal blocks:

“So your simple two bar turnaround has turned into one [block]

with a cymbal at the front, one clean, one with a drop out for

the special word [in the lyrics], and then another one with the

fill. So what started off on day one as four [repetitions of] two

bars is now four different sequences. . . . Suddenly bars have to be

thought of as a part, and that is a much slower [process]. . . . That

kind of one-off stuff we do in Pro Tools.” — Christiaan Ercolano

This is because in the linear model found in Pro Tools, all of these blocks

are concrete representations in a specific temporal context and can be easily

varied on an individual basis to match coinciding content.

Paddy Free explained that linear descriptions used in the studio allowed

for more precise control, as opposed to the spontaneity required in a live envi-

ronment, and Troy felt that using the linear model was less time-consuming.

Clinton Bradley also spoke about the importance of being able to vary ma-

terial depending on its location in the development of a piece, and how this

could be more difficult for those using non-linear triggered systems:

“The triggered guys run into problems all the time. . . . As far

as I’m concerned all songs need to evolve so I definitely make

variations as the song goes on. It should begin simply and end
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more dramatically. I do that all the time, repeating elements

doesn’t mean they have to be the same every time, the filters

might open up more . . . it gets more intense.” — Clinton Bradley

One vital aspect of arrangement was ensuring that compositional deci-

sions reflect the full context in which material is performed. The principle

example of this was that arrangement timing decisions need to take into

account the context of what has come before. Paddy Free and Troy both de-

scribed how making the correct decision required them to listen to the piece

from the beginning so as to hear where the material might be used in its full

context. In Troy’s words:

“It is about not just putting something in there and saying ‘yeah

that is it’. It is about listening to it and [deciding] what happens

next.” — Troy Kelly

Additionally, producers could be very concerned with how material tran-

sitions from one block to another. For example, Paddy Free discussed how he

would spend “. . . an hour getting one dub sound to go from verse to chorus

just right”. In other words, the immediate context of any block determined

the important details of how neighbouring material should be performed in

order to facilitate desired transition effects and sense of flow. Both Troy and

Clinton Bradley spoke about this at length:

“It makes me think about when you read music you’ll have a re-

peat, but it will have a D.S. al Coda or a B ending that is the end-

ing for the second time. I’d probably just record the arrangement

[into a linear sequencer] and do something with automation.” —

Troy Kelly

“Obviously if you are going to go to a different [section] you are

going to play the previous part differently [than] if you are loop-

ing. — Clinton Bradley
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Clinton also described how instrumentalists will anticipate the chorus in

various ways, also emphasising the importance of individual transition points

between sections. Simon Rycroft also had relevant comments:

“[When arranging with a linear sequencer] you will have to go

to each individual track so that the transition is occurring where

there is no audio, or an appropriate place for a cross fade [and

you will drag out] the anacrusis for any given instrument. Ideally

you’d have to drag out the automation.” — Simon Rycroft

Simon then discussed how it could be problematic to achieve the same

results in a non-linear sequencing system:

“With [non-linear] pattern based arrangement you wouldn’t be

able to effectively build the end of a verse into any particular

transition point. You might have a certain fill that is perfect for

the chorus, but if it was running into a bridge you might not need

the fill in that case, or there might be a different fill. . . . [When]

changing the form you would need to have clear start and end

points that line up on the beat, so if you have an anacrusis that

could make things difficult. Or if you had sustained effects coming

into the chorus, that could cause problems. ” — Simon Rycroft

Finally, as a follow-on consequence, changes in any one part of a compo-

sition also change the context of other material, and can create significant

side-effects. As a result, arrangement changes may be needed to correct the

balance of the composition, further emphasising the importance of arrange-

ment flexibility as discussed in the proceeding section.

These examples illustrate the importance of context on compositional

decisions which are in many ways better served by a linear approach, rather

than systems using a context-free non-linear model.
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Evaluation questions

• Is it possible to specify variations in repeated material to ensure diver-

sity and to ensure coinciding parts mesh?

• Can neighbouring and global context of repeated material determine

the details of how it is performed?

8.3.3 Flexibility

The most pronounced ability of non-linear DAW systems is enabling sponta-

neous rapid rearrangement. This flexibility of action approaches the experi-

ence of working with musicians in a band situation, where specific arrange-

ment decisions have a high degree of provisionality. As already quoted,

Paddy Free expressed it in exactly this way, that “it is the equivalent of

being in a band saying ‘take it to the bridge’”.

This idea of matching the flexibility of a band is a crucial one. In a

band environment each musician naturally develops an understanding of the

temporal grouping abstractions in the piece and being able to compose, re-

hearse, and perform at this higher level can make things much easier. We

can contrast this flexibility to the poor experience of attempting to arrange

with low-level blocks in a linear DAW:

“Say if I have a big Apple Logic song, if I want to say ‘take it to

the bridge’ I’d have to cut the bridge out separately, find it, drag

it, cut and paste it around my timeline. Whereas with Live I just

[cue] the scenes. Or when I get to a point I go ‘capture scene’

and now I can jump to that state at any time.” — Paddy Free

“It gets messy when you are doing lots of changing around with

big arrangements with lots of things [going on]. You do a lot of

cut and paste, and then ‘naa, I changed my mind’, cut and paste

again, and then ‘naa, changed my mind’. . . . In a linear timeline

situation [like this] it is hard to move big chunks around. Quite
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often you have nowhere to put them. It is hard with Pro Tools

if you are tracking on a vocal, you just keep bringing up another

track but they’re all on the same track but you have different

play lists. So if you are dealing with a whole band you have eight

tracks of drums, and you have a bass, guitar, and then you’ve got

a playlist and you start getting more things that can go wrong. . . .

But it probably stops me experimenting too much because it is

just a bit of a headache.” — Andy Morton

“Pro Tools doesn’t have much capacity for real-time rearrange-

ment of loop snippets of audio the way that Live does.” — Simon

Rycroft

Systems providing this level of flexibility of arrangement have a strength

in facilitating the producer’s creativity. By being able to arrange in real-

time, producers can try out new ideas very rapidly and create results they

would have otherwise likely overlooked:

“Live lets you Jam an arrangement. You can’t really jam an

arrangement in Logic and have it recordable and fully editable. . . .

Once you’ve got all your elements immediately triggerable new

arrangements reveal themselves.” — Paddy Free

“In [Ableton] Live I try to jam my arrangement and try some

different arrangements.” — Troy Kelly

“[Real-time arrangement] means you can work with live musi-

cians, and jam on a track and decide communally when you will

go to the chorus, it gives you instant manipulation of form. It

means you can be creative and get a good feel for the track.” —

Simon Rycroft

The other benefit of this flexibility of arrangement is that it works well

with the state of flux in which electronic music often needs to remain. As
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described in the discussion of process abstraction (section 6.5) Simon Rycroft,

Module, and Paddy Free all spoke about how effected material could radically

inform the possible arrangements of a piece. This state of flux can remain

late into the creation process:

“With Pitch Black, everything is in a state of flux right up to the

end. . . . If Mike makes a big build [up], that will change the feel

of a section, so the whole piece will have to be rearranged.” —

Paddy Free

“We’ll often go back. We don’t often say ‘well that is done, lets

move on’. Nothing is ever set in stone.” — Simon Rycroft

The form of arrangement flexibility provided by high level temporal group-

ing and a non-linear model is very useful when performing in a live context.

All but one of the participants used systems with these capabilities when

playing live. One participant was so dissatisfied with the dominance of linear

sequencers that he had developed his own music programming environment

for live performance:

“It is quite difficult to make live performances with electronic

music because it lends itself towards more post-production.” —

Alex McLean

It is important to remember that live performance often comes towards

the end of the production process, and so rearrangement possibilities are

almost always important at this very late stage.

This also facilitates interaction without graphical display (e.g. for stage

performance) where arrangement blocks are assigned to various hardware

triggers and activated through gesture. Section 6.7 described some of the

listening biases that can be introduced when producers rely on visual de-

scriptions of the material they are working on. Manipulating arrangement

without graphical feedback in this live context, regardless if in the studio or

on the stage, can help the producer experience the composition as a listener:
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“I always found once we got off the computer onto the MIDI

sequencer, taking away the visual domination of the thing always

lead to new ways of relating to the music because you are only

hearing it.” — Paddy Free

“Rather than looking at it visually you can feel it musically. It is

better from the outset, creatively it is better for sure. . . . If Pro

Tools had it, yes I would use it, although I can’t see how it could

work in Pro Tools.” — Simon Rycroft

Clinton Bradley also felt he would use an eyes-free arrangement perfor-

mance mode if it was available in Apple Logic, his DAW of choice.

Evaluation question

• Can arrangement decisions be radically changed throughout the entire

production process, including in a live eyes-free improvisational con-

text?

8.3.4 Lead-ins

Material temporally grouped into blocks needs to be placed onto the met-

rical grid. In cases where material has a lead-in, either an anacrusis or a

small quantity of lead-in sound, the point at which this block “begins” is an

arbitrary distance before the metrical pulse with which it should be aligned.

This was a problem for Christiaan when working on the MPC. If a sample

began before beat one of the bar he would have to chop the sample into two

blocks, one of which would be placed at the end of the previous bar. As

Christiaan pointed out, with linear sequencers the producer can just pull the

sample slightly into the previous bar:

“[With non-linear sequencers like the MPC] everything has to

start on a one. . . . In Pro Tools you can willy nilly just go a
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cross-fade things over and start them a little bit before the one.”

— Christiaan Ercolano

Some linear sequencers like Logic provide a “Region Anchor” that allows

temporal blocks to be placed in reference to this internal reference point,

rather than by the point at which they begin. Non-linear sequencers tradi-

tionally do not provide a good solution to this as described by several of the

participants:

“[In Ableton Live] you just have to take a 2 bar phrase.” — Troy

Kelly

“That is a real pain. . . . All these clips are triggered on beat

one, but you have a particular sound that is triggered slightly

before beat one. It makes it difficult to manipulate the clip in

real-time in a live environment. . . . I’ve often thought about [this]

in Ableton [Live], the sound might be half a beat or quarter of

a beat before being on the one, but you still need to decide to

trigger that thing four bars earlier.” — Simon Rycroft

“Humans don’t play exactly to the downbeat, so when you chop

up [material you will lose the upbeats]. So what I do is take a

little bit before, maybe a quarter note before because you can

then always drag the contents of that a bit earlier. . . . That is

more of an issue for triggerer guys. Triggerer guys are always

dealing on the one, you definitely do have to take into account

anticipation. It is really a live music issue. The second you add

a vocal you have a real musician who is not going to be on the

one. If you are just chopping things into very hard sections that

can be an issue.” — Clinton Bradley

Evaluation question

• Is placement of material against a metrical abstraction mediated by a

system to take lead-ins into account?
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8.4 Rhythmic structure

The second component of temporal abstraction introduced at the beginning

of this chapter is based on metrical structure. To recap, with metrical struc-

ture perception “the events of the piece are related to a regular alternation

of strong and weak beats at a number of hierarchical levels.” [95].

8.4.1 Tempo and Time Signatures

Tempo determines the number of pulses over time, expressed as beats per

minute (BPM). Participants varied tempo between songs. Regarding chang-

ing the metrical structure of a song, Andy Morton said:

“It is a little bit tricky going from time signatures or tempos. But

I don’t do that very often.” — Andy Morton

Andy’s underlying reasons for not varying tempo and time signatures are

difficult to unpack, but they may in part be due to the socio-technical history

of the hip-hop style in which he works:

“Quite apart from the sound capabilities of drum machines such

as the TR-808, the characteristics of the instrument’s operating

system also appears to have had a direct influence on the mu-

sical style of rap during this period. Tom Silverman of Tommy

Boy Records has stated that ‘the 808 forced you to program in

a hiphop style . . . . You couldn’t program in real-time . . . you

had to drop the beats into a certain framework. Everything

sounded ultra-mechanical. That’s partly how the hiphop sound

originated”’. — Théberge [133, p.198]

In any case, other producers did find a need to manipulate metrical struc-

ture as described shortly below.

Time signatures determine the pattern of strong and weak beats. As with

most popular music, participants predominantly used the common 4/4 time
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signature, a repeating pattern of four foot-taps with stronger beats falling

on the first and third. However, participants also used various other time

signatures during observation.

In the most basic case, producers sometimes work without explicit sup-

port for metrical abstraction. This occurred during observations when pro-

ducers recorded audio without synchronising it with a metronome. In these

cases, the principle difficulty is that editing and moving material without a

metrical grid is a very laborious process:

“It is harder because you are working with exact audio. There

is more work involved in cutting it and moving it to the right

point.” — Emile De La Rey

“You can’t move shit around if you don’t use a click track.” —

Troy Kelly

Simon Rycroft sometimes found that Pro Tools would play material out

of time as it did not lock it to the metrical structure:

“When you are in grid mode the timing is not accurate. If you

copy and paste an eight bar loop through an entire song, by the

end it will be slightly out of time, whereas the MPC is constantly

quantising everything correctly.” — Simon Rycroft

In observations with Eric Vani and Jeramiah Ross, both edited material

to fit when it had been captured without being locked to a metrical grid.

Most systems provide at least a basic level of temporal abstraction where

tempo and time signature information can be entered to create the metrical

grid for the piece. If material is captured against this grid it can then be

moved and edited according to the abstraction that this grid provides —

in terms of bars, beats, and sub-beats; rather than raw units of seconds.

Unfortunately this relatively low level of abstraction in of itself does not allow

producers the flexibility to easily change metrical decisions after material has

been captured.
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“Like most sequencers you have to decide on the tempo first.” —

Andy Morton

“When we are doing production work we don’t use the MPC

because massive changes are very difficult. Tempo changes and

things like that, woah big time pain in the ass.” — Christiaan

Ercolano

“The hardest thing to do would be to change the tempo. Espe-

cially if you are using heaps of audio.” — Emile De La Rey

“. . . you’d have to say what is the tempo going to be to start with,

and after that certain things are undoable.” — Paddy Free

Another problem can occur when producers are not able to vary metri-

cal structure over the course of a piece. Ableton Live only provides block

triggering on a single metrical grid, with a static tempo and time signature.

This forces producers to come up with workarounds that are less than ideal:

“Dave Hill from Ableton is a drummer, so he solves [Ableton]

Live’s inability to switch meters by setting quantization to quar-

ter notes, which lets him trigger sophisticated rhythmic changes

live. (I’m practising so I can get to that point instead of using

the bar.)”’ — Kirn [87]

Recent advances in practical real-time DSP have allowed the tempo of

recorded material to be changed independently of pitch. This allows produc-

ers to make changes while working with the abstraction of tempo and have

the concrete audio change appropriately:

“[Ableton] Live has come closest in that pitch and time are mal-

leable instantly with no preparation . . . so that has blown the

doors off two huge paradigms. . . . That is why I’m so buzzed

about it, from knowing the effort required to do that. . . . In Live
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you can make as fundamental decisions as tempo right at the very

end so that is pretty wicked: allowing you the leeway of time to

make major decisions.” — Paddy Free

But with these advances, music software still has progress to make in

providing flexibility of metrical control. For example, in a band situation the

musicians adapt to tempo fluctuations and in fact make them part of the

musical expression of performance:

“To pick up and slow down tempo as a band would [be great]. . . .

To be able to tie that in more spontaneously, be it the band shifts

up 2 BPM as it goes into the chorus subconsciously, or whatever.

. . . For music software or technology to be able to track that from

me more accurately would be cool.” — Paddy Free

Evaluation questions

• When material is captured without correct metrical abstraction infor-

mation, can it be added after the fact?

• Do the metrical abstractions provide facilities to change tempo and

time-signatures at any time?

8.4.2 Rhythmic effects

By allowing producers to manipulate metrical abstractions, they are able to

create important metrical effects.

Andy Morton spoke about how he would use asynchronous repeating

loops to create variation as they phased in and out with each other. He de-

scribed the resulting material as being “repetitive without being repetitive.”

This technique creates polyrhythms which are an important part of much

popular music.
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“Polyrhythms are quite difficult in sequencers. I tend to enjoy

using those a lot. Very long term changes over time. Make a

pattern to change it over time.” — Alexander Jensenius

Another important rhythmical effect used by several producers is ‘swing’.

Swing is created by a systematic shift in the timing of the metrical pulse

with the duration of pairs of notes being increased and decreased respectively.

Swing was a vital concern for Andy Morton and Christiaan Ercolano in giving

the music they created the right ‘feel’. During observations, to create a more

human sounding feel Andy Morton and Christiaan Ercolano both moved

samples earlier or later against the metrical grid so as to feel ‘sloppier’ and

more natural:

“To make things feel sloppy and loose on snares and stuff I’ll

always leave a little bit of air on any of my samples so it leaves

things late. So often real micro tuning or timing with start points

rather than the sequencer.” — Christiaan Ercolano

This kind of manipulation led to issues in how events are placed in rela-

tionship to metrical structure.

The creation of rhythmic effects depends greatly on how events are located

relative to the operation of metrical structure. We discuss this in more detail

below.

8.4.3 Event and metrical structure relationships

A vital distinction in musical abstraction is the difference between measuring

a location in terms of time (such as in seconds), as opposed to the more ab-

stract notion of location in terms of a metrical grid (such as beat or bar). Any

event in a composition can be associated to the abstraction of a particular

bar, beat, and subdivision. In this section we explore participants’ require-

ments to operate at multiple temporal levels, and then go on to describe how

exploiting the relationship of events to metrical structure can improve the

situation for producers.
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Working at multiple temporal levels

Modern sequencing systems predominantly present material on a linear hor-

izontal axis representing the passage of time. The advantage of this model

is that there is a simple and intuitive relationship between the location of

material on that timeline, and the relative time at which it will be heard.

Unfortunately, this visualisation is not particularly adept at rapidly convey-

ing precise timing information for such relatively sparse events. If we think

about a producer creating a one bar drum beat, they will be placing most

events at no more than sixteen divisions of the bar, and many at eighth

and quarter divisions. At a common tempo of 120 beats per minute (bpm),

that is equivalent to a maximum resolution of 125 milliseconds between divi-

sions, and more commonly working on the order of 250 and 500 milliseconds.

However, nuanced rhythmical performance has been shown in studies to re-

quire resolutions down to the 10-20 millisecond range [67]. Slight variance

in timing at this almost imperceptible time scale are vital for the ‘feel’ of a

rhythm, creating effects such as swing, and the unique character of particular

instrumentalists.

“[Minute timing changes are] important for creating a groove, and

the way that certain beats fall on the bar. The grid is exactly

divided, but to get a good groove you often need to move certain

elements of the track slightly ahead or behind of the beat. I

achieve that either by getting it right beforehand in the sequencer,

or I will use the nudge function in Pro Tools.” — Simon Rycroft

Interviewer: Do you find yourself fine tuning timings?

“Hell yeah, all the time. That is a huge part of music production.

It is probably the most time consuming part of music production

and it is not necessarily a good thing. . . . I am working with

those all the time for feel and dramatic effect. If you have two

kick drums at the same time, not only do you have to [equalise]

them properly, you have to make sure they hit at exactly the
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same time or not exactly the same time to make sure they don’t

cancel out.” — Clinton Bradley

As a result, producers using a linear scaled timeline with a zoom level

appropriate for editing at a sixteenth note time-scale are working at a level

ten times greater than that required for nuanced rhythmical editing. The

resulting visibility issues are often much more pronounced where producers

are actually working with building rhythmical phrases over four bar or larger

time scales, at the relatively vast 16000 millisecond zoom scale.

“I’ll zoom right in on the snare, I’ll listen to it thoroughly and

then zoom right into the snare [modify the timing slightly] and

listen to it again.” — Troy Kelly

The reverse is also true, as zooming into an extremely fine granularity

makes it impossible to perform edits on the order of sixteenth and quarter

note divisions, let alone multiple bar patterns:

“With these visuals you can’t see the difference. If you are down

into this minute resolution you can’t really see the difference.

You need to have something that has more scope for change.” —

Andy Morton

“The great thing about the nudge thing is you can work at a

higher level, select a whole track and use the nudge [tool]. You

are working at such a high level you can’t actually see it moving.

[It would be good to have two levels of zoom so] you would be

able to see a beat but you could see where it is in relation to [its

context].” — Simon Rycroft

“I’ve got key commands [to jump between] zoom levels. Like

when I do my phase alignment, so I can zoom right in and have

a look at a phase, zoom right out, move to the next section, and

zoom in. I’ll eventually [group the larger section into a part object

with the] event to part [command].” — Troy Kelly
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“I’m working at all levels all the time. The beauty of [Apple]

Logic is it does let you view the minutiae and the whole thing at

the same time.” — Clinton Bradley

Editing and metrical abstractions

The common music notation system bypasses this problem entirely by simply

ignoring it. In this case, the notation system only provides a resolution at the

macro-level, and leaves the minute matters of feel to the skilled interpretation

of performers. Of course scores in the common music notation system are

augmented by performance notes describing the desired interpretation to

influence the performer in an appropriate direction. For example, the term

‘ritardando’ instructs the performer to expressively slow the tempo, while a

‘swing’ instruction would be result in a change to minute but crucial timing

details of the performance. As another example, it is not uncommon to see

instructions such as ‘lazy’, which would result in slight delays applied to

certain events.

Apart from avoiding the need to describe the details of micro-timing,

traditional notation is so useful precisely because of the way in which it

employs abstraction of metric structure. In fact, it is due to the use of higher

level abstraction that traditional score notation is able to avoid micro-timing

details in the first place. Common music notation cannot specify an event be

performed at an arbitrary point. Instead, each rhythmical inscription must

have a start point and duration that is directly related to the metric structure

of the current context in which it is performed. This allows composers and

performers to work in the currency of bar, beat, and sub-beat locations;

and quarter, eighth, and sixteenth beat durations. On the downside, this

useful level of abstraction comes at a learning cost, as it does not have a

direct mapping to a linear timeline view. Additionally, when common music

notation is used in the electronic music paradigm, producers are unable to

use it to control the fine levels of timing required for nuanced expression.

One notation that allows for editing through the structure of metrical
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abstractions is the MIDI event list. Event lists typically take the form of

a table, listing various event details. Like traditional Common Music No-

tation, event lists typically display timing information in the abstract bar,

and subdivision format, rather than depending on absolute times. Figure 8.6

shows the event list editor from Atari Notator.

Figure 8.6: This event list editor from Atari Notator allows producers to

work with metrical abstractions of bars and beats.

In this particular example, all of the events shown occur in the fourth

bar of the displayed sequence, as shown in the ‘BAR’ column. The following

two columns determine the event’s placement in that bar, the quarter, and

sixteenth respectively. The additional ‘768’ column controls the fine variance

of each event (at a resolution of 768 parts) enabling the producer to manip-

ulate micro and macro timing values in the same interface. Andy Morton

explained why this sort of interface was very powerful for manipulating feel:

“I think it is more accurate. If I see a number, it is not on the

one. If it is on the beat before, on a forty-eight, it is a bit early.

If it is on a six it is a little bit lazy. I know that you can go up

to a fifteen and that is extremely lazy, so you have that scope.”

— Andy Morton

However, as with traditional scores, this abstract notation also has a

learning cost:
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“I know a few others who used this and it took them ages. They

couldn’t understand how I could do it so fast. Once you’ve learnt

that, it is really fast.” — Andy Morton

As with these examples of numerical micro-timing values, both Andy

Morton and Christiaan Ercolano spoke about specific swing ratio figures and

the quantity of audible timing effect that resulted.

Evaluation questions

• Are producers able to manipulate material in terms of bars, beats, and

sub-beats through provision of temporal editing and visualisation over

metrical abstractions?

• Are metrical structure abstractions provided, allowing producers to

learn common parameters for expressive timing?

8.5 The editing / performance divide

There were two predominant modalities used by our participants for inter-

acting with gesture representation systems such as MIDI. The most concrete

method was to capture and refine material through performance gesture.

The alternative was to enter and refine material through editing an abstract

notation (as seen in figure 8.7), typically via a mouse and keyboard.

Our participants used a hybrid of these two modalities, moving between

the concrete and abstract manipulation of material as required. The amal-

gamation of these two modalities creates a divide in producers’ actions as

they move between the two:

“My intent, once it goes into the computer, that is now de-coupled

from the visual, actual moment of bashing that [piano key] down.”

— Paddy Free
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14

     323

14 Matrix Editor

The Matrix Editor allows MIDI note events to be handled 
in much the same fashion as Regions in the Arrange 
window.

This editor is often called the “piano roll” editor as it represents note events as beams 
that resemble the holes cut in the paper of pianola piano rolls. It is an exceptionally 
easy to use tool for the creation and editing of MIDI note data.

Matrix Editor—Introduction

The Matrix Editor is used to graphically edit note events. Its advantage over the other 
editors is its ability to provide a more precise display of the length, position, and 
velocity of the notes. The Matrix Editor is designed for fine-tuning the positions and 
lengths of notes.

Figure 8.7: The piano-roll editing interface found in Apple Logic.

This divide has a number of consequences for producers, which we discuss

in the following sections.

8.5.1 Performance gesture

Interacting with sequencers via pure performance gesture is the more con-

crete means to create material. In this study, all producers using traditional

sequencer software captured at least some performance gesture by hardware

controllers such as MIDI keyboards, electronic drum surfaces, turntables and

mixing desks. In this modality, the musician works in real-time with any ac-

companiment playing alongside. Events are created at a given point in time

in response to a physical gesture occurring. This mode of input demands a

level of virtuosity from the user, although a captured performance can usu-

ally be augmented by editing the resulting notation. While performing can

be more demanding of physical skill than entering material with an abstract

editing interface, there are important advantages to working in this more

direct manner, with its closer mapping of action and result.

“[Ideally] you are making a beat by physically tapping out a

rhythm in time with your hands. Being able to play a bass line, or
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play a synth, or manipulate an effect with a physical movement

makes so much more sense. That is how real instruments are

played. That is how guitars are played, how pianos are played.

It is a rhythmic movement. . . . You are playing the music rather

then just allocating values to aspects of it.” — Andy Turley

“I don’t really like composing with a mouse. I much prefer to

use the MPC. . . . It is much more like an instrument than a com-

puter. . . . It really is so preferable to working with the computer

as far as the initial composition goes.” — Simon Rycroft

Also, at a higher level, Paddy Free, Simon Rycroft, and Andy Turley

all spoke about the utility of triggering loops and song sections to through

performance gesture to control arrangement structure.

Refinement through performance gesture

Some performance gesture systems not only enable the capture of material,

but also provide for the refinement of material through gesture. This is

common on older sequencer drum machines that do not provide a graphical

user-interface, which instead provide an erase button. Pressing erase while a

recorded event is being played back removes that event from future playback.

Andy Morton, who is very familiar with this form of working described his

thoughts on this:

“It is a love hate thing with it all because it is a drag that you

can’t do minute editing. You can’t just go and shift everything.

But there is this great discipline that it teaches you, because you

have to musically remember it was [for example] the second beat

of [the groove]. You can’t go in and find it and edit it. . . . You

have to erase it by feeling it. It is a good discipline to learn, and it

teaches you a lot just because of that — because of its limitations.

A lot of people with computers . . . forget about the performance
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elements of it. So this is one that forces you to perform. . . . There

is no undo, there is no nothing. Visualising what you want takes

a lot more discipline, as a performance which takes a lot more

discipline, it’s great.” — Andy Morton

Despite the positive aspects of using this method, Andy Morton’s descrip-

tion also betrays the difficult and painstaking nature of refining material in

this manner. Even with the ability to erase events via a performance in-

terface, Christiaan Ercolano expressed how he would sometimes re-record a

phrase rather than refine it in this way:

“You tend to be more of a musician on it. You just go ‘fuck, I

fucked those two bars up, I’m going to do it again.’” — Christiaan

Ercolano

This is forced by the fact that available systems provide little means to

refine captured material other than through selective deletion and overwriting

through re-performance, as already described.

Evaluation question

• Can material be captured and refined through performance gesture?

8.5.2 Editing notation

Editing an abstract notational form provides a very different experience to

performance based editing. The abstract nature of notation editing can prove

problematic when producers are wanting to work at a concrete level. In these

cases there is a conceptual gulf between the producer’s intention and the

abstract nature of the notation system. This is particularly important when

creating material:

“I would like to be able to just program drums really really nat-

urally without having to worry too much about clicking on the
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sixteenth, and clicking on the eighth. That’s a really mundane

way of programming drums. When you are actually painting,

when you have your beats in a bar and you have to click on the

first and the forth. You click click click click click, then you play

the loop, and you go ‘na that’s not right’, turn that off, turn it

on here . . . it is in your head. But with a pad system you can just

[perform].” — Andy Turley

However, one advantage of the abstract nature of editing notation to

capture material is that it removes the real-time requirements of performance:

“I just find it faster. Fine tuning . . . I can make a beat faster than

you can play the beat.” — Andy Morton

Refinement through editing notation

For participants, the most common way to refine material was by editing the

notation. However, Paddy Free explained that this was far from ideal:

“The editing of mix automation [probably takes the most mental

effort] because that is the biggest shift from what I am doing.

The divide between recording a ‘take’ of automation is the most

removed from editing and tweaking automation. It is the most

mentally intensive because it is the most operations to describe

something that is actually very small and quick.” — Paddy Free

Here we clearly see the divide between the underlying performance gesture

and the mechanism of editing notation. This becomes particularly problem-

atic when a performance is close to the goal performance, but needs some

refinement:

“You don’t always want to just do another take because what

you’ve got there is 70% perfect and you don’t want to lose that.”

— Paddy Free
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Troy Kelly used editing to refine the captured performance of instrumen-

talists in his role as producer. In one case he modified the octave (pitch) and

timing of a keyboard performance. The advantages of refinement through

editing were several:

“Being able to do it myself later on, being able to sit down with

no one else in the room and do it thoroughly and precisely. It is

not locked down if [the performer] has made a mistake.” — Troy

Kelly

When performance gesture falls just short of the producer’s target they

are forced to deal with the operation intensive nature of editing notational

forms, rather than being given the option to refine their performance through

performance. As we already described, the options for refinement through

performance gesture are currently quite problematic.

8.6 Summary

Mechanisms for temporal abstraction have a significant impact on the ac-

tivity of producers. Systems that do not provide abstractions for creating

multilevelled temporal structures make it difficult to do rapid rearrange-

ments at various scales, something that is very important for producers’

creativity. Producers working in a live context had difficulties when they

were not provided with abstractions to manage entire songs for set arrange-

ment and transitions between songs. At smaller time-scales, producers often

needed to work with microscopic timing details to manipulate ‘feel’, while

simultaneously working at the larger abstract level of metrical pulse — a

tension that was not well served by common systems. One of the most

thought-provoking aspects in which the provided means of temporal abstrac-

tion impacted producers’ activities was in the dichotomy between linear and

non-linear sequencing paradigms. Participants’ patterns of work required
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them to repeatedly move back and forth between the two models during var-

ious phases of the activity, losing temporal structuring information at each

step. A final highlight of our temporal abstraction findings was the awkward

divide between the mechanisms for recording performance through gesture,

and editing it through notation. In particular, while skilled performance

could be captured through quick and relatively simple gestures, editing this

performance through notation could be awkward and laborious.
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Chapter 9

Reuse and Versioning

Abstraction

9.1 Introduction

Reuse is a vital component of creating many types of complex digital artefact.

In this chapter we describe ‘reuse abstractions’, which provide models of how

reused content is represented and manipulated throughout a user-interface.

In the case of computer mediated music production a great deal of reuse takes

place, and our study of producers’ activity systems exposed the vital impor-

tance of the mechanisms that enable this. Reuse abstraction mechanisms are

crucially important in music systems primarily due to the role of repetition in

common musical forms. Musical styles such as blues, jazz, rock, jigs, country,

flamenco and many others derive much of their identity through the repeti-

tion of distinctive rhythmical and chordal patterns. The classical composer

Schoenberg wrote that “a motive appears constantly through a piece: it is

repeated . . . , the repetition may be exact, modified or developed” [113]. As

we saw in figure 3.1.E, Common Music Notation highlights the importance of

repetition through its provision for repeating section blocks with specialised

bar line markings, 1st and 2nd time repeat bars, D.S. and Coda markings,

and repeat previous bar markings. The common compositional techniques of

217
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“canon” and “theme” repetition, as well as the repeating verse and chorus

forms common to all pop music demonstrate this also.

The use of repetition that is so central to many musical forms is tem-

pered by its partner in the compositional term “theme and variation”. The

variation of repeated material is a core component of composition allowing

for development and much musical interest within a piece, as well as allow-

ing several performances of a piece to differ from each other while remaining

recognisable. Another aspect of musical reuse can be found where material

from a repertoire is employed at multiple points within a piece or across dif-

ferent compositions. This manifests in computer music systems in “libraries”.

We found these three aspects of reuse (repetition, variation, and repertoire)

were all crucial to our participants’ musical activity, and are supported to

varying extents in the abstraction mechanisms of their software systems.

9.2 Copying versus referencing

Two common approaches for reusing musical material were used by our par-

ticipants. The first is the ‘copy and paste’ approach where copied material is

duplicated and completely independent of the source material. The second

‘referencing’ approach allows the producer to create multiple instances that

are kept in sync by all referring to the same underlying material. Participants

used various implementations of copying and referencing schemes, which re-

vealed underlying tensions between the two approaches, and how they affect

the activities of producers. We describe the most important of these issues

now.

9.2.1 Copying

Copy and pasting material was a crucial part of how participants created

arrangements. One of the most significant features of using copying was that

producers were always working with concrete representations that could be
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manipulated directly. Copying was often followed by altering details of the

copy to create a variation from the source material.

“Once you start going to the effort of song-writing you are just

copying and pasting. Copying entire sequences again and again

and again, and making variations of them, and going ‘this is the

one with slightly more shaker in it now’. You make a copy of

the whole thing, [edit the copy], and call it ‘louder shaker”’ —

Christiaan Ercolano

“If you’ve copied and pasted [a loop] you can adjust that partic-

ular one [without changing others].” — Troy Kelly

“You can always make a new pattern. . . , you copy an old pattern

and alter it. — Andy Morton

In some cases, creating these variations was a significant focus of partic-

ipants’ composition activity. Motivations for this included making material

sound less repetitive, as well as to make individual copies fit their tempo-

ral context. This could lead to cases where producers would end up with

sections where the majority of copies were individually edited for variation.

This is illustrated in the following quote, which was also used to illustrate

the requirements for this related aspect of temporal abstraction (see section

8.3.2):

“So your simple two bar turnaround has turned into one [block]

with a cymbal at the front, one clean, one with a drop out for

the special word [in the lyrics], and then another one with the

fill. So what started off on day one as four [repetitions of] two

bars, is now four different sequences. . . . Suddenly bars have to be

thought of as a part, and that is a much slower [process]. . . . I tend

to write the other way though [with distinct copies of sequences],

because you know there will be more tweaks and more tweaks,
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so they might as well be separate. Because as you go deeper you

go ‘oh you know that third one, that has the drop out, it should

actually go [vocal drum sounds ]’ as well.” — Christiaan Ercolano

Emile De La Rey spent a great deal of time creating many individual

variations in rhythm parts through copy, paste, and editing:

“See these drum parts, most of these look pretty similar but there

are slight variations in all of them.” — Emile De La Rey

Another reason for creating independent copies of material was to ensure

that undesirable changes didn’t pass on to related material:

“You’d make a copy and start attacking it just for safety reasons.

When you’ve got the verse that you like you copy it before you do

anything to it to make it your verse fill.” — Christiaan Ercolano

In a copying scheme the independence of repeated material prevents

changes in one part of the developing composition from affecting related ma-

terial. While this is often necessary, this also stops strongly related material

from staying in sync:

“You can’t change a lot in the arrange [view] that actually changes

the session [view] because there is no double ups. In here there

is none of that.” — Troy Kelly

Tim Prebble described how a special sound replacer plug-in for Pro Tools

attempted to address this by algorithmically scanning for repeated material,

and permitting changes to be permeated through repetitions. However this

was limited to simple sound replacement changes:

“If you had a region like a drum loop and you decided you wanted

to replace the first kick-drum, you could apply it to the first one

and then tell it to do it to every one.” — Tim Prebble
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9.2.2 Referencing

Referencing schemes provide mechanisms for material edited in one place to

change related material elsewhere. For the purposes of this discussion we

will refer to these types of linked material as ‘references’. Some implementa-

tions use prototype based schemes [109] where a single master parent entity

is mirrored in any number of other child entities. In general, only the parent

entity can be edited, and changes are reflected in all children. Terms for

such referencing entities include “ghost” and “alias”. Another approach to

referencing treats each linked repetition as an equal peer to any other. Any

one of these peers can be edited, causing the same change in all other repe-

titions as they are all visual duplicates of the same material, just appearing

in different locations. This later approach often provides the foundation for

‘looping’ implementations, and pattern based sequencing:

“[Sequence duplication in the MPC] is not a copy and paste [like]

in [Pro Tools] where it is an independent copy. When you use it

again it is the same one.” — Christiaan Ercolano

The advantage of such referencing approaches is that many changes can

be made globally:

“Well that’s what it does so well, if you are repeating this multiple

triggering of any sound, . . . if you are getting a sample that is used

all the way up through the song. If you get a snare and you tune

it a bit better it is going to affect every track.” — Christiaan

Ercolano

Referencing approaches were sometimes very problematic for participants

as they found it difficult to determine quickly how various material was inter-

linked due to hidden dependancies. This could result in increased viscosity

as participants tried to avoid errors where changes to material had unin-

tended consequences:
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“It is visible that something is ghosted [i.e. referenced]. What

you can’t tell [though] is what it is ghosted to. It just tells you

that it is a ghost, but if you have a few different groups of ghosts

you can’t tell them apart.”

Interviewer: Is that why you don’t use ghosting much?

“Probably. That is a [common] mistake with ghosting. I forget

that it is ghosted to something further along the track. I make

the mistake that it is ghosted to something else.” — Emile De

La Rey

In regards to determining the consequences of a change, Christiaan Er-

colano said “you just have to suck it and see.” He went on to describe how

these changes can be very difficult to undo if problems are found further

down the line.

In some systems, the only way see at a glance how material was related

through referencing was to look at the material’s textual labels. Emile ex-

plained how this could be troublesome when references were created from

former references, all of which would end up with the same label.

Paddy Free also had bad experiences when editing linked replicated mate-

rial. Again, without a quick and obvious indication that material was linked

and what it was linked to, it was all too easy for the producer to accidentally

edit material throughout an arrangement:

“There is a very strange thing that took me a while to get my

head around in Logic: that if I pack a bunch of parts into a

folder, and then make option-drag copies of that folder, still what

I edit inside is going to appear in the other [copy of the] folder as

changes when I might not necessarily [want that]. But then they

fixed that. [Originally you would make a copy of a folder] but the

stuff inside it was still interdependent, and that was a head fuck,

it was like ‘oh fuck why is that crapped out down that end of the

song when I changed it down this end’.”
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Interviewer: Do you ever want that to happen?

“Absolutely, totally. It is better to have that functionality, that’s

what you need to happen from time to time.” — Paddy Free

Evaluation question

• Are individual repetitions editable, and do producers have control over

how changes to one repetition affect others?

9.3 Variation

One significant disadvantage of the predominant but simplistic referencing

schemes is that they make it impossible to create variation without resorting

back to copy and paste instances. As a result, any representation of the rela-

tionships between variations is lost and manipulation of common aspects of

the varied material becomes impossible. For example, Emile would often be-

gin arrangements by using linked references, but over the development of the

composition would convert these into concrete copies as variation inevitably

needed to be added. The same was also true for Christiaan Ercolano and

Paddy Free:

“Aliases serve to a point as no brainer things that truck on by

themselves reliably. [However], there are points where you want

to commit for the sake of committing, or you want to commit for

the sake of change, at which point you turn your alias back to a

real copy and edit the real copy so you can change it.” — Paddy

Free

One way in which some participants did manage to create variations of

references was to take advantage of parametising mechanisms. These al-

low producers to vary parameters applied to referenced material differently

for each individual repetition. One such parameter is volume, which Andy

Morton used to create variations without needing to create concrete copies:
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“You’ve made a little beat, and then you go over to the arrange

side and [are] just making copies. And then you start going ‘ok

when it comes in I just want this little bell to be the first one’,

and mute everything else.” — Andy Morton

In Atari Notator, Andy could vary material by changing parameters such

as the pattern’s MIDI channel, quantise, transposition, velocity, compression,

offset, and filtering of high and low notes. Many of these can be achieved

in modern DAWs by varying mixer controls and running referenced material

through MIDI or audio effects units that can be automated:

“[To repeat a change] you’d just drag it out. Or you’d just do it

to the first one and then copy it through. If it was something like

volume I’d just do it over here in the volume for that track. If it

was an effect I’d probably just do the same. If I wanted it off for

one of the loops I’d just automate it.” — Troy Kelly

Unfortunately, there are many things that cannot be varied by these

parameterisation methods, which explains why our participants would often

work with concrete copies.

As illustrated above, a common action for participants was creating vari-

ations of repeated material. Several producers expressed that creating fine-

grained variations was important for their compositions, but it could be

difficult to create these through editing:

“I’m not a big fan of grabbing an eight bar bass groove and just

repeating it.” — Troy Kelly

“Doing fills and that sort of thing [requires a lot of effort, for

example] if the music is loop based then deciding when and how

you are going to vary it.” — Emile De La Rey

A more attractive solution to creating these variations was to use captured

performance data:
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“So I’ll get in a real drummer playing those groves. It will sound

so much better with a real drummer playing it. They will put in

their little fills and it will just give the track life because at the

moment it is very static, it just repeats over and over again.”

Interviewer: The variation would be painful for you to enter?

“Yeah fuck that, because you’ll be drawing in all these tiny little

subtleties.” — Jeramiah Ross

Simon Rycroft also favoured replacing many electronically created parts

with recordings from instrumentalists. Eric Vani and Paddy Free worked

from varying source material, by recording musicians’ performances at an

early stage:

“[We] record for a long time so that it is a human that is generat-

ing the results, so it is coming from your store of variation. . . . Un-

less you are setting up serious generative capabilities with random

generators and things, . . . with a fellow human you are going to

have that ineffable improvisational spark that could always come

out . . . you’re not ever going to have that out of a computer.” —

Paddy Free

Alex McLean explained how creating compositions by programming in

Perl allowed him to easily create these types of variation through parameter-

isation and randomisation:

“I couldn’t really create it with a sequencer because I’d get frus-

trated with the lack of control. The repetition you have to go

through to make something. . . in a sequencer. . . . One good thing

I enjoy doing is breaking down a pattern which you can do very

easily in code just by gradually adding random numbers to an

otherwise straight forward pattern. . . . [Creating variation] is

very easy with code because you can just reduce it to a few vari-

ables and write a piece of code that changes those variables over
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time. . . . With sequencers I guess you’re changing the output of

your musical idea, whereas with code you are working with a mu-

sical idea itself, so you are changing the idea.” — Alex McLean

Troy Kelly proposed a similar idea, but without the need for coding, which

would help him generate variations without painstaking manual intervention:

“[Imagine] you’ve got a part within a piece of software like this

where you can [rank loops] on a grade of one to ten . . . . Then

you just hit randomise that folder [with a] random groove, and

you make a song purely through this kind of prerequisite of clas-

sification. In [Propellerhead’s] Reason you can create a random

pattern and sometimes you get some really cool shit. A bit more

craziness [would be cool].” — Troy Kelly

Evaluation questions

• Can references be maintained after derived material has been varied?

• Can varied repetitions captured through performance be represented

as such?

9.4 History

Many of the most obvious issues for participants stemmed from managing the

history of how material is varied during a project’s development. Throughout

the activity of creating a musical composition the project develops a rich and

deep history and it can be extremely important that producers have access to

this. History management includes issues typically addressed by undo and

version control mechanisms. The extent to which systems provide mecha-

nisms that facilitate history management for compositional abstractions can

have significant effects on producers’ activities. Illustrating the current prob-

lem with history management, Troy Kelly described four fifths of the process
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as “archiving, project management and all of the mundane things”, rather

than creating and editing musical works. Clinton Bradley’s many years of

professional experience was vital for him in his role as a consultant, training

others how to be producers. In his experience:

“You have to be organised or you’re going to lose stuff, bottom

line. Musicians are notoriously disorganised. When you are in

the throes of music and mad scientist stuff you are not [able to

be organised] and you shouldn’t [have to be] when you are being

creative. . . . 99% of the time musicians don’t organise, they are

more engaged in the creative side and don’t realise you have to

back things up, you have to organise.” — Clinton Bradley

Discovering the nature of these organisational problems faced by produc-

ers in order to better support them is thus vitally important, and this is what

we discuss now.

9.4.1 Versioning history

The highest level of organisation at which history management comes into

play is at the arrangement level, where entire arrangements are captured in a

‘snapshot’. The dominant method of creating snapshots used by participants

was the ‘save as’ command. This typically created independent project files,

although in some systems underlying audio data was shared between them.

Emile captured snapshots of his project as he worked so that he could

“. . . not feel scared about changing it drastically”. The same was true for

Paddy Free:

“I’m savvy to [versioning] these days, so I’ll save a version of

that. . . . I just learnt to have that snapback to a moment of

clarity.” — Paddy Free

In an observation session Eric Vani did the same in order to safely “change

up arrangement options”, and Jeramiah Ross also captured snapshots in

order to allow himself the security of keeping a version to come back to:
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“I’ll save the Live session, so if something is not right I can go

back to that and get it out again.” — Jeramiah Ross

Paddy Free found that creating versions of effect processing automation

also led him to create snapshots, due to a failure of the provided abstraction

mechanisms. As he explained, this was because it was not possible to capture

and represent multiple takes of automation in Ableton Live or Apple Logic

because they are “tied to a track”. A sub-optimal workaround was to take a

new copy of the track:

“There is only one place in Logic’s setup where I can write bus

two automation, only one place where I can edit it. I can’t have

multiple versions of bus two automation. It is a sort of meta-data

that sits at a different level to all the other [data]. It is [incon-

sistent]. If I want to do multiple takes I have to save multiple

versions of the song. . . [or] you have to [render] the results of the

bus two automation.” — Paddy Free

This tendency to capture multiple versions of a project can result in

large numbers of snapshots being created, causing complex asset management

issues. For example, with one typical track, Emile created thirty snapshots of

a piece in the duration of a single week. In Emile’s case these snapshots would

typically consist of seven or eight major versions, with intermediate snapshots

providing a form of history so that smaller changes could be reverted at any

time. Simon Rycroft described how this method also worked for him:

“In Pro Tools we ‘save as’ all the time. By the time you finish

a track for an album you might get thirty to fifty versions of it,

all in session files,. . . just different arrangements, different effects,

different bits and pieces. It is always good to go back in a few

weeks and listen to how it has changed from that point. What

ideas you dropped and what ideas you added. Sometimes I find

that when I go back to a much earlier version it is really fresh

and you’ll wonder what happened.” — Simon Rycroft
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Crucially, these snapshots often took place when participants needed to

create compositional abstractions that could only be approximated through

the crude means of rendering. In these cases the producers were purging their

project of production data, and wanted to capture a snapshot so they could

access this information at a later point if necessary. When Eric Vani rendered

multiple voice parts (voice abstraction) with all of their collective effects

(processing abstraction) into a single long rendered audio block (temporal

abstraction), he first performed a ‘save as’ operation to ensure he would

have access to the underlying material if it was needed.

In order to deal with the resulting asset management problems created

by manually managing multiple snapshots, participants needed to formalise

how they managed their projects. Emile used last modified dates to keep

tabs on when each version was created, although this could become confused

when older versions were revised. He also used a system of naming for final

masters, variations, remixes / large changes, and less structured idea project

files he named ‘messes’. Managing all this could become very complicated.

At one stage he laughed when demonstrating the multitude of snapshots

created in a single project “because of the names, because I don’t know what

the hell is going on.”

Emile also described how tracking and naming of a project’s history be-

came even more complicated when multiple projects were merged. The par-

ticipant felt it would be useful to be able to see how tracks evolved and

related together:

“It would be useful to see the development, because of how ran-

domly you were working [across different folders].” — Emile De

La Rey

Moving between different audio applications was common, and observed

in action with Paddy Free, Jeramiah Ross and Eric Vani. This created addi-

tional complexity for file management as each distinct program would create

its own branch of project files. In one case, Jeramiah Ross had difficulty
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locating the Ableton Live project file that contained source material for a

piece he was working on in Acid. He cited this sort of problem as the reason

he had to develop a formal organising strategy:

“I’ve actually begun naming songs in dates and data just so I

know what the hell is going on.” — Jeramiah Ross

Troy Kelly also used dates and a careful organising strategy:

You soon realise you need to have a really good self made system,

so I use the date. So a project at the moment we did two versions

of the same album, one in English one in Te Reo. So I [remixed

it with a different EQ] and just used the date. I can’t understand

why a lot of software doesn’t do that, it just goes ‘version 1’,

‘version 2’. — Troy Kelly

Simon Rycroft found that managing all of these assets required him to

develop a paper-based system to document how things were organised:

“I write things down, file management I guess. By the time you’ve

got about fifteen bounces of every song and all the versions. We’ve

got probably about a terabyte of hard-drive space filled with all

sorts of palaver. It’s because we are too scared to throw anything

out. . . . We’ll end up with up to fifty different session files for

one track. If you don’t effectively label each one with notes you

end up having to trawl though each and every file. It is time

consuming.” — Simon Rycroft

One key reason for saving snapshots was to capture arrangement possi-

bilities. However, saving each arrangement to a separate project file meant

that edits that should be shared between different arrangements, such as a

correction to a vocal in the chorus, or a change to the bass pattern, would

not be carried through to other arrangements:
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“I usually work with Thomas, and sometimes one of us will lis-

ten to a track and rearrange the thing entirely and save it as

‘Simon’s arrangement’ or whatever. We just create new sessions.

It can be a hassle because once you have tried an arrangement

we’ll then stick with that one for a while. [We then] add more

elements and mix it, but when you go back and change to the

original [arrangement] you have to re-edit the whole thing. That

happens reasonably often. I can see if I had a function to revert

to a different arrangement it could be handy to switch between

arrangements in a single session.” — Simon Rycroft

Andy Morton spoke about the need to capture different arrangement

versions while trying out new ideas. As with Simon Rycroft, different ar-

rangements were often called for when collaborating with others:

“[When] people have different musical ideas [we work through it]

by trying things out and listen to the person. If you’ve been

putting it off, I’ll just do it, try it. You can then go ‘I don’t

like it’ . . . or you might go ‘I don’t like it but now I understand

what you are talking about’, so go back to another idea and [ask

them] ‘what do you think of this?’ . . . Being able to go back to

old versions comes in handy.” — Andy Morton

Clinton Bradley managed to keep multiple arrangements in a single project

file in Logic, with each inside its own track folder. However, again there could

be difficulties ensuring changes in one arrangement were shared with others

when appropriate.

Evaluation questions

• Can producers capture a snapshot version of any block of material that

they can recall later?
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• Can different versions of all types of data be maintained inside a single

project file?

• Can producers work with the same data across multiple applications?

• Can changes be propagated across multiple arrangements when re-

quired?

9.4.2 Take management

Another component of history tracking is take management. In multitrack

recording, a ‘take’ is a captured recording of a specific musical performance.

Multiple performances of the same material can be recorded as separate takes.

A core concept for participants was capturing ‘takes’ of a performance which

could be compared, and composited into a final version. As the number of

captured takes naturally balloons over the course of a project, mechanisms

for managing these can become vitally important:

“If you are doing a twenty-four track band, and every time you

record [a take you create another twenty-four tracks] it is a big

hassle to manage those tracks without dropping them into fold-

ers.” — Clinton Bradley

Some systems provide mechanisms to wrap multiple takes into a single

entity:

“Audio events can be displayed and edited directly in the project

window, but you can also work with audio parts containing sev-

eral events. This is useful if you have a number of events which

you want to treat as one unit in the project.” — Cubase manual

[128, p.26]

One problem for some participants was that the mechanisms provided for

managing multiple takes did not adequately support multiple takes of au-

tomation data, as described in section 9.4.1. The way in which automation
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data is conceptually overlaid onto track data can make it difficult to maintain

multiple alternative versions of any one parameter automation. As discussed

in section 6.5, participants often used effects parameter manipulation to cre-

ate compositional material — making this data a form of performance data

on the same conceptual level as note event data, not simply a form of meta-

data created in a final discrete mixing action. With parameter manipulation

a form of performance, it was evident that participants needed the ability to

capture multiple takes of these performances.

Paddy Free spoke to this issue, describing how it was a particular problem

in his work:

“It’s not possible to make multiple takes of automation in Live

or Logic because they are ‘tied to a track’ and you’d have to take

a new copy of the track.” — Paddy Free

Under the standard multitrack resource instance model, if each automa-

tion take was captured on its own track, each of these tracks would need

to have their own instance of the effect unit (with the added CPU over-

head that implies). The only alternative would be to create an additional

effects channel for those takes adding undue complexity to the project in the

process.

Evaluation question

• Is there support for managing multiple takes as a single unit, including

takes of automation?

9.4.3 Material history

History can also be very important at a finer granularity below the arrange-

ment and take level. At this lower-level producers are concerned with the his-

tory developed through operations such as chopping up, moving, and splicing

smaller scaled material; making changes to processing of sections of material;
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and making changes to automation. Using the large-grained arrangement

level is far from ideal for capturing this form of history. The principal reason

for this is that it can make it difficult to find the history of a particular chunk

and revert its material back to its prior state without also reverting the state

of surrounding material:

“You have to go back to an old version, and how about the work

you’ve done in the mean time on other things?” — Andy Morton

Just one example of this was small mistakes (i.e. due to error proneness)

such as inadvertently moving material, but this also extended to all other

forms of editing:

“It’s real easy to grab something, knock it slightly, and depending

on how well you know it, it’s hard to take it back to where it was.

If you don’t notice it you can’t undo it.” — Andy Morton

Obviously, finding the origin of specific material becomes increasingly

difficult as the depth of a project’s history increases, and if material is sourced

from multiple projects.

In order to capture this fine-grained history in the multi-track model,

participants such as Paddy Free were observed taking a copy of local mate-

rial’s current state and preserving it on a temporary muted track. If changes

turned out to be undesirable the known working version of that material

could be reinstated or reused at a later point. Clinton Bradley had devel-

oped techniques to store this material manually in related folder tracks so he

could access it at later points:

“The good thing about the folders is as I’m mashing stuff together

I keep the originals in a folder muted.” — Clinton Bradley

Tim Prebble also revealed how he would keep these small backups around

for a significant duration in case he needed to come back to it at a later point:
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“I have workarounds. If I wanted to pitch that [noise] down I

would tend to stash a copy of it and mute it so that I could always

go back to the original, which is a slightly clumsy workaround. It

would be better if you had a history.” — Tim Prebble

It was clear here that the participant was describing how it would be

useful to have a local history for the abstraction he was editing (in this case

a ‘noise’ object) rather than a global undo history for the whole project. Un-

fortunately, keeping ‘stashed’ copies to capture materials’ history had its own

obvious problems. In particular, without more explicit support for capturing

this history it could be difficult to keep historical material associated with

derived material when a piece is undergoing rearrangement. Additionally, the

complexity and confusion created by all of this extra unmanaged material in

the project would be undesirable. Emile mentioned how he would “always

keep a [separate project] copy with all of the raw takes in it”, and remove

them from current working versions. His reason for keeping these separate

was “tidiness”, or in other words, to reduce complexity.

Another reason that participants kept track of the history for material was

so that they could fine-tune or recreate the same process at a later point. Tim

Prebble described how developing new sounds could be a complex process

worthy of documentation:

“He has really clever databasing so if he was creating a T-Rex

vocal . . . he will document that whole process [of how he created

the sound] so it is reproducible.” — Tim Prebble

To conclude our discussion here we turn to Paddy Free’s vision of how a

richer fine-grained material versioning system could work for him:

“. . . things are dependent on [other] things in their creation. Say-

ing this was built on that, or this was an adaptation of that or

a version of that, that would be great. That’s like not having

to save multiple versions of a song. Anything is undoable and

changeable at any point.” — Paddy Free
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9.4.4 Dependencies

As material is reused, both as shared underlying material in multiple snap-

shots of a single project, and across distinct projects, then complex inter-

dependencies (often Hidden dependencies) are created. Tracking these de-

pendencies through the file system had become a major headache for some

participants. For example, Emile was forced to write a script that would scan

his Cubase project files to determine which projects use any given audio file

on his file-system. This demonstrated the problem with forcing producers to

use just standard file-system tools to manage project assets, as they don’t

provide access to the necessary meta-data required for dependency tracking.

Simon Rycroft, Troy Kelly and Clinton Bradley all encountered the same

issue with meta-data and dependencies:

“I guess one of the most difficult things to deal with my head

is managing files. Managing all these different bits that make

sense when you put them through a certain interface.” — Simon

Rycroft

“My general rule is once you have multiple projects [using] one

bag of audio files is don’t delete anything, you just can’t afford

to, and it is a pain in the ass. . . . I’ll tend to save a new copy of

the project that includes all the audio files.” — Troy Kelly

“Here is the deal: the only really safe way is to make copies and

start again. It is not a good idea to use the same material [in

more than one project]. You could use the same source files, but

it is asking for trouble. I’ve seen this many times, I’ve seen pros

delete all the drums on an album by mistake. . . . For a major

change you want to do a ‘save as’, but save it as a project so it

makes copies of everything. You don’t want to refer to all that

other stuff. If I am going to make major changes I’ll generally

save it as a whole new name.” — Clinton Bradley
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Clearly these producers have learnt the hard way that they must duplicate

all assets shared between projects. This is due to the failure of software

systems in supporting the management of interrelationships between project

files. With the vast quantities of hard-drive space used by audio projects it is

easy to imagine the cost. Also, every-time the producer performs a ‘save as’

they break the links to the rich material history in past project files which

we have already described.

Evaluation question

• Does the system allow producers to easily track dependencies between

material and the various projects it is used in?

9.5 Library management

A key component of producers’ music production activity is creating, man-

aging, and accessing a personal repertoire of musical content in a library.

This can include short audio samples, loopable phrases, longer recorded ma-

terial, virtual instruments, effects units, gesture phrases (typically MIDI), all

of their related presets, and potentially all of the associated abstractions we

have described thus far.

9.5.1 Archiving previous work

An important component of these personal libraries is a record of previously

created material that can be pulled into new projects. In some cases produc-

ers will want to start with a relatively blank slate:

“I don’t always want to refer to old projects. It is sometimes the

most inspiring to have a blank page.” — Emile De La Rey

However, even in these cases producers will often reuse smaller compo-

nents, such as instrument sounds and effect presets. More significant library
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mining can arise when producers have created a large number of concepts

which they may or may not develop further:

“[My collaborator] was talking about [creating] ten or twenty

beats and I only liked three of them. I said that is usually the

ratio, twenty to two. You have to do twenty to find the two that

are good.” — Christiaan Ercolano

“Whether it is for good or for bad, I am probably making ten

times as many [grooves] per month. Constantly you think of

something new, and you try it, it works, you hang onto it, if it

doesn’t work you throw it away. Just churning through things

much quicker.” — Andy Turley

This producer explained how even some of the material that wasn’t work-

ing in its original context could sometimes be successfully used later in a new

context.

Paddy Free described the initial stages of developing a new piece would

often involve pulling a lot of material from his personal library. A subset

of these concepts from producers’ libraries, sometimes in combination, could

became the basis for entire compositions:

“Quite often I’ll just boot up [Ableton] Live and go through my

sketch archive and get audio files that I’ve recorded in for various

things. . . . I’ve written a whole track out of just scribbles from

other things that I’ve never finished. Lately I’ve been doing that

live.” — Jeramiah Ross

One potential key to this will be allowing the producer to access the rich

context in which material is created:

“Meta-data for sounds is going to become critical as the amount

of data you are accessing becomes larger.” — Tim Prebble
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Evaluation question

• Can the producer archive and reuse all types of material abstractions

from past projects, while retaining links to their previous contexts?

9.5.2 Locating material

A library is only useful if material can be found easily. Equally, being able to

locate material inside a project is crucial to producers’ efficiency. If producers

come back to a project after some time, or as Paddy explained, if it has been

created by a collaborator, locating material can be even more difficult. In

interviews and observations, producers demonstrated various techniques to

improve their ability to locate material, which we examine now.

One common method utilised by producers was labelling, which is a form

of secondary notation. As described in chapter 8, musicians and composers

have long referred to blocks of material with terms such as “Verse One”,

“Chorus” and “Bridge”. This form of naming also persists at lower levels of

the temporal block hierarchy too. In observation sessions producers named

the various abstractions in their projects, from effect processing units, chains

of these units, tracks (voices), and audio and MIDI blocks, all to make them

more memorable and locatable. Systems that don’t provide labelling facilities

can cause the producer to make errors, even with a relatively small number

of objects to differentiate:

“In Redrum, which is really simple, it is fairly rudimentary but

you can paint your simple drum patterns in it. It just gives

you a real easy structure, and because you can switch between

the banks so quickly, you can go ‘this is pattern A, B, C, and

D’. . . . If I could label those it would probably help me an awful

lot, because I [make mistakes when I] switch between them.” —

Andy Turley

Labelling can be vital, and if producers leave material unlabelled for too

long it can become very difficult to remember what is going on later:
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“When your first session is over and you haven’t actually had

time to label you’re fucked. Labelling will make all the different

to a big job.” — Christiaan Ercolano

Paddy Free was observed labelling material in observation sessions and

made it clear how important this was to his projects’ organisation:

“Often part of the whole project process for me is after you’ve

been playing a whole bunch of music and you’ve gone ‘where the

hell is this going?’ is to go through and do labelling and naming.

It is a really necessary process.” — Paddy Free

This producer would go as far as interrupting collaboration with others

in order to take time out to label material in a current project before things

became too confused:

“Give me ten minutes guys, I’m just going to do some labelling

and house keeping.” — Paddy Free

The importance of labelling also extended to project files and resources,

and these names often needed to be kept consistent with one another:

“You need a working name very very quickly. Especially if you

have like a computer and a MPC locked up everything has to

have the same name. It is critical that folders are made with that

name and sequences and samples with that name, and maybe

the sample you took is bounced into the computer just as a bulk

recording just in case you can’t find the record again.” — Chris-

tiaan Ercolano

This consistency was difficult to maintain when projects were renamed:

“Every song ended up with a different name from what it started.

It would be ‘Kenny dope loop’. Then it would be called ‘Dope
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number 2’, Once [the vocalist added the lyrics] deeper love it was

called ‘Deeper love’ so ‘dope beat’ never made any more sense.

When you’d come back you’d have to make a chart of what they

ended up as, and what they are now.” — Christiaan Ercolano

Emile indicated how this could also occur when multiple projects were

merged, with the result that “the naming starts getting confusing”.

Labelling mechanisms were not a panacea for locating material. For ex-

ample, as previously quoted, Emile looked through a number of project names

he had carefully created and laughed, saying he was confused “because of the

names, because I don’t know what the hell is going on”.

Simon Rycroft expressed a deeper dissatisfaction with systems that forced

him to rely on labelling over other means:

“Something as basic as importing an audio file [forces me to

think], because I have to look at a list. All of a sudden I’m

looking at a list of words, and it is really difficult for me to actu-

ally go back into that way of working where I’m not dealing with

a graph, and moving stuff around. . . . [It is the] same for looking

at lists of plugins. And it really gets to me, I have to get out

of my zone, and it destroys my train of consciousness to have to

actually go through the filing system of my computer and wade

through. I find that really removes me from the process.” —

Simon Rycroft

Forcing the producer to remember the name of an object is less than ideal

if they could rely on the more salient features of the objects, such as their

spacial-visual characteristics. Emile described how spacial-temporal location

provided a powerful means to locate material:

“Usually I know what is going on in my track. I’ll just go to that

point in time. [It is] fairly easy because it is time based. If you

know where it occurs then you go [there] and look at the track

that it is in.” — Emile De La Rey
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Christiaan Ercolano emphasised the importance of good labels in time

constrained contexts such as live performance:

“The naming thing is big. . . . [Labels] are bloody everywhere. . . .

When we play live, all the song sequence names are where you are

in the song. . . . Without them there is no hope.” — Christiaan

Ercolano

Having rapid access to this library material in a studio has one meaning,

but the requirements on a library for use in a live performance situation are

even more demanding. Paddy Free explained how Ableton Live has come

some of the way towards those requirements:

“[Ableton] Live can time compress or expand any tightly cut loop

off your hard-drive in real-time. That is the cool thing, so imme-

diately you can audition anything against anything [else] which

would have been quite a complex process before that: looping up

every sound in every song from our back catalogue so now we can

pull on absolutely everything we have done.” — Paddy Free

However the ultimate goal is yet to be reached:

“Make an interface that is as spontaneous as saying ‘you remem-

ber that part you played 6 months ago? [Play] that.’ . . . If an

iPod supposedly delivers you your music on demand, non-linear,

when you want it, mobile, what would be amazing is to have that

iPod recall but still you can deconstruct from within those mixes

completely. You can open out the full project down to its com-

ponent wave forms again. . . . If you could get to the equivalent of

saying to the band, ‘let’s do that number from [any point in the

song] . . . . Ideally we’d like to have every song we’ve ever done all

loaded up into our show-load. We can’t because of the limitations

[of having them all loaded in Live].” — Paddy Free
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Evaluation questions

• Is there adequate support for rapid naming, searching, and name-

versioning of all types of data?

• Can material be located spatially and visually rather than solely by

name?

9.5.3 Local libraries and working space

It was interesting to observe how participants not only used a global library,

but also organised a library of material inside individual projects. Our par-

ticipants repurposed voice and temporal abstraction mechanisms in order

to store this library content locally in a manipulatable and viewable form.

Assembling this local library involved both bringing material from external

sources (as detailed above) as well as creating material directly within the

project. In chapter 5 we introduced actions to generate material, which pro-

vided an example of this library building in Christiaan Ercolano’s work:

“You are fucking round. That is a huge chunk, that is the first

day. You don’t do any song writing the day you are inputting

samples and trimming them, and getting ready for song writing.”

— Christiaan Ercolano

For one piece Paddy Free captured multiple takes from a session guitarist,

which provided a library of raw material for that piece. Each take had a

different style so he could use them for different musical purposes.

“[This is] only the first process of assembling the ammunition.”

— Paddy Free

Clinton Bradley argued for the importance of building a large quantity

of material to draw from in the production process:
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“I find that the more that I keep the better result I get at the end

because I’ve got far more [material to choose from]. Particularly,

guitars will make a lot of [small mistakes] and that quite often can

become interesting audio fodder for a key moment in the track.”

— Clinton Bradley

There were four ways in which participants organised these local libraries.

The first, as observed in a composition session with Eric Vani, was as a se-

lection of generic audio clips on the file-system that could be accessed by

multiple audio applications being used in that specific project. In an obser-

vation session, Eric captured at least half an hour of rhythmic drumming.

The material was then systematically searched, promising material identi-

fied, and each block saved in individual files on disk. Some of this material

was then imported into a different DAW where it was used as the basis for

a new composition. Unfortunately, exporting each block to the file-system

did not preserve their history and context, as each was essentially severed

from its original place in the captured audio. This file-system approach also

provided only limited means for organising and marking up the audio.

In linear multi-track systems participants used temporal space before and

after the canonical arrangement to store local library material. This was the

second way in which participants were observed organising a local library.

This requires tracks to be created to contain this material with appropriate

effects processing (or lack thereof), and for them to remain in place and

unmodified for the duration of the project’s development, independent of the

multitude of other tracks being used actively for the arrangement.

“Often editors, and I do it myself, go an hour down the track and

have a library of all the stuff they are using. They will tend to

jump down there, grab some stuff, and jump back to where they

cut it. The same way where in excel you can split a [sheet] in

half and jump between two non-linear bits. . . . It depends on the

kind of project as to whether you assemble a perfect library or it

is just a space for cutting things up.” — Tim Prebble
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“As I create the song, if I go ‘oh that is a good loop, that is

going to be part of the song’ I’ll copy the loop and put it at the

beginning of the track so I have a library of all my loops. [For

example] if we drop a guitar line in and we are like ‘yeah that is

it nailed’, I’ll copy it and have a bank down the left hand side. If

I’m finished the song and [I think] I’ll probably want to use this

live, I’ll copy it, and flip [to the session view] and use it live.” —

Troy Kelly

The use of the library in a live interactive environment is also important.

In systems such as Ableton Live, as this local library is developed it can be

interactively shaped and arranged in real-time:

“Live allows the conditions for spontaneity. This is the ammo I

might draw from, and you don’t have to play in a set way.” —

Paddy Free

Using space before and after the main arrangement allows the space for

blocks of material with substantial temporal durations:

“The advantage of having it down the end is you can access the

whole.” — Tim Prebble

Here, producers can even have the space to build mini arrangements, cre-

ating larger temporal blocks for the local library they are building. In this

way, the local library also acts as a scratch pad for trying out and manipu-

lating compositional ideas without compromising the existing arrangement.

This served Troy, who recorded sections of material from the interactive ses-

sion view in Ableton Live beyond the end of a piece:

“I’ve just gone down here [later in the song] and recorded from

the [session view].” — Troy Kelly
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The third way in which several participants were observed creating local

libraries allowed for context, although would be less well suited to storing

material with longer durations. Material was placed on disabled tracks so

that it was temporally located near related material.

“You can disable tracks but I can still chuck things on [it]. That

is kind of in context where down the end it is a resource.” —

Tim Prebble

The classic example of contextual library material was witnessed when

participants captured multiple performance takes. A final version could be

stitched together from the multiple takes, or as in the Paddy Free example

given earlier, blocks of material from these takes could be used in locations

related to the original temporal location.

The final way in which participants were observed creating local libraries

was building material in several different project files. This could be prob-

lematic when systems don’t allow producers to work on several project files

simultaneously:

“The fact that you can only have one session open makes that

more difficult in that if I go away and make some weird sounds in

another session I then need to close that and open my real session

to put it in context. It would be much easier if I could have two

sessions open. . . . Sometimes they are not time based. For the

master [project file] it is critical how it is structured, where as

the others can be as random as you like.” — Tim Prebble

Evaluation questions

• Can the producer access the local library content from multiple project

files, including contextual library material and larger mini-arrangement

style material?
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• Can the producer create local library content without adding complex-

ity to the composition?

9.6 Summary

This chapter revealed how producers’ activities were influenced by reuse and

versioning abstractions — or typically lack thereof.

We saw difficulties in the coarse-grained ‘either-or’ approach, in which re-

peated material was strictly either discrete copies or linked references. This

division forced the loss of all semantic ties between repeated but varied ma-

terial in the digital representations that our participants were developing.

Also, versioning and snapshot abstractions were practically non-existent in

participants’ software tools. Our participants had been forced through bitter

experience to work around this by reshaping their activities to manage this

manually at a large cost of increased complexity. Participants experience had

also led them to modify their work process due to the lack of dependency

management where material was reused across multiple project files. We also

found interesting difficulties in the work of producers where systems failed to

provide means of incorporating local or foreign library content into a project

without adding additional complexity to the global channel structure of a

piece.
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Chapter 10

Evaluation and Discussion

10.1 Introduction

In chapters 5 through 9 we presented our analysis of the activity of com-

puter mediated music production and the abstraction mechanisms that play

such an important role in producers’ work. These resulted in a number of

evaluation questions for examining music production systems in light of our

findings. In this chapter, we apply these evaluation questions to two software

systems, and then examine a number of implications for future design of such

systems. We conclude by examining the ways in which our findings relate to

similar domains.

10.2 Evaluation of systems

In the early stages of this research we published an an evaluation of Ableton

Live and Propellerheads Reason based on the user-interface metaphors em-

ployed [57]. Now that we have completed a detailed account of abstractions

and music production based on our field research, we can use this to per-

form a detailed evaluation of such systems grounded in these new empirical

findings.

In order to evaluate two prominent music production systems we began

249
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with our evaluation questions in appendix C. We applied each evaluation

question to the software system in turn, and summarised the most interesting

and problematic results, which we present below. Following the evaluation

sections below are tables demonstrating how we systematically applied each

evaluation question to the systems under examination. We found this to be a

relatively quick and thorough way to assess how the abstractions supported

in the systems would interact with the music abstraction and activity prin-

ciples we have discovered, and should be similarly accessible to practitioners

working in this domain. In the evaluations below, the relevant evaluation

question is cited by its unique code. For example (P.1) signifies the first pro-

cessing abstraction question “Can producers avoid manually working around

CPU limitations?” as listed in the appendix.

10.2.1 Apple Logic 7

Apple Logic 7 (shown in figure 10.1) offers some of the more advanced ab-

straction mechanisms of any linear sequencer, and as such provides a good

benchmark for evaluation.

3

     91

3 Arrange Window

The Arrange window is the heart of Logic. It is the view 
that you will see most often when working with the 
program.

You will learn all about the different interface elements, functions, and features of the 
Arrange window in this section. You will also discover how to handle both MIDI and 
audio tracks plus a number of other important techniques.

Overview

The Arrange area is where all MIDI and audio information is recorded, on horizontal 
tracks. Individual MIDI recordings are called MIDI Regions, audio recordings are called 
Audio Regions. Both Region types are displayed as horizontal “beams”. Above the 
Arrange area is the Bar Ruler, which displays position information.

Figure 10.1: Apple Logic.
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Folder tracks

Apple Logic’s ‘folder tracks’ provide the facility for creating abstractions over

processed content (P.6), multiple voices (V.4), and temporal groups (T.1).

In many ways, the resulting folders act much like concrete audio regions on

the timeline. In particular, this allows many of the editing and arrangement

operations that are typically utilised when working with concrete audio.

As useful as these folder tracks are, there are a number of ways in which

they fail to meet the abstraction requirements uncovered by our research

findings. The principle limitation of folder tracks is that they cannot always

be used interchangeably with rendered mix-down versions of the material

they represent (P.6). Unlike rendered audio, they do not support detailed

editing tools that search or manipulate their aggregate audio, because they

are processed in real-time from their component parts. For the same reason,

cuts and splices to track folders containing processed material do not preserve

the state of effects at cut points, resulting in dramatic changes to the audible

result (P.2). As we now know from this research, this is unacceptable to

those using effected results as first class compositional material. Additionally,

track folder abstractions fail to provide the crucial waveform visualisations

that many producers get so much utility from (V.5). Finally, effects cannot

be directly applied to folder tracks, requiring re-routing to achieve desired

results, and adding to the complexity problems we have seen in our studies.

While folder tracks do support several of the key forms of abstraction iden-

tified by this research, it is unfortunate that their somewhat coarse-grained

nature limits opportunities to utilise them. We have seen that producers need

to compare the contents of abstractions with external material on a common

timeline (V.6). Many of the abstraction requirements we have discussed do

not require information hiding. For example, the ability to rearrange a piece

through the manipulation of larger temporal structures should not necessi-

tate the material be concealed inside some other object. It is unfortunate

then, that to gain any benefit from folder track abstractions, Logic forces the

user to hide material in a separate timeline. If material had been allowed to
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remain inline it might better meet users’ needs, while simultaneously allow-

ing for abstract operations. This observation was borne out in producers’

own accounts. Our final critique of Logic’s folder tracks is that they fail to

address the problem of option dilemma (G.1), as there is no mechanism to

mark off material as complete, without resorting to rendering the material

to raw audio.

Effects processing

When Logic users create compositions employing large quantities of synthe-

sis and effects processing, they must employ workarounds to resolve CPU

limitations (P.1). Freezing and unfreezing operations cause long delays that

interrupt creativity and prevent most editing operations, which we found to

be unacceptable to some producers. Rendering material is the only practical

alternative, which as well as being similarly slow, disconnects material from

its rich history and prevents changes to underlying source data (P.6).

In Logic, arbitrary effects cannot be associated with individual blocks

of material (P.4). Instead, effects must be associated with an entire track,

resulting in additional confusion and complexity. When an effect is shared

among a number of tracks, Logic provides no simple means to allow the

parameters to temporarily diverge (P.4). Additionally, the real-time pro-

cessing model behind the system inherently creates unpredictable results,

determined by the arbitrary start point of play back and initialisation state

of effects units (P.11).

Unfortunately, transient musical events, such as one-off phrases require

the addition of a whole new track to the entire duration of timeline, or

grouping the material with otherwise unrelated elements (V.2).

Aliases and versioning

While Logic provides a system of linked copies (aliases in their terminology),

these links cannot be maintained if even small changes are made to an alias

(R.2). As a result, modified aliases become true copies and changes can no
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longer be made across the set. It can also be difficult to determine which

particular aliases will be affected by a change to a referenced region (R.1).

We have described the importance of capturing various types of versioning

snapshots, and note that some Logic users still rely on manual ‘save as’ and

file system management of fragmented project files (R.5). Also, changes

to one ‘save as’ arrangement option cannot be propagated to others when

desired (R.7). We discovered that inside project files, it is all too easy to lose

the creation history of sub-mixed and comped material, with producers being

forced to ‘stash’ muted source material inside folder tracks and manually

organise and keep them together (R.4).

Non linear performance

Logic also fails to provide a seamless and integrated mechanism for eyes-free

interactive arrangement (T.7), preventing producers from treating arrange-

ment as another form of performance expression without time consuming

preparation of material.
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Apple Logic evaluation table

Logic: General

G.1: Are there facilities to help producers deal

with option dilemma, allowing them to mark off

decisions and move forward?

Only by rendering.

Logic: Processing

P.1: Can producers avoid manually working

around CPU limitations?

Only by freezing which prevents many

forms of editing.

P.2: Can producers easily change materials’

voice and location in time without losing pro-

cessing context and how it will sound?

Only by rendering.

P.3: Can automation parameters be associated

with material or points in time as required?

Yes.

P.4: Can short term or diverging effect process-

ing be created without adding complexity or CPU

overhead?

No.

P.5: Do the object editing facilities allow for tail

effects?

No.

P.6: Can results of effected processing be edited

and viewed as first class audio without regard

for underlying effects processing, while allowing

underlying processing to be viewed and modified

even after the results have been edited?

No. Only limited editing through folder

tracks with no waveform visualisation.

P.7: Can processing complexity be reduced for

use in a live setting?

To a limited extent through track folders

and rendering.

P.8: Is it possible to hide edits? No.

P.9: Can looking ahead on the timeline be dis-

abled?

No.

P.10: Is it possible to create feedback loops and

manipulate them interactively?

Yes.

P.11: Is it possible to have predictable results of

effect processing?

Only with rendering or freezing.

Logic: Voice

V.1: Does the system provide voice abstractions

to capture both the concepts of instrument parts

and perceived parts?

Only for aggregated voices as folder tracks.
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V.2: Does the system provide an abstraction for

dealing with transient musical events?

No.

V.3: Does the system allow producers to make

use of visual spatial layout to organise material?

Only on tracks.

V.4: Does the system provide voice abstraction

facilities to reduce voice counts and the resulting

overwhelming complexity?

Yes.

V.5: Does the system allow producers to view,

edit and arrange multiple voices as if they are a

cohesive whole?

Only to a limited extent through folder

tracks or rendering.

V.6: Does the system provide access to individ-

ual voices inside voice abstractions where multi-

ple voices are amalgamated, and allow them to

be compared with other voices from outside of

the abstraction?

The contents of folder tracks can be

viewed, but they are on their separate

timeline divorced from other voices.

Logic: Temporal

T.1: Can material be represented in a hierarchy

of temporal blocks up to the set level, allowing

information hiding when desired?

Yes.

T.2: Can the producer work with multiple levels

of the temporal hierarchy simultaneously?

Only through manually managed multiple

views.

T.3: Can multiple contradictory temporal ab-

stractions be represented?

No.

T.4: Can the producer build and view a piece’s

entire linear structure?

Yes.

T.5: Is it possible to specify variations in re-

peated material to ensure diversity and to ensure

coinciding parts mesh?

No. Only by breaking alias references.

T.6: Can neighbouring and global context of re-

peated material determine the details of how it

is performed?

As above.

T.7: Can arrangement decisions be radically

changed throughout the entire production pro-

cess, including in a live eyes-free improvisational

context?

No.

T.8: Is placement of material against a metrical

abstraction mediated by a system to take lead-

ins into account?

Yes, through the use of anchor points.
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T.9: When material is captured without correct

metrical abstraction information, can it be added

after the fact?

Yes.

T.10: Do the metrical abstractions provide fa-

cilities to change tempo and time-signatures at

any time?

Yes.

T.11: Are producers able to manipulate material

in terms of bars, beats, and sub-beats through

provision of temporal editing and visualisation

over metrical abstractions?

Yes.

T.12: Are metrical structure abstractions pro-

vided, allowing producers to learn common pa-

rameters for expressive timing?

No.

T.13: Can material be captured and refined

through performance gesture?

Material cannot be refined through perfor-

mance gesture.

Logic: Reuse and Versioning

R.1: Are individual repetitions editable, and do

producers have control over how changes to one

repetition affect others?

Alias dependancies are not well visualised,

and individual repetitions are not editable.

R.2: Can references be maintained after derived

material has been varied?

No.

R.3: Can varied repetitions captured through

performance be represented as such?

There is no provision for creating relation-

ships between repeated material that has

been recorded from an external source.

R.4: Can producers capture a snapshot version

of any block of material that they can recall

later?

No, not without manually copying it and

placing it elsewhere on the timeline.

R.5: Can different versions of all types of data

be maintained inside a single project file?

No.

R.6: Can producers work with the same data

across multiple applications?

Only through rendering and export.

R.7: Can changes be propagated across multiple

arrangements when required?

No.

R.8: Is there support for managing multiple takes

as a single unit, including takes of automation?

Yes, but not for automation.

R.9: Does the system allow producers to eas-

ily track dependancies between material and the

various projects it is used in?

No.
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R.10: Can the producer archive and reuse all

types of material abstractions from past projects,

while retaining links to their previous contexts?

No.

R.11: Can the producer access the local li-

brary content from multiple project files, includ-

ing contextual library material and larger mini-

arrangment style material?

Yes, by opening them in a new project.

R.12: Can the producer create local library con-

tent without adding complexity to the composi-

tion?

Adding library content complicates the

project’s global channel structure.

R.13: Is there adequate support for rapid nam-

ing, searching, and name-versioning of all types

of data?

Many types of data can be named, but

name changes are not retained.

R.14: Can material be located spatially and vi-

sually rather than solely by name?

Yes, but only within the restrictions of the

single timeline.

10.2.2 Ableton Live 6

Ableton Live (shown in figure 10.2) offers several novel abstraction mecha-

nisms, which were well appreciated by a number of our participants. There-

fore it is appropriate to give it special attention through an evaluation here,

based on what we have learnt from this field work. While there are many

positive aspects to the design of Ableton Live 6, for brevity we focus here

on the limitations in Live’s support for abstractions, and how they affected

producers’ work.

Freezing and rendering effect processing

As shown earlier in figure 3.19, Ableton Live 6 permits an extended variety

of editing operations to be carried out on frozen tracks (P.6), allowing users

to remove performance overheads while still retaining some editing flexibility.

For example, frozen material, including audio tails (P.5) resulting from effect

processing, can be split and rearranged. However, any editing of tail effects,

and the results of edited effects are lost when the user inevitably needs to
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Figure 10.2: Ableton Live.

unfreeze the track to add or fine tune effects. As a consequence, editing the

results of effected audio is only practicable if the user is prepared to give up

the option of modifying underlying processing (P.6). Additionally, the results

of frozen effects are not visualised as a waveform, hindering precise editing.

For these reasons, producers are forced to use the consolidate and flatten

commands, which have the side-effect of removing all links to the production

history of material.

Multitrack-mixing: Channels and tracks

In implicit recognition of the importance of processing abstraction, Ableton

Live ensures that when blocks of material are imported from other projects,

any required effects units are automatically imported along with them (P.2).

In this way, effects are recognised as an integral part of material. For ex-

ample, importing a MIDI drum pattern would result in its associated drum

machine, samples, and compression unit being brought into the new context
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in which it is being used. These instruments and effect units are automati-

cally loaded into the track on which the material has been added. However, in

a clear demonstration of the breakdown of the multitrack-mixing metaphor,

any further blocks of drum material imported on that track cannot add their

required effect processing units as they would conflict with those already in

place (R.12). Producers hoping to organise material by perceived instrument

parts as a form of voice abstraction (with, for example ‘drum grooves’ all be-

ing placed on the same track) are foiled by tracks’ role as the principle means

of process abstraction (V.1).

This is related to the difficulties we established with multitrack-mixing

systems, where short term effects required for a limited block of material

must be associated globally to an entire track (adding global complexity) and

remain active for the duration of the piece (adding to performance overhead)

(P.4). As with Logic and other multitrack-mixing systems, neither is there

natural support for parameters of shared effects temporarily diverging, nor

transient musical events. Inline edits cannot be hidden without destructive

editing (P.8) and consolidation (P.6), and there is no way for producers to

easily mark off edits or other changes as complete without making them

permanent (G.1). Also, as with other systems, real-time processing can result

in unpredictable audio results depending on the start point of the playhead

and effect unit state (P.11).

Multiple voices

One of the most significant limitations of Ableton Live’s abstraction mecha-

nisms is the lack of voice aggregation abstractions (V.4). Unlike Apple Logic,

there is no way to fold multiple voices (AKA tracks) into a single entity for

combined editing, waveform visualisation, and complexity reduction (V.5).

This can result in rapid track count expansion and a dependence on sig-

nificant zooming and scrolling. This lack of voice abstraction also has the

repercussion of there being no natural way to group and hide multiple takes

(R.8), including automation takes (R.5).
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Session view versus arrangement view

In the linear arrangement view, temporal hierarchy is limited to just a single

level of blocks, with a second orthogonal level of timeline locators, making

instant selection and manipulation of high level blocks (verse, chorus etc.)

impossible (T.1). The non-linear session view allows clips across a number

of tracks to be organised into ‘scenes’ for triggering, although there is no

way to fold scenes into higher level scenes, or other recursive hierarchical

organisations. As a consequence there is no support for high level temporal

groupings for set organisation, and consequently each piece must be located in

its own file to be loaded individually, or manually and painstakingly merged

into what Paddy Free termed a “megalosal live set” (see figure 8.4).

Ableton Live echoes the classic dichotomy between linear and non-linear

sequencers by essentially implementing two data-compatible, but largely in-

dependent sequencers in the one system: the session view (non-linear), and

the arrangement view (linear). Each of these sequencers inherits the typical

limitations of its class. For example, the linear sequencer is awkward for im-

provisational and composition actions, and commits producers to particular

arrangement possibilities (T.7). On the other hand the non-linear sequencer

makes it difficult to establish higher level temporal structure (T.4), develop

and link appropriate transitions between musical sections (T.6), or deal with

lead-ins occurring before the first beat of the bar (T.8). While the ability

to move rapidly between the two sequencing environments is a great step

forward, in practice, material in one view is not linked to the other, and lim-

its the effectiveness of this approach. Consequently, producers are required

to manually move material from one domain to the other. In Ableton Live

there can be substantial loss of temporal information (T.1) (T.4) when mov-

ing between these two disjoint paradigms. For example, material created in

non-linear format will lose its triggerable structure when moved to the lin-

ear timeline, all of which must be rebuilt if it is to be used again later in

the non-linear format. The process of moving material into the multitrack-

mixing models’ linear representation results in a degree of commitment to
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a single linear arrangement, making it awkward to explore multiple varying

arrangements. In this way any memory of other options of ‘what can come

next’ is lost. As a result of the division between material in the non-linear

and linear sequencers, changes to material in one format are not reflected

in the other (R.7). Conversely, when moving from a linear to non-linear

representation, producers are required to forgo the larger linear structures

they have composed, breaking material at an arbitrary granularity and los-

ing temporal hierarchy (T.1). For example, larger AABA structures could

be triggerable as both a unit in of themselves, or as four individual blocks;

but non-linear representations will force a choice of representation between

the two. Additionally, as we have seen, specially crafted segues (the tran-

sitions from one part to another) which are so crucial to the smooth flow

of arrangement are not easily represented in Ableton Live’s non-linear form

(T.8), and are difficult to retain in the movement back and forth between

linear to non-linear environments.

Reuse and libraries

A disconnection between replicated material is evident throughout the system

(R.2). There is no mechanism to edit multiple repetitions simultaneously

(other than that facilitated by ‘looping’), even within the same sequencer

view (R.1). Alternative arrangements and editing snapshots are best served

by the primitive ‘save as’ feature, with each located in detached disjoint files

(R.4). As we have seen, this can result in confusing file management issues

and dependancies (R.9).

The ‘browser’ allows limited organisation of library material (R.11), but

its tree based file-system model leaves little room for creating and manipu-

lating library content without merging it into the channel structure of the

current session (R.12). Additionally, there is no support for tracking the

naming history of material in libraries or current projects (R.13).
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Ableton Live evaluation table

Live: General

G.1: Are there facilities to help producers deal

with option dilemma, allowing them to mark off

decisions and move forward?

Only by rendering.

Live: Processing

P.1: Can producers avoid manually working

around CPU limitations?

Only by freezing which prevents many

forms of editing.

P.2: Can producers easily change materials’

voice and location in time without losing pro-

cessing context and how it will sound?

Only by rendering.

P.3: Can automation parameters be associated

with material or points in time as required?

Yes.

P.4: Can short term or diverging effect process-

ing be created without adding complexity or CPU

overhead?

No.

P.5: Do the object editing facilities allow for tail

effects?

No.

P.6: Can results of effected processing be edited

and viewed as first class audio without regard

for underlying effects processing, while allowing

underlying processing to be viewed and modified

even after the results have been edited?

No.

P.7: Can processing complexity be reduced for

use in a live setting?

Only through rendering or effect racks.

P.8: Is it possible to hide edits? No.

P.9: Can looking ahead on the timeline be dis-

abled?

Only in the session view.

P.10: Is it possible to create feedback loops and

manipulate them interactively?

Yes.

P.11: Is it possible to have predictable results of

effect processing?

Only with rendering or freezing.

Live: Voice

V.1: Does the system provide voice abstractions

to capture both the concepts of instrument parts

and perceived parts?

No.
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V.2: Does the system provide an abstraction for

dealing with transient musical events?

No.

V.3: Does the system allow producers to make

use of visual spatial layout to organise material?

Only on tracks.

V.4: Does the system provide voice abstraction

facilities to reduce voice counts and the resulting

overwhelming complexity?

No.

V.5: Does the system allow producers to view,

edit and arrange multiple voices as if they are a

cohesive whole?

No.

V.6: Does the system provide access to individ-

ual voices inside voice abstractions where multi-

ple voices are amalgamated, and allow them to

be compared with other voices from outside of

the abstraction?

NA.

Live: Temporal

T.1: Can material be represented in a hierarchy

of temporal blocks up to the set level, allowing

information hiding when desired?

No.

T.2: Can the producer work with multiple levels

of the temporal hierarchy simultaneously?

No.

T.3: Can multiple contradictory temporal ab-

stractions be represented?

No.

T.4: Can the producer build and view a piece’s

entire linear structure?

Yes, in the arrangement view.

T.5: Is it possible to specify variations in re-

peated material to ensure diversity and to ensure

coinciding parts mesh?

No.

T.6: Can neighbouring and global context of re-

peated material determine the details of how it

is performed?

No.

T.7: Can arrangement decisions be radically

changed throughout the entire production pro-

cess, including in a live eyes-free improvisational

context?

Yes, in the session view.

T.8: Is placement of material against a metrical

abstraction mediated by a system to take lead-

ins into account?

No.
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T.9: When material is captured without correct

metrical abstraction information, can it be added

after the fact?

Yes, particularly through warp markers.

T.10: Do the metrical abstractions provide fa-

cilities to change tempo and time-signatures at

any time?

Yes.

T.11: Are producers able to manipulate material

in terms of bars, beats, and sub-beats through

provision of temporal editing and visualisation

over metrical abstractions?

Yes.

T.12: Are metrical structure abstractions pro-

vided, allowing producers to learn common pa-

rameters for expressive timing?

No.

T.13: Can material be captured and refined

through performance gesture?

Material cannot be refined through perfor-

mance gesture.

Live: Reuse and Versioning

R.1: Are individual repetitions editable, and do

producers have control over how changes to one

repetition affect others?

No.

R.2: Can references be maintained after derived

material has been varied?

NA.

R.3: Can varied repetitions captured through

performance be represented as such?

There is no provision for creating relation-

ships between repeated material that has

been recorded from an external source.

R.4: Can producers capture a snapshot version

of any block of material that they can recall

later?

No, not without manually copying it and

placing it elsewhere on the timeline.

R.5: Can different versions of all types of data

be maintained inside a single project file?

No.

R.6: Can producers work with the same data

across multiple applications?

Only through rendering and export.

R.7: Can changes be propagated across multiple

arrangements when required?

No.

R.8: Is there support for managing multiple takes

as a single unit, including takes of automation?

No.

R.9: Does the system allow producers to eas-

ily track dependancies between material and the

various projects it is used in?

No.
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R.10: Can the producer archive and reuse all

types of material abstractions from past projects,

while retaining links to their previous contexts?

No.

R.11: Can the producer access the local li-

brary content from multiple project files, includ-

ing contextual library material and larger mini-

arrangment style material?

Yes, but only by viewing them in a distinct

tree view which does not show them in

context.

R.12: Can the producer create local library con-

tent without adding complexity to the composi-

tion?

Adding library content complicates the

project’s global channel structure.

R.13: Is there adequate support for rapid nam-

ing, searching, and name-versioning of all types

of data?

Many types of data can be named, but

name changes are not retained and are not

searchable.

R.14: Can material be located spatially and vi-

sually rather than solely by name?

Yes, but only within the restrictions of the

single timeline for the arrangement view.

The session view has leeway for a vertical

ordering.

10.3 Implications for design

Our research and analysis has illuminated a number of significant issues in

the abstractions present in computer music user-interfaces, many of which

result from designers’ adherence to the ubiquitous multitrack-mixing model.

We have used the knowledge gained from this process to evaluate aspects of

Apple Logic 7 and Ableton Live 6. In this section we detail the implications

of these findings for the design of future DAW systems by outlining various

design concepts, some of which could be integrated easily into the existing

multitrack-mixing model, while others would require a more radical redesign.

10.3.1 Designing for processing abstraction

In chapter 6 we itemised a number of important processing abstraction issues

in current DAW systems. Our producers often required the direct manipula-

tion opportunities of audio, but were instead required to deal with underlying

effect processing parameters. As a result, they would resort to saving snap-
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shots, and rendering to raw audio. In the process, the digital representation

would dispose of important causal information and editing possibilities along

with it. This leads us to suggest that DAW designers should look to a rad-

ical redesign of the ubiquitous real-time processing model, to acknowledge

and embrace the crucial role that rendering plays in real world production

activity.

V-rendering

At a basic level, this could include support for what we will term ‘virtual-

rendering’ (v-rendering) operations. V-rendering would provide all the ben-

efits of rendered audio, including visualisation and editing of effect tails, but

retain (and abstract away) the details of underlying material, effects, and ed-

its. Just as so called ‘non-destructive editing’ (as described in section 5.8.2)

retains pointers to underlying audio files; non-destructive v-rendering could

allow users to explore and modify underlying material and automatically

regenerate a cache of the v-rendered result.

Unlike Apple Logic folder tracks, a v-render could be split into pieces and

moved on the timeline, shifted to new voices, or placed in completely new

projects; with no change to its audible result. In contrast to both frozen

audio and folder tracks, unfolding such a block in its new context would re-

veal its generating content, including the prior timeline information which

determined its audible characteristics. For example, fine tuning a block of

v-rendered audio might require modifying effects parameters from what had

originally been situated at an earlier point in time. Our proposed use of

v-rendering would provide the benefit of creating a mechanism of abstrac-

tion that reduces complexity (by containing and hiding effect units, effect

parameters, and source material), reduced viscosity (allowing movement to

new contexts without audible change), and first class editing of what was ap-

parently raw audio, while simultaneously removing performance overheads.

Figures 10.3–10.5 illustrate this further.

The file storage requirements of such a system should be comparable to
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Figure 10.3: In this mockup we show a stack of parameters and effects (feed-

ing from bottom to top) resulting in an audio waveform. A piano-roll MIDI

view (at bottom) feeds through a ‘drum machine’ instrument to create audio

visualised as a waveform. A ‘simple delay’ (including a ‘dry / wet’ parameter

graph) results in a transformed audio waveform (at top).
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Figure 10.4: A v-rendered segment of audio copied from the resulting audio

(from figure 10.3), could be placed in a new context in the composition.

Figure 10.5: The segment of audio (from figure 10.4) could be unfolded at any

time, revealing the originating material and effects that defined it. Changes

here to the originating material (such as modification of an effect parameter)

will be reflected in the segment of audio, approximated with standard real-

time processing until it has been re-rendered.
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current systems, as in practice we observed producers manually mimicking

such abilities through multiple ‘save as’ copies.

Opportunistic caching

This proposal could be extended more radically if the system automatically

rendered (i.e. cached) all material in the background, even in the absence

of visualised abstractions. Content that had not yet been cached could be

processed in real-time as per usual, but other relatively stable content would

be cached, vastly reducing processing overhead. This would require careful

CPU and file-system I/O prioritisation to ensure real-time recording opera-

tions and latency were not negatively affected.

Our observations showed the importance of live interactive manipulation

of controller or source data, and any automated rendering approach would

need to allow for this. To accommodate this, if the user modified material

on a track the system could initiate live processing and cross-fade from the

cached material to the real-time version to provide audio feedback. Such

transitions could be jarring, but their impact could be minimised by using

various strategies. For example, any material that producers were actively

working on would continue to be processed in real-time. Producers could

also use a hinting mechanism, so instead of freezing material, waiting for

rendering, and then being locked out of many editing options; they could

mark material as a candidate for rendering that would be performed in the

background.

Any change to material could demand a great deal of re-caching. For

example, a change to the last note of a song might require regenerating

the effect processing for an entire track. This issue could be mitigated by

caching the internal state of effect units at various strategic points. Thus,

this regeneration of cached material could commence from the last point

where effect state was recorded. As a ballpark estimate, working with an

effect requiring 10 seconds of state, using 44.1 kHz 16-bit stereo audio would

require 1.68MB of storage to capture the state at any point of time. Some
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effect units require no state, and so would not incur this caching overhead.

Implications for use

The approaches discussed above would offer the advantages of removing the

creative blocks and interruptions presented by system resource limitations,

converging on a predictable and deterministic audio result (not subject to the

vagaries of playhead start point and effect state), allow fully fledged editing

of abstracted audio without breaking ties to creation history, and still allow

live editing of material as required.

We would expect this to work particularly well under the assumption

that producers work on only a small proportion of material any one time.

This assumption fits with our observations of Paddy Free working for several

hours on editing a guitar track, Eric Vani focusing on editing vocal takes, Jim

Frazier recording many vocal takes, and Andy Morton developing layered

drum grooves. In all of these cases, our participants’ actions were highly

focused on editing a specific subset of the entire composition. The rest of the

material could have been automatically cached. Detailed quantitative study

of producers or instrumentation of music production tools could be used to

validate our assumption that only a small proportion of material is edited at

any one time.

10.3.2 Designing for voice abstraction

Chapter 7 described our findings relating to the abstraction and organisation

of voices, and these too have implications for future DAW design. Firstly,

we saw the impact that transient and duplicated voices had on track counts

in traditional multitrack-mixing systems, and also the negative aspects of

scrolling and zooming across a large number of tracks.
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Track duration

One approach to address this might be to revise the current multitrack-

mixing model where tracks must last the duration of an entire piece regardless

of the length of their content. Instead, when the user is zoomed into a

particular area of the timeline, the system could show just the voices of the

material active at that point in time. As playback continued, new voices

could be displayed only as required — although this would necessitate some

animation of material in order to accommodate newly appearing voices while

retaining ordering, as depicted in figure 10.6. This figure shows how playback

of voices 1, 2, 3, 5, 6 and 7 could transition to voices 1, 4, 6 and 8. The voices

located below 3 would have to move down to accommodate voice 4 as they

would still be visible in the scrolling viewport. Once voices were no longer in

the viewport, the remaining voices could move to reclaim the unused screen

real estate.

Without the visual representation of tracks persisting throughout an en-

tire piece, it would be necessary to provide new mechanisms to associate

material with a particular set of voice characteristics for reasons of organisa-

tion or effect processing. As Paddy Free described:

“You have to organise at some point. If you call it tracks or

channels — once you are adding more than one thing, there has

to be a way of keeping a handle on how do I access that drum

part or that bass part.” — Paddy Free

This could be accommodated through voice objects, where assigning ma-

terial to a particular voice object would allow it to be correctly grouped; and

provide the appropriate effect processing, audio input and output mappings,

and record arming controls.

Such a scheme would be less vulnerable to the problems of represent-

ing transient material. Additionally, compositions in which different song

sections feature distinct instrumentation would only show relevant material

when viewing the chorus or the verse, removing large numbers of empty
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Figure 10.6: Here we show the animations required as voices join and leave

during playback of a piece. With eight total voices we can reduce complexity

and scrolling by only showing those voices playing back during the time frame

of the current viewport.
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tracks and improving the ratio of useful information displayed. This pro-

posal would need to be evaluated against the potential disorientation caused

by the animation of voices, and measured against quantitative data regarding

the regularity of voices joining and leaving playback that might trigger these

animations. This design could even be provided as a complement to existing

multitrack-mixing user-interfaces, with the user being able to toggle between

the two views.

V-rendering voices

The v-rendering approach already described in the preceding section also

shows promise for use as a voice abstraction mechanism. Our new-found

knowledge of the reasons why producers render multiple voices into one pro-

vides us with clear motivation for a smart virtual rendering system. We can

envisage a system where any number of voices are grouped and folded within

each other, with the result being cached for uncompromised audio editing

and visualisation purposes. Any one of these abstracted v-rendered voices

could then be included in other v-renders recursively. We have demonstrated

the importance of allowing producers to ‘unfold’ voice abstractions and work

with them in the temporal context of other material, and would therefore pro-

vide means to allow this. Ideally, individual voices from an unfolded voice

abstraction could be positioned next to any other voice, until it was time to

be instantly folded back into the original abstraction without requiring the

user to rebuild it from scratch. Changes to the contents of aggregated voice

abstraction would cascade to the top level of the abstraction.

10.3.3 Designing for temporal abstraction

One of the clear results of our research is a rationale for re-examining the

dichotomy between linear and non-linear sequencing paradigms. Our partic-

ipants revealed the strengths and weaknesses of both linear and non-linear

approaches through their various actions in the activity system, and in many
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situations demonstrated their dependance on them both. In the worst case,

we saw the labour intensive process of manually preparing and moving ma-

terial back and forth between the MPC’s non-linear sequencing environment

to Pro Tools’ linear sequencer. Each of these paradigm transitions resulted

in significant data-loss as material was grouped and rendered down. In the

improved case, participants using Ableton Live were able to move material

between the two paradigms without losing processing information, such as

associated effect units and object automation. Unfortunately, as we describe

in our evaluation of Ableton Live in section 10.2.2, there is still significant

information lost in the transition between the two paradigms.

Merging linear and non-linear approaches

This leads us to conclude that there could be significant advantages in at-

tempting to merge aspects from both paradigms in a new system, rather than

forcing producers to move material back and forth “through the portal” (as

Paddy Free’s described it). This might suggest a system in which material is

in a non-linear triggerable form, but which we can interactively perform or

edit into larger linear sections that are themselves interactively triggerable

in a similar manner. In a system that retained the representation of the

various levels of temporal hierarchical structure we could trigger both lower

and higher level temporal groupings. The latter could soon converge towards

a full linear arrangement, while retaining instant access to the advantages of

non-linear triggering when appropriate.

One of the advantages of this approach is that it would allow multiple

arrangements to coexist without becoming fragmented across multiple files

on the file system. Secondly, it would allow the creation of segues between

blocks of material as a natural part of linear editing. These segues could

then be conveniently presented to the producer in a non-linear triggering

scenario when moving from one block to another. With multiple arrange-

ments embodying a huge wealth of data about how various musical sections

can be combined, it is reasonable to suggest that these should be accessible
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to producers encountering similar combinations in either new arrangements

or live non-linear triggering contexts. This same logic applies equally to

recalling general arrangement options. When we consider that each arrange-

ment of the same material implicitly contains a wealth of information on the

ways in which blocks of material can be combined, we conclude that this

could become a useful database to be exploited in interactive performance

situations. Utilising such information could allow producers to figuratively

‘navigate’ through an arrangement, being presented with likely transitions

at each junction based on existing knowledge in the system. Such a process

would more closely mimic the advantages of working with a group of live mu-

sicians and would exploit the structural compositional knowledge that accrue

over the course of composing a song. This sort of approach contrasts dramat-

ically with traditional non-linear triggering systems in which the quality of

various possible transition are undifferentiated, and the only limited means

of recording the fitness of transitions is to locate material adjacently.

Lead-ins, set lists, micro-timing, and gesture

Other findings from our investigation lead us to suggest the importance of

including support for lead-ins into non-linear sequencer design, and the abil-

ity to easily load the next song while the current one is still being performed,

or ideally, manage entire set-lists. Another design concept that stems from

our research would be a mechanism for visually representing micro-timing in-

formation (vital for controlling the rhythmic ‘feel’ of a phrase) while viewing

material at a macro beat and bar temporal level. While the numerical rep-

resentation of micro-timing used so powerfully by Andy Morton could prove

to be too complex for some users, a graphical representation might be more

effective. One possible visualisation of this micro-timing is shown in figure

10.7. This example would allow the producer to see the early first snare drum

event, followed by ‘laid-back’ (late) snare events that contrast with the early

kick drum events. Just as Andy Morton developed an association between

a micro timing number and a certain ‘feel’, producers could associate the
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horizontal bar’s magnitude in a similar manner.

Figure 10.7: An adaptation of Ableton Live’s piano-roll MIDI event view

with time running from left to right. The horizontal black lines have been

added to represent micro timings that would not usually be visible at this

zoom level.

Lastly, in section 8.5.2 we revealed a problematic dichotomy between

entering temporal effects automation via performance gesture, and editing

it graphically with a mouse. This could be perhaps addressed by allowing

differential automation recording, where manipulating the controller during

playback could shift the parameter in question from the baseline of the pre-

vious take.

10.3.4 Designing for reuse and versioning abstraction

In chapter 9, we described our findings surrounding issues of reuse and ver-

sioning abstraction, and these too have implications for future design of music

production systems. Our interviews and observations exposed the startling

lack of provisions for tracking versioning information, and the difficulties this

can cause for producers.

Retaining patterns of reuse

At the level of individual blocks of material it is clear that manually ‘stash-

ing’ older versions is an awkward and error prone workaround. Even using
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such techniques, the system is essentially disposing of useful information

by not explicitly retaining these links between source and derived material.

Nowhere was this more evident then in participants’ use of referenced copies

(called ‘aliases’ in Apple Logic). As we described, our participants inevitably

needed to vary referenced copies and hence break these references (using the

application-specific equivalent of Logic’s ‘Turn to Real Copy’ command). As

a result, almost all material would become a ‘real copy’ isolated from its

versioning and reuse history.

Lerdahl argued that it has been difficult to pin down theories regarding

the associative structure of music (see section 3.2.1):

“. . . it is difficult to make a substantive theory of associations.

Within music theory this remains relatively uncharted territory.”

— Lerdahl [94, p.6]

In contrast, unlike the tradition of pure music theory, the activity of com-

puter mediated music production exposes a variety of associations between

musical material through the specific actions of the user. For example, copy

and paste of material declares a clear associational structure without requir-

ing a fully fledged theory to account for it. This observation leads us to

propose a system that would retain this information, and in doing so, allow

producers to access related material when required. This would allow the sys-

tem to naturally develop a library of variations of material, and provide them

as replacement options when requested by the user. For example, Emile De

La Rey’s labour intensive process of developing and laying out drum groove

and fill variations might be eased if each referenced copy could be rapidly

swapped out for a known repetition from this naturally developing library.

Further, with variation information retained we might begin to address Troy

Kelly’s suggestion of a system to classify and semi-automatically randomis-

ing the selection of variations when requested, while retaining a strong foun-

dation in the declarative sequencing tradition. In section 9.2.1 Tim Prebble

described his use of a linked editing plugin that provides a basic form of audio
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‘find and replace’ to crudely manipulate a shared aspect across multiple ‘real

copies’. With the mechanism we have suggested above, such compensating

plugins would be unnecessary, and common properties of reused and varied

material could be edited when desired by cascading changes to related ma-

terial. Of course, the consequences of such cascading edits would require the

provision of adequate visualisation of which material would be affected, and

allowances made to limit the scope of such shared changes. More advanced

implementations could allow visualisation and manipulation of inheritance

hierarchies, such as that shown in figure 10.8. These types of versioning his-

tory relationships could even be maintained between varying arrangements,

and used to selectively propagate changes from one arrangement to another.

Main theme

Chorus

Chorus extended

Big beat break

Finale

Break down

Moody low feel

Figure 10.8: An early prototype showing just one possible visualisation of

the inheritance relationship between repeated but varied material.

Variations for performance

Retaining reuse and variation linkages could have applications for the tem-

poral abstraction design described in the previous section. If, as we have
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suggested, the system retained information on the various ways in which

material could be linearised, there might also be an application for reuse

and versioning information in this temporal context. For example, a pro-

ducer might develop a phrase with the form AABA, and elsewhere create

a variation of the B phrase named B’. In a non-linear environment, when

playing through an AA pattern the system could suggest the known phrase

BA to follow (to complete the AABA form), and the alternative of B’A on

the assumption that B’ might be a viable replacement for B (to complete an

AAB’A form). This would require the system to clearly differentiate specu-

lative suggestions (such as AAB’A) from those that are known to work (such

as AABA). Increasingly tentative suggestions (such as AAB”A and AAB’A”)

could be ranked accordingly. This has obvious links to code completion tools

for programmers, and text input prediction systems [53]. This mechanism

could bring the producer’s activity system closer to that of the instrumen-

talists in a band who naturally draw from a pool of available and known

variations in live and composition situations.

Snapshot versioning

Another consequence of our findings is a strong motivation for implementing

advanced forms of snapshot versioning, to allow producers to recall mate-

rial in a specific known state. Freeing our participants from the difficulties

of ‘save as’ snapshots and the resulting complexities of file system manage-

ment could prove to be a major advance for their productivity and creativity.

While version tracking of reused material (as described above) provides one

form of history recall, it would be important to allow snapshot versioning

of material even in the case where it was not being used in a unmodified

form elsewhere. Instead of requiring producers to continue to ‘stash’ copies

or use ‘save as’ to preserve historical state, our findings lead us to suggest

a mechanism whereby any material at any abstraction level (including an

entire arrangement or a single block of material) could be snapshotted for

later recall through the context of that abstract object. This would en-
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able the user to edit without undue concern, and provide a form of localised

undo through that object’s recorded history. We can imagine how such a sys-

tem, when combined with the numerous mechanisms already described, could

positively impact the situation Simon Rycroft described wherein previous ar-

rangements were divorced from later compositional developments. Instead,

our inbuilt snapshotting mechanism would allow Simon to retrieve the pre-

vious snapshot, and selectively introduce recent refinements that would have

been retained as the variations accessible through each piece of ancestral

material.

Library material

Chapter 9 also outlined the ways in which representations of reuse and ver-

sioning abstraction were at the heart of many library management issues.

We saw how participants could be forced to store shared library material on

the file system. Local project libraries also suffered as there was often no way

to naturally store them in a project without complicating the track/channel

structure of the developing composition, and they would need to be placed

at some arbitrary point further up or down the single timeline. Additionally,

library content best stored in relation to existing material in an arrangement

was sometimes placed on muted tracks in the same temporal location, poten-

tially complicating the editing and rearrangement of the audible material.

To better address these library issues there is a clear justification for

allowing a more free organisation of library material outside of the multitrack-

mixing model’s single linear timeline, while retaining timeline relationships

between library content where it exists. One way to address this would be

to allow material to be placed on a 2D spacial substrate independent of

temporal or track organisation. Material that is temporally related could be

visually linked by a horizontal timeline, while unrelated library material can

be spatially organised freely to aid location with spacial memory:

“Spatial abstraction reduces psychological loads by using our la-

tent abilities in recognition, orientation, and positional memory,
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thus shifting the challenges of navigation and assimilation from

reasoning to simple perception.” — McCullough [100, p.145]

In this way, library content could be added to a project without adding

full length tracks to a single monolithic timeline. Introducing external li-

brary content (or simply material form any other project) would bring along

with it the rich history of reuse, variation, temporal grouping and structure,

multiple voice structure, and inner processing structure; all hidden within an

abstraction that would behave as a simple rendered (cached) audio region

unless explored. One advantage of retaining such links is that it would be

possible to address Christiaan’s problem of naming material, as the system

would naturally retain naming information for all related material (differing

versions, higher and lower temporal grouping names, song names, project

names etc.). These could be used when searching for material by name.

With such rich context being retained within material, we could also pro-

vide the ability to jump to the original contexts in which material has been

previously used, something that could be easily provided on top of such a

system. Extending this further would allow this same functionality to cross

between independent project files. This does however raise the problem of

dependency tracking. As we have seen, the common technique our partici-

pants employed to deal with dependancies was to always take full copies of

all project resources when forking a project, and to keep almost everything

to avoid the risk of losing material and history. Providing inter-project de-

pendency tracking facilities could remedy this situation, or development of

specialised version control repositories modelled on those used in software

engineering [45] or other disciplines [40].
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10.4 Creativity and crafting with digital arte-

facts: Wider applications

At various points in this thesis we have framed our examination of computer

mediated music production as one example of creative professionals crafting

of complex digital artefacts. At this point, we can now reflect on how our

approach — that of identifying how the provided abstraction mechanisms

interact with the activity systems of users — can be applied to related do-

mains.

Despite our focus on music production, we can already see signs of com-

mon abstraction and activity patterns that cut across to other digital artefact

crafting activities. The cognitive dimensions present a set of vitally useful,

but relatively low-level aspects relevant to notations. Extending beyond the

scope of the cognitive dimensions of notations, there is value in developing

a higher level pattern language specific to the digital artefact crafting sys-

tems used by creative professionals. Such a pattern language might include

a description of the commonly occurring abstraction issue, examples, and

known design solutions to address it. These patterns, documenting both the

reoccurring tensions as well as potential solutions, could become a valuable

resource to system designers working in these fields. In order to demonstrate

the patterns that might emerge in such an analysis, we now present some pre-

liminary observations about the links between our research and other systems

outside of the music production field.

The influence of legacy user-interface metaphor

Just as we have seen with music production systems, mainstream cinema

editing tools also suffer from a dependance on user-interface metaphor from

legacy physical systems:

“This first generation of computer-based postproduction tools is

still a very literal translation of their analog equivalent; they were
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not redesigned to take advantage of the very distinct properties

of digital media.” — Lew [97]

The linear / non-linear dichotomy

In an academic context, research on real-time cinema editing has grappled

with issues of linearising temporal material, mirroring those we found in the

dichotomy between linear and non-linear sequencing systems. One approach

in the cinema context has been to allow narrative structure and constraints to

be captured during the pre-production process, allowing appropriate mate-

rial to be easily accessed in response to the particulars of live context [28, 97].

Retaining this higher level of abstract semantic information is analogous to

the approach we have suggested for music production tools, allowing rapid

real-time rearrangement. As we have seen, such “real-time” requirements are

in fact also important for creativity in a studio environment, and we would

expect the same might be true for video editing. Many similar domains also

face issues with temporal abstraction and linearisation. Software for design-

ing fireworks displays, narrative organisation systems for the management of

novels during writing, interactive lighting display systems, and even project

scheduling software contain timeline editing facilities that might face similar

issues.

Timelines with tracks

Many applications also provide facilities analogous to the abstraction mech-

anism of ‘tracks’ that we explored in music production systems. Apple’s

iMovie ’08 consumer grade video editing software has recently moved away

from a track-based model, allowing sound-clips to be placed at any point

without the need for a full duration track for that material. This change is

illustrated in figure 10.9. Research into how well this abstraction mechanism

fits with the demands of video editors’ activities would also inform the design

of similar track-based systems, as found in our music production systems or

the layered timeline in Adobe Flash and various 3D animation software.
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Apple iMovie ‘08

Apple iMovie 5

Figure 10.9: A traditional track display from Apple iMovie version 5 above,

and a new trackless display from iMovie ’08 underneath.
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Reuse and snapshots

In addition to timeline abstractions, Adobe Flash also provides abstractions

for reuse that correspond to the issues we uncovered in music production

systems. Flash allows a single “movie” object to be embedded in multiple

places on the timeline. Changes to that shared movie object are replicated

throughout each occurrence in the project. This type of abstraction mecha-

nism (and all the issues that come with it) is present in many such systems

such as DoView, shown in figure 10.10. DoView is a causation modelling tool

for strategic planning and social program evaluation [60, 132], in which the

user draws large networks of causes and effects across numerous inter-linked

diagrams. While the users of such a system differ somewhat from what is as-

sociated with the term “creative professional”, many of the same issues arise

here also. For example, as the same causal entity might need to appear on

multiple diagrams, copy and paste has been augmented with an additional

“paste as clone” option.

Figure 10.10: Screenshot from the outcomes logic modelling tool DoView.

Interestingly, our description of producers “stashing” backups of blocks
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of musical material (in section 9.4.3) has been mirrored in practical use of

DoView. Figure 10.11 shows a real world example of a nested list of diagrams

including multiple versioned snapshots (“backups”) of each.

Figure 10.11: A list of DoView diagrams from a real world project demon-

strating manually saved backups of individual diagrams. — Parker Duignan

Ltd., Used with permission.

‘Save as’ and the file-system

At the file system level, just as with music production, DoView users may also

save backup snapshots of models with ‘save as’ (see figure 10.12). Graphic de-

signers can face the same familiar issues with manually managing snapshots.

Figure 10.13 shows a real-world example of a graphic designer’s file-system

structure, showing a similar manual versioning strategy to that which we

observed in music production. From our anecdotal discussions with graphic

designers, the lack of undo or permanent snapshots for specific graphical

objects can be an issue here also, just as it was for our music producers.
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Figure 10.12: A number of backup snapshots of a DoView model manually

created with ‘save as’ functionality. — Parker Duignan Ltd., Used with

permission.

Processing and rendering

Finally, figure 10.14 shows a real world graphic design project in Adobe Pho-

toshop, in which the designer has rendered a number of layers to a flat image

for group editing. Just as our music producers had to manually manage,

mute, and hide non-rendered versions of processing abstractions when ren-

dering, this Photoshop example shows a hidden folder of non-flattened layers

retained for backup purposes.

These preliminary examples and observations of crossovers between our

research findings and the issues facing other creative professionals are an

encouraging sign that a useful pattern language could be developed for use

across these domains. It is also clear evidence that there is a case for examin-

ing these other systems (both activities and technologies) utilising a similar

methodology to our own, in order to compare results and make contributions

to each of these domains.
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Figure 10.13: A graphic designer’s file system structure demonstrating man-

ual management of various project versions and snapshots. — Experimenta

Ltd., Used with permission.
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Figure 10.14: The layers in a graphic designer’s Photoshop project. Layers

‘Layer 75 copy 6’ and ‘Layer 75 copy 2’ are hidden (as the eye icon is turned

off), and contained within an ‘Originals’ folder. The flattened (rendered)

layer ‘Dull Ship’ was partially composed from these hidden layers that are

retained for backup purposes. — Experimenta Ltd., Used with permission.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

The purpose of this research was to learn about the fitness and difficulties

created by existing music production abstraction mechanisms through the

context of the work of music producers. The goal of this was to provide us

with a better understanding of how to design abstraction mechanisms, both

in music production tools, and for other digital artefact crafting systems.

This thesis has clearly demonstrated our success in this respect, by pre-

senting a collective case study carried out with twelve professional music

producers, and laying out the detailed analysis and implications of what we

have learnt.

Our central research question was:

How is the work of professional music producers affected by the

particular abstraction mechanisms in the user-interfaces of music

production software?

In this thesis we answered this by first providing an introduction to our

research in chapter 1 and outlining the vital background necessary to un-

derstand the domain and related research areas in chapter 2. We presented

existing models and abstractions of music in chapter 3 which were essen-

tial in understanding our participants’ activities. Chapter 4 provided details

of our methodology; specifically our use of collective case study, cognitive
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dimensions, and activity theory; and the methodological refinements we un-

dertook in order to tackle this research question. In chapter 5 we presented

an activity theory based analysis of computer mediated music production

that was founded on our observations and interviews with professional pro-

ducers. We then explored the interaction between these participants’ activity

systems and the abstraction mechanisms in their software tools. Real world

abstraction and activity issues surrounding audio processing were described

in chapter 6. Chapter 7 dealt with our discoveries of the interactions between

participants work and abstraction mechanisms for breaking up and manip-

ulating musical material as distinct or combined voices. We then examined

how our participants worked with time based structuring of audio through

chapter 8, and in chapter 9 we detailed our discoveries about how partici-

pants reused material, and the abstractions available to support this work.

In chapter 10 we applied the set of evaluation questions which were developed

from these analysis chapters to evaluate two music production systems. We

synthesised what we had discovered to inform a number of novel design con-

cepts and prototypes and explored the applicability of our findings to other

related software tools. Finally, in this chapter we revisit the contributions of

this thesis and outline possibilities for future work.

11.1 Thesis contributions

In chapter 1 we introduced the three central contributions of this thesis. We

can now revisit these to reflect on what we have learnt.

Contribution 1: Analysis of abstraction mechanisms

Our first contribution is the detailed description of our findings explicating

the interaction between existing music production abstraction mechanisms

and our participants’ work. This is contained in chapters 6 through 9, de-

tailing professional producers’ interactions with processing, voice, temporal,
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and reuse and versioning abstractions. These four chapters directly answered

our core research question:

How is the work of professional music producers affected by the

particular abstraction mechanisms in the user-interfaces of music

production software?

These findings included, but were not limited to: discovering the crucial

role that rendering plays in professional production, despite the provision

of abstraction mechanisms such as freezing and folder tracks; the mismatch

between provided abstractions and both transient processing and voices; the

problem of temporarily diverging effects; the difficulties of exploding track

counts and requirements for voice aggregation; the importance of hierarchical

representations in professional music production, from organising an entire

set to manipulating micro-timing for rhythmic feel; the problematic contra-

diction between linear and non-linear temporal abstractions; limitations in

representing variations in repeated material; producers manually managing

snapshot versioning through ‘stashing’ and ‘save as’ copies; and the impor-

tance of library material for reuse.

Contribution 2: Analysis of computer mediated music

production activity

Our second contribution is presented in chapter 5 and provides a detailed ex-

planation of computer meditated music production through the framework

of activity theory. This is based on our interviews and observation field work,

and grounds the analysis in examples from the study participants. We pre-

sented a full description of the components of this activity system, including

the tools we saw in use, the subjects, their differing roles, the types of actions

they carry out, and the significance of externalisation of action through the

activity’s objects and outcomes. We exposed core conflicts in the activity sys-

tem: the contradiction between studio and live performance, the tension of
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rendering material and keeping options open, the paralysing effect of option

dilemma, and the problems of conceptual burden created by the complexity

of the digital artefact object. Chapter 3 also provided a vital component of

this analysis, as it described the historical development of the multitrack-

mixing model which has become a central part of the production activity.

This combined activity analysis provides a useful foundation for other re-

search into computer mediated music production, as well as a reference for

the activity analysis of similar activities in which creative professionals create

and manipulate complex digital artefacts.

Contribution 3: Evaluation criteria, evaluations, and

implications for design

To make the above findings more accessible to the designers of music produc-

tion systems we distilled them into a set of evaluation questions divided into

the various types of abstraction identified. These were presented in chap-

ters 5 through 9, and are collated in appendix C. These evaluation questions

can be systematically applied to new or existing music sequencing system

designs. Doing so will ensure that the concrete findings of this research can

maximally inform future designs. We applied these evaluation criteria to two

popular DAWs and described the more significant results in section 10.2.

In section 10.3 we illustrated how research into how abstraction mecha-

nisms interact with subjects’ activity systems can yield new design possibil-

ities. In doing so, we proposed a number of novel abstraction mechanisms

for music production systems including v-rendering for both processing and

multiple combined voices, allowance for short term voices, hybrid linear and

non-linear sequencing models, anacrusis support for non-linear sequencing,

combined micro and pulse-level editing, differential performance editing, au-

tomatic history tracking of material, inbuilt snapshot versioning for large and

small grained objects, and library material in mixed linear and non-linear se-

quencing form. Some of these mechanisms would require a radical redesign
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of current audio sequencing tools, while others could be added into existing

models.

Methodological contribution

In addition to our research findings, we created a reusable methodological

tool, called the activity interview. In chapter 4 we presented this new in-

terview script based on the activity theory checklist. The original activity

checklist is founded on the rich but complex literature of Activity Theory,

and was one of the few significant efforts to make it accessible to Human

Computer Interaction practitioners. While both Activity Theory and the

checklist provide an ideal foundation for understanding the work of creative

professionals we found significant practical difficulties in applying the check-

list in a field research environment (see appendix A.1). Our activity interview

script published elsewhere [59] and also provided here in appendix B, was sys-

tematically developed from the checklist. This was created for the purposes

of this research in order to provide a resource that can be understood by

interview subjects in any domain, both free of theoretical terminology and

instantly actionable. Our interview script also has the advantage of being

accessible to practitioners without a formal understanding of activity theory,

while allowing them to still take advantage of the perspective it provides.

This interview script demonstrated its utility in our research through the

information it elicited from participants, directly informing not only the ac-

tivity analysis in chapter 5, but also providing crucial contextual data for

chapters 6 through 9 which analysed the impact of abstraction on partici-

pants’ activity.

11.2 Generalisability

Having concluded this study we can make some final remarks about the

extent to which our findings might be generalised.
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Firstly, our results were based on interviews and observations with twelve

professional producers that were chosen as cases that exemplified the com-

puter mediated music production activity system described in chapter 5. The

reoccurring abstraction issues found across these cases provide compelling

evidence that these are likely to be serious issues for at least a significant

proportion of such producers.

We expect these findings to hold for novice and developing computer

music producers. These producers would lack the detailed knowledge and

experience of how to work around problematic or missing abstraction mecha-

nisms. For example, professional producers’ use of manual backup versioning

and ‘stashing’ techniques, in combination with rendering, allowed them to

accommodate for the failings of their software’s abstraction mechanisms. For

novice producers without these hard earned skills, it seems likely that these

problems would be exacerbated.

In addition to our twelve professional producers, interviews with our two

general audio editing participants demonstrated a number of overlapping

issues with those of our core participants. This is an encouraging sign that

at least a subset of our findings are relevant to this larger class of audio

editing activity, although we would also expect these cases to have a number

of their own distinct abstraction issues.

Our last three interviews with experimental computer music program-

mers uncovered a small number of identical issues, and a number of related

issues with abstraction mechanisms in common with our professional produc-

ers. Despite their radically different approaches and tools, these participants

also dealt with processing, voice, temporal, as well as reuse and versioning

abstractions. However, in most cases the abstraction mechanisms themselves

were different, resulting in a different configuration of issues in their activity.

The methodology and analysis presented in this thesis also provided a

template for application to the many other forms of computer mediated ac-

tivity involving creative professionals crafting digital artefacts. In section

10.4 we described our initial observations regarding the many commonali-
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ties between abstraction issues in computer mediated music production and

these other domains and how our findings could be generalised. The research

findings we have presented here could form the basis of a pattern language of

abstraction issues common to these various digital crafting activities, which

would prove useful to interaction designers developing such systems in the

future.

11.3 Future work

This research leads to several other avenues for future work:

1. Firstly, this research does not claim to exhaustively cover all possible

types of musical abstraction, only those that were the most pertinent

to our participants. The most prominent example outside of our work

would be the abstraction of pitch, which has its own implications for

the music production activity. Examination of the entire range of po-

tential musical abstraction mechanisms and their impact on the music

production activity is an area for future work.

2. The detailed qualitative experience of producers that we gathered for

this research would be well complemented with quantitative informa-

tion on system use. For example, corpus analysis of a large number of

music production files would provide significant information on project

organisation techniques and semantic structure.

3. In this thesis we presented a number of design mock-ups and concepts

in response to our findings. Further development and user testing of

functional prototypes would provide a wealth of data for continued

refinement.

4. The study we have conducted revealed interesting aspects of the rela-

tionship between abstraction mechanisms and music producers’ activ-

ity systems. Similar studies of other digital artefact creation systems
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and their users’ activities would be useful contributions to their own

domains, as well as allowing comparison between them.

5. Patterns emerging from these comparisons could produce a useful pat-

tern language, where solutions from one domain could be reused in

others.



Appendix A

Activity Checklist to Interview

This appendix provides additional details on the development of the new

activity interview, continuing the discussion found in section 4.4. In this

appendix, we provide the critique of the activity checklist that motivated

our interview tool, examples from the development of our activity interview,

and reflections on our experiences in its use in the field.

A.1 Checklist critique

While both activity theory and the checklist provide an ideal foundation

for understanding the work of creative professionals, we found significant

practical difficulties in applying the checklist in a field research environment.

Some of these difficulties are as follows:

Operationalisation The first issue with the checklist is that the items are

not presented in an operationalisable form. The checklist items are

worded in a manner which does not lead the mind to apply the checklist

item. The following item is typical wording from the checklist:

Eval 3.4: Self-monitoring and reflection through externalization

This phrase in itself does not pose a question, or impel the HCI prac-

titioner to action. Having to interpret a list of more than forty such

299
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phrases creates barriers to the comprehension and accessibility of the

checklist. In an interview or other field research setting such as ours,

practitioners need the content of a checklist to be rapidly accessible so

that they can quickly determine the relevance of various items to the

current context.

Theoretical terminology Another problem with the checklist is that while

it attempts to make the ideas of activity theory “concrete”, this very

goal is negated by the use of specialist activity theory terminology. In

particular, the checklist uses specialised meanings of the terms action,

operation, internalisation, and externalisation. The lengthy checklist

preamble uses these terms but does not define them clearly, and would

be impractical to refer to in a fieldwork context.

Number of items Depending on the version used, the checklist has be-

tween thirty-seven and forty-three items. In order to make the check-

list easier to apply and internalise, it would be desirable to minimise

the number of checklist items where any redundancy is present. This

is primarily important as the checklist is expected to be used in a field

study context [85, p.30]. A number of the items in the checklist closely

relate to each other and could be described as different specialisations

of a single activity theory concept or question.

Design versus evaluation Kaptelinin and Nardi’s approach divides the

possible usage of the checklist into two camps, evaluation and design.

Providing two versions of the checklist creates a false dichotomy, mak-

ing it unwieldy for use in the in-between cases. In our situation we need

to use the checklist to understand current tool use, with the explicit

goal of motivating new and as yet undefined tools. As such, we would

find a need to use elements from both versions, which is difficult to

achieve with the existing checklist.

Readiness for application Another potential concern with the checklist
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is that even though it claims to provide a concrete activity theory

resource, there is some conceptual work needed before it can be practi-

cally applied. As a first step to using the checklist in this way, practi-

tioners need to rework the checklist into a number of coherent questions

presented in language that subjects in the domain of study will easily

understand. For practitioners focused on rapid results, this could be a

challenging and lengthy process in itself.

Instead of having to develop a series of interview questions based on a

theory they have not fully internalised, practitioners could make good use of

a series of checklist based interview questions using everyday language. In

applying these questions in their domain of investigation, we could expect

practitioners to develop a more concrete understanding of activity theory. In

the next section we introduce a new series of interview questions which have

designed to fulfil this purpose.

A.2 Developing the activity interview

Section 4.4.1 outlined the three three steps used to systematically develop the

activity interview, and figure 4.1 illustrated the mapping from the checklist to

interview questions. This section presents a number of illustrative examples

from this process.

Several groups of original checklist items were combined for the final

question list. Activity theory’s highly related notions of the Activity, Action,

Operation; and Motive, Goal, Condition hierarchies are addressed by several

items. The following items all call on the practitioner to determine the

elements of this dual hierarchy in their domain:

Design 1.2: Goals and subgoals of the target actions (target goals)

Design 1.4: Decomposition of target goals into subgoals
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Design 1.9: Integration of individual target actions and other actions

into higher-level actions

The distinction being made between the first and second item is far from

clear. Additionally, since goals and actions are so closely related it does not

seem ideal for them to be addressed in separate interview questions as seen

in the third item. Instead, we can ask subjects to reflect on how they achieve

their tasks, and how these actions relate to their goals. This allows the

third item to be integrated with the other two into the following compound

question:

Interview 1.2: Can you take me step-by-step through the process of

how you complete your activity, and tell me how this process can

vary.

<Ask about sub-goals during the account where appropriate>

By presenting several closely related checklist items as a single compound

question, we can expect the subject to reflect on the important relationships

between their goals and sub-goals, and the actions that they use to achieve

them. Addressing these issues as separate questions could lead to a frag-

mented and incomplete response.

Another example of this type of amalgamation is our approach to several

checklist items that deal with externalisation:

Eval 3.8: Coordination of individual and group activities through

externalisation

Eval 3.9: Use of shared representation to support collaborative work

Eval 3.10: Individual contributions to shared resources of group or

organisation

Each of these items overlaps the others, but it is not immediately obvious

exactly how. The first item deals with both individual and group activity,
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which means all activity. It emphasises coordination through externalisa-

tion. The second item refers to shared representation, which is a form of

externalisation, and focuses on just group activity. The first item’s issue of

coordination through externalisation is simply a special case of the second

item — a shared representation to support collaborative work. The third

item deals with contribution to shared resources, which is another product

of externalisation and group activity. All of these items can be essentially

captured by an umbrella question eliciting what is externalised, and how

externalisations are used — including use for coordination. After removing

the theoretical terminology, we can express this to subjects in the following

question:

Interview 3.4: How do you use representations of your work — doc-

uments, notes, software, and talking etc. — to collaborate and

coordinate with others?

To use the checklist as a unified tool to support evaluation for prospec-

tive design, it was necessary to identify the variations in wording between

the evaluation and design versions of the checklist. Often the differences in

wording do not make a significant change to the item, and simply create

potential confusion for HCI practitioners wanting to utilise elements of eval-

uation and design. For example, the following two items are based on the

same underlying activity theory concept:

Eval 3.3: Time and effort necessary to master new operations

Design 3.2: Time and effort necessary to learn how to use existing

technology

Both of these items are attempts to determine how subjects learn to use

tools in a specific activity. The same items can both be addressed in an

interview context with the following question:
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Interview 3.2: How hard did you find it to master your tools, and

what should have been easier?

There are several checklist items that include specialist activity theory

terminology which would not be understood by interview subjects. One such

example that was discussed above is the use of the term “externalisation”.

Another example is contained in the following item which uses the technical

terms “actions” and “operations”:

Eval 1.13: Support of mutual transformations between actions and

operations

Again, it is non-trivial to reword this item as an interview question that

can be easily understood. HCI practitioners who are learning activity theory

may not be ideally placed to try and frame this in the clearest terms for their

subjects. We could address this by asking:

Interview 3.6: Are there things that you do that you used to have to

think about, but can now do automatically?

The above interview questions are just a selection of our full set of thirty-

two questions in appendix B; a resource that can now also be used by prac-

titioners, and a useful methodological contribution of this research. Further

details were published in [59]. Our experience in applying this resource is

detailed in the following section.

A.3 Activity interview in practice

In general, the new activity interview tool worked well. Subjects gave mean-

ingful and often insightful answers that related directly to corresponding

activity theory concepts. This helped minimise two forms of researcher bias.

Firstly, the questions are based on activity theory without being tailored

by the researcher to the specific domain being studied. This means there
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is more leeway for the participants to draw unforeseen connections between

their domain and activity theory concepts. Therefore the researchers expec-

tations do not unduly limit the results. Secondly, basing analysis solely on

observation and resulting questions would be inherently limited. Producing

a completed piece of music will typically stretch from weeks to years, a time

scale that makes detailed observation of the entire process impractical. Ob-

viously, the subjects themselves are the only people with knowledge of their

entire activity, and how it unfolds over these macro-timescales. This form

of bias stems from the researchers limited exposure to the entirety of the

activity, and can only be offset by incorporating the subject’s own reflection.

With the addition of observation and the researcher’s analysis we can hope

to get closer to a full picture of the activity.

Process and results

Practitioners should not expect any trivial one-to-one mapping between an

activity theoretic analysis, and their system design. However, such an anal-

ysis is a crucial foundation for successful design. In our design process we

found that our activity interview helped us ensure that we had covered all

of the major issues in understanding the activity system with each interview

subject.

The information that we uncovered from these interviews was invaluable

for our analysis. For example, by highlighting the activity as the unit of

analysis, rather than just lower-level tasks, the interviews brought out the

contradiction created in many tools between the studio and live performance.

Producers’ compositions are typically being crafted for dual use — both for

distribution on audio media such as CDs, but also for performance in a live

context. Additionally, producers often expressed that their work was never

truly completed, and that album, single, and re-mix versions of songs were

common. Therefore a design goal of our system has become to allow produc-

ers to manage multiple variations of a composition, and allow modifications

of one to naturally be reflected in the others where appropriate.
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The activity interview also brings out issues relating to collaboration. For

example, we found that often more than one person would want to interact

with the computer representation of the composition. This raises interesting

design possibilities of having multiple people working on different aspects of

a shared composition simultaneously. With collaborators often developing

a shared composition in separate locations, it is also important to facilitate

merging diverging versions from different sources.

Higher-level questions

In addition to the checklist items, the checklist paper also provides 23 “sample

questions”. The sample questions demonstrate the type of questions that

the HCI practitioner could ask about an activity. An example of one of the

provided questions is:

Sample 3.4: Does the system provide representations of user’s activ-

ities that can help in goal setting and self-evaluation?

This question combines checklist items concerning externalisation and

goals. The sample questions were compelling enough for both Macaulay [85]

and Fjeld et al. [65] to use explicitly in their research. Macaulay described

them as being “particularly useful.”. However, these are sample questions

that are representative of the type of questions that should be asked, but

far from a complete resource of the questions that should be considered. By

using the sample questions as a primary resource there is a very real danger

of failing to consider other important questions not included in the samples.

The underlying problem here is that the checklist paper provides no guide

on how to derive similar questions. In fact the main body of the checklist

paper does not mention them at all.

On closer examination, rather than being merely the checklist items re-

worded as questions, the sample questions work at a higher level — each

synthesising several orthogonal checklist items. The real value of the sample

questions lies both in their operational nature (as opposed to the abstract
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checklist items), and in how they make links between activity theory con-

cerns. The unfortunate consequence of this is that attempting to create an

exhaustive list of these higher-level questions would result in a combinatorial

explosion which would be far from practical.

Our newly developed activity interview addresses this through use in

a semi-structured interview context. This takes advantage of the natural

ability of people to make linkages between comments over the duration of a

conversation. As these linkages naturally occur to the interviewer or subject

it is important to follow these connections with followup questions. Such

spontaneous questions from the interviewer, and insights from the subject

are a natural way to discover relevant replacements for the sample questions.

One of the strengths of our newly developed activity interview is that

it provides the vehicle for maximising the number of such connections that

will be made. By raising all of the salient checklist items in discussion with

subjects, these higher level questions naturally arise. Without such a set of

interview questions there is a real danger that the researcher will be limited

to only the provided sample questions.

Hierarchical goal analysis

Our initial activity interview included a question asking about goals and

subgoals in the activity.

Interview 1.2: What are the goals, subgoals and supergoals you are

trying to achieve in your role?

One problem with this question was that it proved to be difficult to get

a simple hierarchical account of actions and goals in music production. On

reflection it became obvious that this is because there is no simple hierar-

chical description of music production. This activity is open-ended and non-

prescriptive, and as such the actual configuration of actions and goals varies

between one musical piece and another, and between each subject depending

on their patterns of collaboration, tools, and work habits.
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Subjects had some difficulty in knowing how to answer this question.

Subjects tended to answer in terms of a “for example” account of the actions

they might go through in producing a track. They made it very clear that

such an account was merely one possible scenario, and that in actual practice

the order and details of their actions varied greatly. As the subject gave their

account it was possible to query them about their goals along the way. This

example shows the impracticality of asking subjects to develop a high-level

and idealised abstract description of their actions and goals. They proved to

be much more comfortable giving a concrete account, and providing cues as

to how this can vary from case to case.

This interview question needs to be reformulated in concrete terms, with

room for the subject to explain how the activity can vary:

Interview 1.2 Can you take me step-by-step through the process of

how you complete your activity, and tell me how this process can

vary. <Ask about sub-goals during the account where appropriate>

Conflict

The checklist uses the term “conflict” in checklist items dealing with tensions

between various goals or various actions. The paper itself does not explain

this term in any more detail. The use of this term here is somewhat confusing.

Activity theory literature has typically used the concept of breakdowns or the

wider notion of contradictions as popularised by Engeström [62]. Even the

book Context and Consciousness [106] which was edited by Nardi herself

does not include “conflict” in its index.

Despite the unusual choice of this term, we decided to use it in the activ-

ity interview. One of the goals of the activity interview was to embody the

checklist and the expertise it embodied. Changing the terminology unnec-

essarily would not be ideal. Unfortunately this term caused much confusion

when used in interview format. One of the questions was:

Interview 1.5 What conflicts are there between these goals?
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The subjects almost universally interpreted the term conflict to mean

interpersonal conflict, rather than the more abstract idea a form of tension

or contradiction between the goals themselves. It is interesting to note that

the checklist had already limited its analysis of conflict to goal and action

conflict, only a small subset of the types of contractions that can occur be-

tween parts of an activity system. For example, contradictions can occur at

different levels between tools, roles, and rules in addition to goals and ac-

tions. Inadvertently limiting the analysis to just interpersonal conflicts over

specialised it even further. In the latest version of the activity interview we

instead use the term “contradiction”.

Internalisation

The checklist paper claims to address the problem that concepts such as in-

ternalisation and externalisation are “somewhat abstract when it comes to

the actual business of working on a design or performing an evaluation”.

However, the checklist simply reuses these same terms but in an itemised

form, which can cause difficulties. For example, in developing the first ver-

sion of the activity interview we made the mistake of equating internalisation

with the very different concept of a task’s transformation to sub-conscious

operations. Both internalisation and sub-conscious operations are important

concepts in activity theory, but have very distinct meanings. This confu-

sion reduced the effectiveness of the interviews, and as a result hindered the

perceived usefulness of activity theory.

Issues regarding internalisation are highly important in our particular

domain. In our other complementary interviews using the cognitive dimen-

sions questionnaire, subjects made statements about how they had been

“colonised” by the model and work procedures of their music production

software. This phenomenon was not raised in response to our activity inter-

view.
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Externalisation

Externalisation is another central concept of activity theory. We found that

our activity interview questions about externalisation did not get the detailed

answers that we might have expected. Interestingly, the domain of music

production is permeated by profound externalisation. Most of the subject’s

time is spent working with externalised abstract representations of the object

of the activity. It is likely that activity in other domains which are more

internalised would see an larger benefit from these questions in the interview.

Evaluation versus design

Our activity interview merged the evaluation and design checklists. This

suited our goal of analysing the current activity and tools, while looking

forward towards how we might design a new tools.

In our interview’s section on change and development of the activity, we

asked about what might be possible in a new tool. This was followed with

additional questions on how this tool could change the subject’s activity. In

this case, our subjects found it very difficult to imagine new tools, which we

can attribute to their accounts of having been “colonised” by their current

tools. Given the difficulty of imagining new tools, further questioning about

the impacts of such hypothetical tools gained us little further insight. It is

difficult to know how much we can attribute this phenomena to our specific

domain, or if there is a more general problem here. One confounding factor

is that producers who extensively use computer music tools for composition

have by definition found a fit between their activity and their tools. Other

potential computer music producers have no doubt been put off by the lack

of fit between their music production activity and the design of current tools.

Limitations of the interview

With the interviews completed we can think about which aspects of the

activity they failed to illuminate. The above sections highlight problems
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due to various factors, but there are some things that the interview simply

omitted. Some of these limitations can be traced back to equivalent gaps in

the checklist, or activity theory itself.

An important aspect of computer music production is how the design of

tools affect the resulting musical outcome. We can expect similar concerns

to exist in many other domains where we might want to use activity theo-

retic analysis. We found that the activity interview did not directly lead to

discussion in this area. The closest the activity checklist gets to raising this

aspect of activity is with the following item:

Eval 4.2: Effect of implementation of target technology on the struc-

ture of target actions

However, the structure of actions is only a small part of the concerns here.

It is of course important to develop an understanding of how tools affect the

structure of our actions. We also need to know how the tool interacts with

and shapes our goals, and the object of our goals. Tools both empower and

constrain our abilities through their specialisation. When using a tool “we

can sense some things better, and we can alter some things better, but others

not at all” [100].

Another limitation of our interview is it did not give us much insight into

the cultural-historical reasons for developments in computer music produc-

tion. Uncovering this knowledge is probably best captured through comple-

mentary research into the historicity of the domain. In chapter 3 we provided

a historical perspective to the development of the multitrack-mixing model.

Irestig et al. [81] found that the activity checklist “does not highlight

the management of signs and symbols in design as a significant and separate

aspect of the process”. We also foresaw this limitation, and dealt with it by

also interviewed subjects with the cognitive dimensions questionnaire which

focuses on important notational and symbolic features of tools. The detailed

and crucial information uncovered in these interviews was not duplicated

in the activity interview. This validates the claim that this is a limitation
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of the activity checklist, but we should not conclude that the checklist, or

our activity interview, should be expanded to include these aspects. The

cognitive dimensions questionnaire worked well in tandem with our activity

interview. Finding research methods that complement this weakness seems

the best course of action.

A.4 The unified activity checklist

This section presents a unified version of Kaptelinin and Nardi’s activity

checklist [85] that we developed by merging the evaluation and design check-

lists into one. This provided the basis for our activity interview in appendix

B.

Means / Ends

1.1: People who use the target technology

1.2: Goals and subgoals of the target actions (target goals)

1.3: Criteria for success or failure of achieving target goals

1.4: Decomposition of target goals into subgoals

1.5: Setting of target goals and subgoals

1.6: Potential conflicts between target goals

1.7: Potential conflicts between target goals and goals associated

with other technologies and activities

1.8: Resolution of conflicts between various goals

1.9: Integration of individual target actions and other actions into

higher-level actions

1.10: Constraints imposed by higher-level goals on the choice and

use of target technology
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1.11: Alternative ways to attain target goals through lower-level

goals.

1.12: Troubleshooting strategies and techniques

1.13: Support of mutual transformations between actions and oper-

ations

1.14: Goal that can be changed or modified, and goals that have to

remain after new technology is implemented

Environment

2.1: Role of Target technology in producing the outcomes of target

actions

2.2: Tools, other than target technology, available to users

2.3: Integration of target technology with other tools

2.4: Access to tools and materials necessary to perform target actions

2.5: Tools and materials shared between several users

2.6: Spatial layout and temporal organisation of the working envi-

ronment

2.7: Division of labour, including synchronous and asynchronous dis-

tribution of work between different locations

2.8: Rules, norms, and procedures regulating social interactions and

coordination related to the use of target technology / actions

Learning / Cognition / Articulation

3.1: Components of target actions that are to be internalised

3.2: Knowledge about target technology that resides in the environ-

ment and the way this knowledge is distributed and accessed
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3.3: Time and effort necessary to master new operations / learn how

to use existing technology

3.4: Self-monitoring and reflection through externalisation

3.5: Use of target technology / possibilities for simulating target

actions before their actual implementation

3.6: Support of problem articulation and help request in case of

breakdowns

3.7: Strategies and procedures of providing help to other users of

target technology / colleagues and collaborators

3.8: Coordination of individual and group activities through exter-

nalisation

3.9: Use of shared representation to support collaborative work

3.10: Individual contributions to shared resources of group or organ-

isation

Development

4.1: Use of target technology / tools at various stages of target

action ”life cycles” — from goal setting to outcomes

4.2: Effect of implementation of target technology on the structure

of target actions

4.3: Transformation of existing activities into future activities sup-

ported with the system

4.4: New higher-level goals that became attainable after the tech-

nology had been implemented.

4.5: Users’ attitudes toward target technology (e.g., resistance) and

changes over time

4.6: Dynamics of potential conflicts between target actions and

higher-level goals
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4.7: History of implementation of new technologies to support target

actions

4.8: Anticipated changes in the environment and the level of activity

they directly influence (operations, actions, or activities)

4.9: Anticipated changes of target actions after new technology is

implemented
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Appendix B

Activity Interview

<Discuss and define what the activity is for this person and resolve

any questions>

GOALS

1.1: What are the different roles of the people involved in this activ-

ity? What is your role?

1.2: Can you take me step-by-step through the process of how you

complete your activity, and tell me how this process can vary.

<Ask about sub-goals during the account where appropriate>

1.3: How can you tell when you have successfully completed each

goal?

1.4: How could your main goals be achieved differently?

CONTRADICTIONS

1.5: Are there any tensions between these goals?
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1.6: What tensions might there be with goals from other activities

you or others are involved in?

1.7: How could you / do you resolve these tensions?

TOOL USE

I will now ask you a series of questions about the tools you use in this

activity. Tools include all sorts of artefacts such as pencils and paper,

the notes we take, the theories behind them, and more traditional

technology tools.

<Give other examples from the specific activity domain>

2.1: What tools do you use and what for?

2.2: What other tools do you or could you use in this activity?

2.3: Do you have access to these tools?

2.4: How could the tool be integrated with your other tools?

2.5: Which tools do you use when, and how do you organise them?

WORKING WITH OTHERS

2.6: How are these tools used and shared with others?

2.7: How do you divide this activity between people, and at which

points do you have to wait for them to complete their work?

2.8: What are the explicit or implicit rules, norms and procedures

influencing how you work?

INTERNALISE

3.1: How have your tools affected how you think and reason about

your activity, and how much of your activity do you perform in your

head?
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3.2: How hard did you find it to master your tools, and what should

have been easier?

EXTERNALISE

3.3: How do you deal with problems in this activity when they become

too complex to manage in your head?

3.4: How do you use representations of your work — documents,

notes, software, and talking etc. — to collaborate and coordinate

with others?

3.5: When trying to solve a problem, do you ever simulate the situ-

ation to explore possible solutions?

TRANSITION

3.6: Are their things that you do that you used to have to think

about, but can now do automatically?

HELP

3.7: When things go wrong, how do / could your tools let you express

these problems and request help?

3.8: How does the system provide help to other people?

3.9: What knowledge is there about these tools (other than that

provided by the tools), and how can you get access to it?

LIFE CYCLE

4.1: How do your tools fit into your workflow?

4.2: How do your tools shape how you work, and influence what you

can and do produce?
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CHANGE

4.3: What new things could be possible in a new tool?

4.4: What tensions are there between your goals and how you at-

tempt to achieve them, and does this change over time?

4.5: How might your working environment change - people, technol-

ogy, rules, work etc. as a result of new tools?

4.6: What could you do differently with better support from a new

system?

4.7: How have previous systems you have used affected how you

performed your activity and when you moved from older to newer

tools in the past, how did this affect the activity?

ATTITUDES

4.8: What are your attitudes towards new technology, and how do

you see them changing over time?
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Evaluation Questions

General

G.1: Are there facilities to help producers deal with option dilemma,

allowing them to mark off decisions and move forward?

Processing Abstractions

P.1: Can producers avoid manually working around CPU limitations?

P.2: Can producers easily change materials’ voice and location in

time without losing processing context and how it will sound?

P.3: Can automation parameters be associated with material or

points in time as required?

P.4: Can short term or diverging effect processing be created without

adding complexity or CPU overhead?

P.5: Do the object editing facilities allow for tail effects?

P.6: Can results of effected processing be edited and viewed as first

class audio without regard for underlying effects processing, while
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allowing underlying processing to be viewed and modified even after

the results have been edited?

P.7: Can processing complexity be reduced for use in a live setting?

P.8: Is it possible to hide edits?

P.9: Can looking ahead on the timeline be disabled?

P.10: Is it possible to create feedback loops and manipulate them

interactively?

P.11: Is it possible to have predictable results of effect processing?

Voice abstractions

V.1: Does the system provide voice abstractions to capture both the

concepts of instrument parts and perceived parts?

V.2: Does the system provide an abstraction for dealing with tran-

sient musical events?

V.3: Does the system allow producers to make use of visual spatial

layout to organise material?

V.4: Does the system provide voice abstraction facilities to reduce

voice counts and the resulting overwhelming complexity?

V.5: Does the system allow producers to view, edit and arrange

multiple voices as if they are a cohesive whole?

V.6: Does the system provide access to individual voices inside voice

abstractions where multiple voices are amalgamated, and allow them

to be compared with other voices from outside of the abstraction?

Temporal abstraction

T.1: Can material be represented in a hierarchy of temporal blocks

up to the set level, allowing information hiding when desired?
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T.2: Can the producer work with multiple levels of the temporal

hierarchy simultaneously?

T.3: Can multiple contradictory temporal abstractions be repre-

sented?

T.4: Can the producer build and view a piece’s entire linear structure?

T.5: Is it possible to specify variations in repeated material to ensure

diversity and to ensure coinciding parts mesh?

T.6: Can neighbouring and global context of repeated material de-

termine the details of how it is performed?

T.7: Can arrangement decisions be radically changed throughout the

entire production process, including in a live eyes-free improvisational

context?

T.8: Is placement of material against a metrical abstraction mediated

by a system to take lead-ins into account?

T.9: When material is captured without correct metrical abstraction

information, can it be added after the fact?

T.10: Do the metrical abstractions provide facilities to change tempo

and time-signatures at any time?

T.11: Are producers able to manipulate material in terms of bars,

beats, and sub-beats through provision of temporal editing and visu-

alisation over metrical abstractions?

T.12: Are metrical structure abstractions provided, allowing produc-

ers to learn common parameters for expressive timing?

T.13: Can material be captured and refined through performance

gesture?
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Reuse and versioning abstraction

R.1: Are individual repetitions editable, and do producers have con-

trol over how changes to one repetition affect others?

R.2: Can references be maintained after derived material has been

varied?

R.3: Can varied repetitions captured through performance be repre-

sented as such?

R.4: Can producers capture a snapshot version of any block of ma-

terial that they can recall later?

R.5: Can different versions of all types of data be maintained inside

a single project file?

R.6: Can producers work with the same data across multiple appli-

cations?

R.7: Can changes be propagated across multiple arrangements when

required?

R.8: Is there support for managing multiple takes as a single unit,

including takes of automation?

R.9: Does the system allow producers to easily track dependancies

between material and the various projects it is used in?

R.10: Can the producer archive and reuse all types of material ab-

stractions from past projects, while retaining links to their previous

contexts?

R.11: Can the producer access the local library content from multiple

project files, including contextual library material and larger mini-

arrangment style material?

R.12: Can the producer create local library content without adding

complexity to the composition?
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R.13: Is there adequate support for rapid naming, searching, and

name-versioning of all types of data?

R.14: Can material be located spatially and visually rather than solely

by name?
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Appendix D

Additional sources for figures

• Figure 2.2:

http://plaza.ufl.edu/berticus/projects/project2/electronicmusic.

html

• Figure 2.3:

http://www.vintagesynth.org/index.html

• Figure 2.4:

http://www.digitalmusicworld.com/html/hardware/Samplers/BriefHistory2.

php

• Figure 2.5:

http://www.ghservices.com/gregh/fairligh/

• Figure 2.6:

Fromhttp://www.satoworks.com/MasterClass/

• Figure 2.7:

Fromhttp://www.satoworks.com/MasterClass/

• Figure 2.11:
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http://www.propellerheads.se/products/reason/index.cfm?fuseaction=

get popup&article=pop combinator

• Figure 2.12:

http://w1.867.telia.com/∼u86705274/pages/code-apps.html

• Figure 3.3:

http://www.studer.ru/images/j37large.jpg

• Figure 3.4:

Fromhttp://www.ko-on.co.jp/15fader/images/fader.jpg

• Figure 3.5:

http://www.digidesign.com

• Figure 3.6:

http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/dec04/articles/logic7.htm

• Figure 3.7:

From the Cubase manual [128].

• Figure 3.8:

From the Logic manual [6].

• Figure 3.9:

From the Logic manual [6].

• Figure 3.10:

From the Cubase manual [128].

• Figure 3.11:

http://tamw.atari-users.net/notat1.gif

http://www.propellerheads.se/products/reason/index.cfm?fuseaction=get_popup&article=pop_combinator
http://www.propellerheads.se/products/reason/index.cfm?fuseaction=get_popup&article=pop_combinator
http://w1.867.telia.com/~u86705274/pages/code-apps.html
http://www.studer.ru/images/j37large.jpg
From http://www.ko-on.co.jp/15fader/images/fader.jpg
http://www.digidesign.com
http://www.soundonsound.com/sos/dec04/articles/logic7.htm
http://tamw.atari-users.net/notat1.gif
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• Figure 3.12:

From the Live manual [3].

• Figure 3.16:

http://createdigitalmusic.com/2005/04/17/

• Figure 3.18:

From the Cubase manual [128].

• Figure 8.1:

From the Live manual [3].

• Figure 8.6:

http://tamw.atari-users.net/notator.htm

• Figure 8.7:

From the Logic manual [6].

• Figure 10.9:

http://www.macworld.com/2007/08/firstlooks/flimovie/index.php

http://createdigitalmusic.com/2005/04/17/
http://tamw.atari-users.net/notator.htm
http://www.macworld.com/2007/08/firstlooks/flimovie/index.php
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